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Abstract
Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) processes have demonstrated the ability to produce parts with
locally controlled composition. To exploit this potential, methods to represent and exchange parts
with varying local composition need to be proposed and evaluated. In modeling such parts efficiently,
any such method should provide a concise and accurate description of all of the relevant information
about the part with minimal cost in terms of storage. To address these issues, several approaches
to modeling Functionally Graded Material (FGM) objects are evaluated based on their memory
requirements.
Through this research, an information pathway for processing FGM objects based on image
processing is proposed. This pathway establishes a clear separation between design of FGM objects,
their processing, and their fabrication. Similar to how an image is represented by a continuous
vector valued function of the intensity of the primary colors over a two-dimensional space, an FGM
object is represented by a vector valued function spanning a Material Space, defined over the three-
dimensional Build Space. Therefore, the Model Space for FGM objects consists of a Build Space
and a Material Space. The task of modeling and designing an FGM object, therefore, is simply to
accurately represent the function m(x) where x E Build Space.
Data structures for representing FGM objects are then described and analyzed, including a voxel-
based structure, finite element method, and the extension of the Radial-Edge and Cell-Tuple-Graph
data structures with FGMDomains in order to represent spatially varying properties. All of the
methods are capable of defining the function m(x) but each does so in a different way. Along
with introducing each data structure, the storage cost for each is derived in terms of the number of
instances of each of its fundamental classes required to represent an object.
In order to determine the optimal data structure to model FGM objects, the storage cost associ-
ated with each data structure for representing several hypothetical models is calculated. Although
these models are simple in nature, their curved geometries and regions of both piece-wise constant
and non-linearly graded compositions reflect the features expected to be found in real applications.
In each case, the generalized cellular methods are found to be optimal, accurately representing the
intended design.
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Title: Kawasaki Professor of Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Emanuel M. Sachs, Ph.D.
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Symbols
[al The ceiling of a; the first integer b equal to or larger than a such that 0 < b - a < 1
La] The floor of a; the first integer b equal to or less than a such that 0 < a - b < 1
AP the area of the surface p.
Go position continuity: no breaks or gaps exist over a G' curve or surface
G1 tangent continuity: the tangent vector for a G' curve varies continuously; the orientation of the
tangent plane for a G1 surface varies continuously
G2 curvature continuity: the center of curvature for a G2 curve varies continuously; the principal
curvatures for a G2 surface vary continously
MO material continuity: the volume fraction of each material varies continuously over an MO region,
lim (m(x) - m(x + Ax)) = 0
Ax-O
M' material derivative continuity: the rate of change of the volume fraction of each material varies
continuously within an M1 region, Vm(x) is continuous at all points x in an M 1 region
M a vector or array or composition points
Sa storage cost for an object of type a
SbIn storage cost for a Boolean object
S t storage cost for a float object
Sit storage cost for an integer object
S, storage cost for a Material System
Sptr storage cost for a pointer object
R radius of curvature
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U a vector or arracy of points in parameter space
Vq the volume of the region of space q
X a vector or array of points in Build Space
Xnxm multidimensional array of data (mn floats or doubles)
b Boolean flag (true or false)
dm number of materials in the Material System; dimension of the Material Space in which the
FGM object exists
m a composition stored in an FGM modeling system; a vector of volume fractions of materials in
Material System; the modeled point in Material Space
m* the intended composition to be stored in an FGM modeling system; the intended point in
Material Space
n,\ number of intensity levels represented in a voxel-based data structure (each intensity level maps
to a specific volume fraction of material)
u a point in parameter space
x a geometric point in Build Space
E9 accuracy in approximating a desired or ideal geometry
Em accuracy in approximating desired or ideal composition
Kg curvature of curve or surface
Km material curvature
Vf(x) gradient of f(x) at xo;
x=xo
(Of Of Of
Vf(x) = K~ '~Vf()IX=XO ax', 1y' z X=X.
Vf(x) - 9 directional derivative of f(x) at point xo in direction ';
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With recent advances in Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF), the ability to fabricate parts with Local
Composition Control (LCC) is becoming a reality, opening the door to creating a whole new class
of parts with graded compositions. Despite the advanced capabilities of these SFF machines, access
to this new technology is limited by how information is represented, exchanged, and processed.
Designers need new CAD representations to capture their ideas as models with graded compositions
and manufacturers need algorithms capable of converting these models into machine instructions for
their fabrication. A method for maintaining this information, however, has not yet been adopted
as the preferred solution from the many approaches to representing volumetric data. This presents
an obstacle to the exploration of tools for capturing design intent, algorithms for processing models
for fabrication, and finally exercising the capabilities of LCC to produce FGM parts and tooling,
as each method maintains data differently and follows a different paradigm. One of the major
obstacles to choosing a solid modeling method through which to explore modeling FGM objects is
the memory required to accurately store information within the model. By investigating the memory
requirements for various approaches to representing parts with graded compositions, a decision about
which method should be preferred as the basis for the solid modeling of FGM parts can be made.
1.2 Scope of research
1.2.1 Thesis
With recent advances in Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) technology to achieve Local Composition
Control (LCC), Computer Aided Design (CAD) methods need to extended to truly realize the
potential of Functionally Graded Material (FGM) parts and tools. To better understand the CAD
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issues involved with modeling FGM objects, this dissertation identifies and compares several likely
candidate data structures in terms of how they might represent FGM objects. Through this work,
the following hypothesis is examined:
"A memory efficient and accurate approach to modeling FGM objects can be achieved by
extending solid modeling methods currently used for mechanical design. This extension consists
of incorporating methods to map from a Build Space to a Material Space into their underlying
generalized cellular decomposition or B-rep data structures."
Through the exploration of this hypothesis, the information flow from concept to fabrication is
outlined, modeling issues for FGM objects are identified, several alternative approaches to FGM
modeling are discussed, and sample FGM objects are presented and their expected storage costs are
analyzed in terms of each data structure.
1.2.2 Approach
In order to study the memory required to model FGM objects, this dissertation will begin with an
overview of what FGM objects are and how they can be fabricated through SFF processes. Next, a
review of methods for model exchange is presented followed by proposed solutions for FGM modeling.
The decision for selecting one method over another remains an open question at this point. To
answer it, issues concerning the modeling of FGM objects are outlined, including the representation
of geometry and composition and how this information should be processed into machine instructions
for fabrication through SFF. The accuracy of representation of both the geometry and composition
are identified as the relevant parameters in evaluating modeling methods and a clean separation
is established between the representation of the object and its processing. To address the issue
of representation, data structures for maintaining FGM models are then introduced (voxel-based,
triangulated shells, finite element based, and generalized cellular decomposition), along with their
memory requirements in terms of the data they maintain. Since several of the modeling methods
approximate the designer's intent, a relationship is established between the number of instances of
each of their data classes with the accuracy at which the intended geometry and composition is
captured. Since working with FGM objects is a new concept, a set of design tools are proposed
for defining FGM models as pathways for capturing the designer's intent for material variation. In
order to explore the storage costs associated with modeling FGM objects, several hypothetical FGM
objects are introduced, using these tools, containing features that a real FGM part might possess
(such as curved surfaces and nonlinearly graded compositions). The storage costs associated with
representing the objects in each modeling method are analyzed, as functions of accuracy in shape
and composition representation. This dissertation then concludes with a recommendation for a
preferred solid modeling method based on memory considerations and suggests possible directions
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for future research.
1.3 Solid Freeform Fabrication
Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) refers to a class of manufacturing processes that build objects in
an additive fashion directly from a computer model. While some SFF processes are restricted to
building in a single material at a time, most can be adapted to exercise some degree of control over
the local composition [17, 35, 57]. Such Local Composition Control (LCC) provides the opportunity
to design and create parts with graded composition tailored for specific applications. These graded
compositions have become known as Functionally Graded Material (FGM) [20, 80] and refer to the
tailored distribution of material within a part designed for optimal performance.
The capability of LCC and fabrication of FGM parts could be utilized by a wide variety of
industries. Applications could range from multi-color visualization models to functional parts and
tools. For example, the potential to convey additional tissue information through multi-color medical
models would increase their usefulness in medical applications such as surgical planning [31]. Not
limited to prototyping, SFF processes can also build finished parts and tools. The possibility of
incorporating graded compositions could be used in applications requiring the optimization of the
mechanical properties of parts and tools at a local scale, potentially reducing distortion due to
internal stresses, increasing hardness at points of greatest wear, or resisting failure, for example by
locally controlled toughening [80]. The application of FGM compositions to drug delivery devices is
even being studied as a means to achieve optimal, controlled release of medicine into a patient [78].
1.3.1 Single material SFF processing
SFF processes build parts by repeatedly adding minute primitives of material according to a com-
puter model until the final object is created [3, 39]. Although there are many variations on this
process using different materials and mechanisms for adding material, the underlying philosophy
is the same: fabricate an object in an additive fashion directly from a computer model. Some of
these SFF processes, each capable of building parts in some additive fashion such as Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) [6], Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) [10], Stereolithography (SLA) [34],
Shape Deposition Manufacturing [74], Selective Area Laser Deposition (SALD) [35], and 3D Print-
ing(3DP) [57]. To illustrate how SFF processes work, the 3D Printing process is explained here.
3D Printing manufactures a part by selectively binding powder together according to a computer
model. The build cycle begins by spreading a layer of powder over the print bed. A print head
then traverses the bed, selectively depositing binder 1 over the regions corresponding to the interior
'Any liquid that can be delivered through a printhead (similar to an inkjet printhead) that binds powder together.
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of a slice of the computer model. After the layer is printed, the print bed is lowered and another
layer of powder is spread. The process of spreading powder, depositing binder, and lowering the
print bed is repeated, as shown in Figure 1-1(a), until the entire volume of the object is printed. At
the end of the process, the bound powder becomes the manufactured object, effectively rendering
the computer model as a physical object. Post processing steps may also be performed, included
sintering and infiltration, in order to increase the density and strength of the object. Currently,
metal and ceramic parts are being manufactured through 3D Printing, but the potential exists to
build with any material supplied in powder form. A collection of parts manufactured with a single
material is pictured in Figure 1-1(b).
1.3.2 Local Composition Control through SFF with multiple materials
Considering that most SFF processes build parts on a point-wise basis, a analogy can be made
between how parts are constructed and how images and documents are rendered by the computer
on display or hard-copy devices. Following this analogy, the capability to generate mixtures of
materials similar to how varying intensities of color are generated through image processing is a
logical next step for SFF processes. Through the local control of primitives of different material,
the material in a part can be controlled on a local scale, achieving what has become known as
Local Composition Control (LCC). Although many SFF processes are capable of achieving LCC,
how 3D Printing could achieve it is explained here.
Similar to how an ink-jet printer prints color documents, 3D Printing can achieve LCC with
multiple materials. This is accomplished by using a print-head with several jets, as shown in Figure 1-
2, each depositing binders and/or slurries 2 of unique material. By varying the pattern in which the
jets deposit material on the powder-bed, the material composition can be controlled on the scale
of the binder droplets (~ 100pm). Regions of uniform and graded composition can be created in a
manner analogous to how continuous tone images are rendered on a hard-copy device from primary
colors. With this capability, graded compositions can be designed along with the geometry of the
part, tailoring the part's physical properties for a specific purpose or function.
1.3.3 Modeling and processing for SFF
Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) processes build parts directly from computer models. These models
may originate from sampled volumetric data or solid models of parts designed within a CAD system.
The processing of these models for fabrication is unique to each SFF system (depending on the
architecture and mechanism of adding material) but the general philosophy can be understood by
looking at the information flow for 3D Printing, as shown in Figure 1-3.
2 A solution or colloid without binding properties, used as a transport mechanism for locally adding material to an
FGM object.
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Lower print bed F
(a)
(b)
Figure 1-1: (a) 3D Printing illustrating how SFF processes can build a part on a point-wise basis.
(b) Parts fabrication through 3D Printing demonstrating the flexibility of SFF to produce complex
geometries. [59]
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Figure 1-2: 3D Printing illustrating Local Composition Control by selectively depositing droplets of
different material into a powderbed to form a Functionally Graded Material object.
The process begins with a designer interacting with a CAD system to define the shape of the
object. The designer uses tools to modify the geometry of the part and the CAD system provides
visual and numerical feedback to the designer about the status of the design. The solid model is
represented internally by a proprietary CAD representation, which may be exchanged with other
designers and manufacturers using a similar system or translated into a neutral file format (such as
STEP [49, 29] or IGES [27]) for exchange between different systems.
design
intent
digital
solid model
process
planning
fabrication
finished
part
Figure
designer
proprietary CAD data structure
Convert boundary into triangles - STL fileo
Orient
Scale 
- STL file,
Translatej
Slice into layers -+ SLC file
Raster layers into passes -+ Raster file
Encode into instructions -+ 3DP file
Apply binder according to 3DP file
Bound powder
1-3: Information flow for 3D Printing.
Once the shape of the part is completely defined, process planning begins, generating the in-
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structions for the fabrication process. The first step in this process is the conversion of the model
from its native representation into a tessellation of triangles approximating its boundary. Next, this
tessellated model is oriented, scaled, and positioned in order to ensure its optimal fabrication. Once
correctly positioned, the model is sliced into layers of polygons. These polygons are then rasterized
into scan lines which are then encoded into instructions for the 3D Printer, indicating where to apply
binder as the printhead traverses the printbed.
Although capable of achieving Local Composition Control, the pathway for information flow in
current practice does not permit either the definition of FGM objects at the design stage or the
conveyance of the material variation downstream to the printer.
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Chapter 2
Previous work
2.1 Introduction
Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing methods aim to improve the design process and the
quality of the finished process by using computers to represent, design, and evaluate models and
from these models, generate plans for their accurate fabrication. Initially, CAD systems were simply
used to reproduce traditional drafting tools within the computer, enabling the creation and stor-
age of digital engineering drawings. As computers and modeling methods evolved, CAD systems
evolved as well, from simply representing engineering drawings to allowing the complete definition
and representation of solid parts and assemblies in three dimensions, along with all the relevant man-
ufacturing data (surface finish, bill of materials, etc.). Relative to Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF),
the capability of solid modeling has enabled designers to create models and directly manufacture
the parts through an SFF process, in a manner analogous to producing hardcopy output directly
from a word processing program. One of the next challenges for solid modeling is the representation
of graded compositions, or Functionally Graded Material (FGM). With their representation, FGM
objects could then be designed and fabricated through SFF processes capable of Local Composition
Control (LCC). The current standards for data exchange do not allow this, as explained below in
the review of current data exchange methods, providing motivation for research into new model-
ing methods. To address this shortcoming, several solutions for modeling FGM parts have been
proposed by different groups and are also outlined below.
2.2 Current data exchange methods
Data exchange allows designers to communicate models between each other, the customer, and
manufacturers. Although there are as many methods to define an exchange specification as there
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are CAD systems, two paths are considered here. The first, the STL file format, is introduced
as the accepted specification for model processing within the SFF community. The second, STEP
(IS010303), represents a neutral exchange standard proposed by the CAD community at large to
enable the complete and exact exchange of model information between various CAD systems.
2.2.1 STL file
In current practice within the SFF community, the processing of models for fabrication is based
on the STL file format. This format was introduced in 1987 by the Albert Consulting Group and
remains the most common specification for the transfer of models to SFF processing systems [42, 47].
Designers use the tools within a commercial solid modeling system to define a model. Once a model is
defined, the boundary of the model is tessellated into a collection of triangular facets, approximating
the intended design of the part, and written to a file in the STL format. This file is then used as
input to the data processor for generating machine instructions for the part's fabrication. At this
point, the model may be oriented, scaled, or support structures added to ensure optimal fabrication.
The tessellated model is then sliced into layers and instructions unique to each SFF machine for
printing each layer are written to a file. This process of information flow is illustrated in Figure 1-3.
To represent a part, the STL format maintains a triangulated representation of the model's
boundary. The file is organized as a list of solids, each of which maintains a list of facets defining
its boundary, as shown in Figure 2-1. The orientation of the facet is defined by: (1) the ordering of
the vertices such that they form a counter clockwise circuit when viewed from outside the solid and
(2) the outward pointing normal.
The appeal of the STL file to the SFF community comes from its simplicity. Since the STL
file is simply a list of triangles, algorithms to read, write, manipulate, and process models are
relatively simple to develop and implement (when compared to generalized boundary representation
methods). With the convenience of simplicity, however, comes penalties as well. These penalties can
be divided into three general categories: approximation tradeoffs, shortcomings in format definition,
and conversion errors [47].
Through the representation of solid models as a triangulated boundary representation within
the STL format, curves and curved surfaces are approximated, resulting in a loss of information
and accuracy. To provide a higher fidelity representation of a designer's intent for curved objects,
more triangles must used, resulting in greater storage cost. Therefore, with the use of a triangulated
boundary representation, a tradeoff must be made in the accuracy of representation of the model
and the memory required to represent that model.
The definition of the STL format, itself, introduces problems. First, the STL file is unnecessarily
verbose, containing redundant data. The orientation of each facet, for instance, is doubly defined by
the ordering of its vertices and the associated normal. Second, truncation errors are introduced into
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Figure 2-1: STL file format. The boundary of a model is described as a list of triangular facets and
their normals.
the representation through the use of single precision floating point numbers. This may result in
gaps between facets that cannot be easily detected due to the third problem with the format: lack
of topological information. Although the topology, or connectivity, between facets may be inferred,
the lack of explicit topology prevents models from being quickly validated as being solids; ie. having
watertight boundaries. STL models containing gaps and holes may be created and not detected
without the costly step of re-deriving all of the neighbor information between triangles [4, 5].
The final categories of problems with the STL format are due to conversion from the original
solid model into the triangulated representation. During triangulation from the original model
into the STL file, any of the following errors may be generated: gaps (open shells) or dangling
facets formed, degenerate facets recorded, inconsistent normals assigned, or the topology of the
model altered [41, 47, 11]. All of these errors are a function of the accuracy and robustness of the
algorithms used to convert the native solid modeling representation with the designer's CAD system
into the STL file.
To illustrate the STL format, Figure 2-2(a) shows the tessellated representation of a wheel (with
a radius of 269 mm), initially designed with swept, freeform surfaces. Figure 2-2(b) is a truncated
description of the part as an STL file. The STL model of the wheel has a total of 26906 triangular
facets with a reasonable approximation tolerance, requires 3.17 Megabytes to store the data in
ASCII format (1.34 Megabytes as a binary file). The model was created and converted to the STL
specification using the commercial CAD system SolidWorks TM
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STL File Format
solid <name>
facet normal h, hy fii
outer loop
vertex x, yi zi
vertex X2 Y2 Z2
vertex x3 Y3 Z3
endloop
endfacet
facet normal nx nY nz,
outer loop
vertex x1 yi zi
vertex X 2 Y2 z 2
vertex X3 Y3 Z3
endloop
endfacet
endsolid <name>
lSolidworks: http://www.solidworks.com
solid Wheel
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
outer loop
vertex 7.095000e001 2.913194e+002 7.026579e+001
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.91
4
028e+002 7.636772e+001
vertex 7.095000e+001 3.106206e+002 8.149973e+001
endloop
endfacet
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
outer loop
vertex 
7
.095000e+001 3.106
2
06e+002 8.149973e+001
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.914028e+002 7.636772e+001
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.882984e+002 1.048139e+002
endloop
endfacet
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
outer loop
vertex 7.095000e+001 3.106206e+002 8.149973e+001
vertex 7.095000e+001 
2
.882984e+002 1.048139e+002
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.795565e+002 1.320610e+002
endloop
endfacet
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
outer loop
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.685
2
62e+002 2.101446e+002
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.845330e+002 1.940968e+002
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.647845e+002 1.974923e+002
endloop
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
outer loop
vertex 7.095000e+001 
2
.6
4
7845e+002 1.974923e+002
vertex 7.095000e+001 2.845330e+002 1.9
4
0968e+002
vertex 7.095000e+001 3.011244e+002 1.720122e+002
endloop
endfacet
endsolid
(a) (b)
Figure 2-2: (a) Faceted approximation of a wheel (26906 triangles). (b) STL text file describing
part (3.17 Megabytes in ASCII format, 1.34 Megabytes in binary format)
2.2.2 STEP: STandard for the Exchange of Product model data
The concept of enterprise data management has become increasingly important in every facet of
the business world, with the goal of promoting the complete and neutral data exchange across an
organization. The STEP standard was developed for representing product data for data exchange
throughout a product's design, analysis, and manufacture cycles [28]. Initiated in 1984, STEP was
intended to become an international standard based on existing specifications established by various
countries, such as IGES (U.S.), PDDI (U.S.), SET (France), NEDO (U.K.), and VDA/VDMA-FS
(Germany) [49]. To improve upon these specifications, the following goals for STEP were established:
Completeness: the capability to maintain all relevant product data over its life-cycle, from in-
ception to retirement.
Extensibility: able to be expanded to incorporate future representations, processes, products, and
methodologies.
Testability of additions: clear procedures for validating extensions to the standard.
Efficiency: permit product description and storage with minimal cost.
Compatibility: provide as much compatibility as possible with existing standards.
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Minimal redundancy: allow only one way of representation for each concept.
Computing environment independence: enable the exchange of data across systems and ar-
chitectures.
Logical classification of data elements: organize the standard such that future expansions can
easily build on established data elements.
Implementation validation: establish a set of tests and protocols for validating new implemen-
tations using STEP, ensuring their correctness.
Today, STEP represents a comprehensive set of international standards for modeling product life
cycles across a broad spectrum of industries. While a great deal of the standard has been established,
it continues to grow as the new requirements for emerging products and processes are identified,
building upon existing parts of the standard.
application protocols
201 Explicit draughting
202 Associative draughting
203 Configuration controlled design
204 Mechanical design using boundary representation
205 Mechanical design using surface representation
206 Mechanical design using wireframe representation
207 Sheet metal die planning and design
208 Life cycle product change process
integrated resources
generic
41 Fundamental product description
42 Geometric and topological representation
43 Representation structures
44 Product structures
45 Materials
46 Visual presentation
47 Shape variation tolerances
48 Form features
49 Process structure, property, and representation
application
101 Draughting
103 Electrical applications
104 Finite element analysis
105 Kinematics
description methods abstract test suites
11 The EXPRESS language reference manual 1201 ATS for 201
12 The EXPRESS-I language reference manual
implementation methods conformance testing
21 Clear text encoding of methodology and framework
the exchange structure 31 General concepts
22 Standard data access interface 32 Requirements on test
laboratories and clients
33 Abstract test suites
34 Abstract test methods
Figure 2-3: The structure of STEP.
STEP is comprised of six major classes, as shown in Figure 2-3 [29]. The top most class, applica-
tion protocols, define a protocol for the exchange of data for a specific application. These protocols
are developed using parts of the integrated resources. The integrated resources, in turn, are described
in terms of description methods, for which the schema language EXPRESS is used [60, 75]. In order
to ensure compliance with the standard, a STEP implementation must satisfy the specifications of
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the three remaining classes: implementation methods, conformance testing methodology, and the
abstract test suite.
The basis of solid modeling within STEP is Part 42 of the integrated resources: geometric and
topological resources [30]. STEP separates the implementation of the geometry resources from the
topology. Points, curves, and surfaces are each individually defined and then positioned and oriented
using the transformation operators. A wide variety of parametric entities for geometric represen-
tation are included in the standard, permitting accurate description of a model. The hierarchy of
these entities is illustrated in Figure 2-4(a). The connectivity between these geometric entities is
maintained through an associated topological graph, consisting of the classes shown in Figure 2-
4(b). An object recorded as a STEP file is shown in Figure 2-5. Figure 2-5 shows the surfaces
of a boundary representation of the wheel blade. Figure 2-5(b) is the description of the part as a
STEP file, containing a precise mathematical desciption of all of the curves and surfaces as well as
the connectivity between all of the topological entities. In this representation, the model consists
only 269 faces and requires 11.1 Megabytes of memory to store the data in text format. Although
larger than the corresponding text representation of the wheel in STL format (see Figure 2-2(a), the
STEP description provides a complete and accurate description of wheel's design, including analytic
descriptions of the features (curves and surfaces) using trimmed NURBS patches and how they are
related to each other. This detailed information in a neutral format allows the exchange of the
product data to another system without loss of information. The model was an example provided
with the commercial CAD system SolidWorks TM, and translated into the STEP standard through
SolidWorks TM export interface.
2.3 Modeling of FGM objects
The modeling of parts with graded material compositions requires the attachment of composition
information to the model. Although there are existing methods for composite structures [73, 72], the
capability to model graded composition requires that a representation go a step beyond decomposing
models into subregions of uniform material. The following describes several of the approaches
proposed in the literature for modeling these FGM objects.
2.3.1 Voxel-based modeling
The use of voxel-based or exhaustive enumeration methods are commonly used for representing
volumetric data sampled from the real-world [37]. The structure of a voxelized model consists of
cells uniformly distributed over a 3D grid. Each cell maintains information about its composition.
Two classes of voxel-based methods exist: binary voxel and grey-value [37]. In the former class, a
binary value is assigned to each voxel, indicating whether it corresponds to a cell interior or exterior
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geometric representation item
placement
axisi placement
axis2 placement 2d
axis2 placement 3d
Cartesian transformation
Cartesian transformation operator 2d
Cartesian transformation operator 3d
point
Cartesian point
degenerate curve
evaluated degenerate pcurve
point on curve
point on surface
point on replica
vector
direction
curve
bounded curve
B-spline curve
uniform
quasi uniform
Bezier curve
B-spline curve
B-spline curve with knots
rational B-spline curve
composite curve
composite curve on surface
boundary curve
outer boundary curve
composite curve segment
polyline
trimmed curve
conic
circle
ellipse
hyperbola
parabola
pcurve
surface curve
intersection curve
seam curve
line topological representation item
offset curve 2d vertex
offset curve 3d vertex point
curve replica edge
surface edge curve
bounded surface oriented edge
B-spline surface path
uniform surface open path
quasi uniform surface oriented path
B6zier surface edge loop
B-spline surface with knots loop
rational B-spline surface edge loop
elementary surface vertex loop
curve bounded surface poly loop
rectangular trimmed surface face
rectangular composite surface oriented face
surface patch face surface
elementary surface subface
conical surface face bound
cylindrical surface face outer bound
plane vertex shell
spherical wire shell
toroidal connected face set
offset surface open shell
swept surface oriented open shell
surface of linear extrusion closed shell
surface of revolution oriented closed shell
surface replica connected edge set
(a) (b)
Figure 2-4: (a) Geometric and (b) topological entities defined with Part 42 of STEP (IS010303).
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ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
FILE-DESCRIPTION (( 'STEP AP203'
'1' )-
FILE-NAME ('wheel.step',
'1999-11-11T17:16:43',
( 'Jackson' ),
'MIT Design Lab' ),
'SWStep 1.0",
'SolidWorks 98011',
FILE-SCHEMA (( 'CONFIG-CONTROL-DESIGN' 3);
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#1= EDGE-CURVE ( 'NONE', #70750, #70945, #32869, .T.
#2= ORIENTED-EDGE 3 'NONE', *, #56432, .T. )
#3= ORIENTED-EDGE ( 'NONE', *, #75214, F.
#4= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', 3 -0.02277223799738261100,
#5= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02274808706025059600,
#6= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02276491948137489600,
#7= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02278175190249919600, 
.
#8= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02283956758760015800,
#9= CARTESIAN..POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02293799242417949100,
#10= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02303641726075882400,
#11= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02317545069753161600,
#12= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.02335419307990956000,
#13= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.04164771119154294500,
#14= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.04092825589242170300,
#15= CARTESIAN-POINT ( 'NONE', ( -0.04020880261889587400,
(a) (b)
Figure 2-5: (a) Surfaces defining the boundary of a wheel (269 surfaces). (b) STEP encoding of the
part (11.1 Megabytes).
to the modeled object. Grey-value go one step further, in which a value is assigned to each voxel
representing the density of a material or property assigned to that cell. Sources of real world data
for voxel models come from sampling methods that naturally generate data over a grid, such a X-ray
computed tomography, magnetic resonance, positron emission tomography, computed radiography,
digitized x-rays, and ultrasound [62, 77].
A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of voxel-based modeling methods has been
provided by Kaufman et al [38], which is reproduced here:
" Disadvantages of voxel-based models:
Discrete form Voxel-based methods provide finite resolution, approximating surfaces and
volumes as discrete primitives. This artifact of voxel-based methods also complicates
transformations and results in information loss during the transformations.
Loss of geometric information: Since a model is represented as discrete information, in-
formation about specific surfaces and features is not readily available for rendering and
design algorithms.
Memory and processing: In order to represent models accurate, large sets of voxels are
required.
" Advantages of voxel based models:
Insensitivity to scene complexity: All objects in a scene are represented as collections
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Figure 2-6: Photograph of actual brain, magnetic resonance imaging of brain, voxelized
model of brain. (image courtesy of University of Washington Structural Informatics Group
http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/) [77]
voxels in an ordered grid, allowing direct rendering without concern for intersections
between polygons (as in surface models).
Citing the fact that raster based graphics have dominated in 2D environments over vector based
approaches [19], Kaufman suggests that a similar migration is possible in the 3D modeling as memory
prices drop and processing speed increases [38].
Citing the close resemblance between how voxel-based methods represent parts and how SFF
processes build parts, several researchers have suggested the use of voxel-based modelers for SFF
model representation and design [9, 46]. Chandru et al introduces the Geometric Workbench for
Rapid Prototyping (G-WoRP), incorporating a voxel-based data structure for modeling parts with
design tools for capturing designers' intent [9]. In their approach, they suggest that the process
planning for SFF fabrication is greatly simplified through the use of a voxelized representation. The
voxels in their data structure correspond directly with the material primitives added during the build
of the part, reducing the intermediate steps of generating an STL file, slicing it, and rasterizing the
slices. They also suggest the possibility of building composite structures by associating material
information with each voxel, thereby enabling the representation and design of parts with local
composition.
Despite advocating the use of voxelized models for modeling parts for SFF, Chandru et al [9]
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recognize that "the memory requirements of voxel models are enormous" [9]. They provide as an
example that a 400 x 400 x 400 grid requires 6.4 x 107 bytes of memory. To address this issue, they
suggest trading computation time with memory cost by compression, octrees, shells, or maintain
"the original geometric representation and use voxelization algorithms when necessary" [91.
2.3.2 Finite element modeling
In Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), designs and physical problems are often analyzed through
the Finite Element Method [2], allowing the study and prediction of engineering properties through-
out a finite element model. With its ability to represent volumetric data, the finite element modeling
is another avenue for establishing a representation for FGM objects.
In order to perform a finite element analysis, a simplified model of the problem is formed,
consisting of many finite elements (tetrahedra, bricks, etc.) interpolating nodes in space. These
nodes are positioned such that the shape of the mesh of elements captures the important features
of the problem being studied. Boundary and load conditions are then imposed on the appropriate
nodes and a set of governing equations are solved over the elements, determining the values at all
of the nodes, solving for the properties of interest throughout the model.
With its ability to represent volumetric data, the Finite Element Method has been proposed
as a solution for the representation and design of FGM objects, most notably by Pegna [50] at
a presentation in the 1998 Solid Freeform Fabrication Symposium. Pegna suggested that models
represented by point sets used in existing finite elements analysis systems could be used to model
spatially varying material distributions within FGM objects. Although proposed as a method to
represent FGM objects, Pegna does not give a predication of the memory requirements for modeling
FGM objects in such a manner.
2.3.3 Generalized modeling methods
While the preceding approaches to FGM modeling adopt analysis methods for volumetric data to the
design of FGM objects, another avenue to solving this problem is to extend solid modeling methods
currently used in Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems to handle graded material data.
The following sections introduce two possible approaches. The first proposes the extension of
Boundary Representation (B-rep) modeling to include material information. The second proposes
a generalized cellular decomposition scheme. Upon close review of the two methods, it will become
apparent that both approaches advocate the decomposition of models into general regions over which
material variations are mapped.
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Figure 2-7: (a) Proposed decomposition of solid model into atlases. (b) Proposed data structure for
rm-object modeling based [40].
rm-objects
Kumar et al. [42, 43, 40] have proposed the extension of solid modeling to handle heterogeneous
objects by using (r-sets) with information about material variation (rm-sets). The shape of a
model is defined in terms of an r-set (a form of B-rep modeling). This geometry model is further
decomposed into atlases over which material variations are mapped, as shown in Figure 2-7(b). In
such a manner, FGM solid models are represented as rm-objects, maintaining the geometry of the
model's boundary and the volume fraction variation of each material throughout the object. In their
initial proposal (1997), Kumar and Dutta [42], rm-objects were to be represented in a data structure
built upon the commercially available solid modeling kernel ACIS [65]. In their latest published
work (1999), a new cellular data structure (Kumar et al [40]) is proposed to maintain solid models
decomposed into cells with atlases defining their compositions and properties (see Figure 2-7(b)).
In order to define FGM models, Kumar et al. also propose a set of Boolean operators for
modifying the geometry and composition stored in the data structure. Examples of FGM objects
modeled as rmn-objects are given in Figures 2-8(a) and (b). They do not, however, provide an analysis
of the memory required to store rim-objects.
FGM cellular decomposition
A generalized cellular decomposition approach to FGM solid modeling was proposed by Jackson et
al. [33, 32, 58]. In their approach, a solid model is decomposed into a collection of cells representing
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Figure 2-8: (a) Model motivating need for representation method for heterogeneous objects with
rm-sets [40]. (b) Example of a graded bar represented as an rm-object, decomposed into cells [40].
the vertices, edges, faces, and regions of the solid model. The topology (or connectivity between the
cells) is maintained through the use of a data structure known as the Cell-Tuple data structure [7,
8, 25, 26]. The geometry of each cell was maintained separately, similar to how the geometry is
maintained in existing B-rep modelers. Along with the geometry of each cell, material information
was also stored, allowing the modeling of both curved geometries and graded compositions for each
cell.
In their prototype implementation, the shape and composition of the cells were defined in terms of
Bezier curves, triangles and tetrahedra (linear in shape, but of any degree in composition). Control
points blended according to the barycentric Bernstein polynomials define the shape of each cell.
Likewise, control compositions defined in material space and another set of Bernstein basis functions
define the material variation of each cell.
Although Jackson et al [32, 33] state that their approach is general in nature, the examples
they provide were generated through a commercial meshing system 2 as an initial approach to
subdividing models into sub-regions (see Figure 2-9). Acknowledging the expense of storing meshes
in a relational database maintaining all of the topological data explicitly, Jackson et al. suggest
that further research should address methods to more logically subdivide models as well as the
development of additional cell classes for representing shape and composition.
2Algor: http://www.algor.com
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Figure 2-9: (a) A pulley consisting of graded material defined as a cellular model with Bezier triangles
and tetrahedra. (b) A drug delivery device defined as a cellular model with Bzier triangles and
tetrahedra. [33, 32].
2.4 Discussion
This chapter has provided a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in solid modeling relevant to
modeling FGM objects.
For data exchange, the STL file format is recognized as the de facto specification in the SFF
community. Serving the same purpose (data exchange) but with more accuracy and wider accep-
tance, the STEP standard was presented as the state-of-the-art in solid model exchange. Given
the limitations of the STL format, the logical choice for data exchange for solid models should be
STEP (provided that both the transmitter and receiver of the model posses the facilities to handle
this format). For representing FGM objects, however, neither STL or STEP allow the definition of
regions of graded compositions, motivating the exploration of extensions to STEP to handle graded
materials.
Three classes of solid modeling for handing FGM objects were then introduced. Each addresses
the issue of material variation in space differently. The first two, voxel-based and finite element
based are commonly used for engineering analysis of volumetric data, but their use in mechanical
design is not as common. The generalized methods suggest extending the concepts behind existing
solid modeling methods used for design. The most common method, B-rep modelers, describe the
boundary of a solid in terms of a shell of faces, defined based on a wide variety of surface types.
Both Kumar et al and Jackson et al suggest that this paradigm can be followed for FGM object
modeling in which models are decomposed into regions that map material variations, similar to how
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shape is represented. By mapping each region into a material space, their compositions are defined.
Although several methods for representing FGM models have been introduced, no conclusions
have been drawn on the storage costs associated the representing an FGM object in each.
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Chapter 3
Identification of issues in FGM
modeling
3.1 Motivation
Before proposing a solution for modeling FGM objects, the issues involved in the design, repre-
sentation, and processing of FGM models must be understood. Only the most fundamental issues
concerning the representation of FGM objects are presented here: the definition of shape and com-
position in terms of a Build Space and Material Space. These concepts are then put in the context
of the overall information flow for SFF processing with LCC, clearly a separation between FGM
modeling and SFF fabrication.
3.2 Modeling shape versus shape and composition
3.2.1 Geometric modeling
Modeling the geometry (or shape) of an object is the primary purpose of most design systems. The
goal is simple: provide a system capable of maintaining a model's geometry and provide the tools to
define that geometry by accurately capturing the designer's geometric intent. Existing CAD systems
provide this functionality in many formats, but the basic idea is typically to define the boundary of
an object, whether it is a single part and a component of an assembly.
The Model Space maintained in the data structure can be considered the Build Space in R3 in
which the model will be fabricated (see Figure 3-1(a)). The boundary of the model must clearly
divide this Build Space into the interior and exterior of the model. To accomplish this, any of a
number of solid modeling methods may be used (voxel-based, CSG, B-rep, cellular decomposition,
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etc).
The designer modifies the boundary of the object through a set of design tools (extrude, cut,
sweep, revolve, etc.) to generate the desired shape of the model. In addition to representing the
object, information about the geometric nature of the boundary may be requested. Geometric
interrogations may consist of calculating quantities such as surface normals, curvature, minimum
distance between features, surface area, or volume. Although material information may be associated
with a geometric model, it is added after the fact as an attribute to the enclosed region and is assumed
to be uniform throughout that region (see Figure 3-1(b)).
3.2.2 Geometric and material modeling
With the goal of modeling graded compositions, the issue of material modeling becomes as important
in the representation of an object as the geometric modeling of its boundary. The Model Space in
which the model is defined can now be considered as the combination of the Build Space and the
Material Space (see Figure 3-2).
Again, the Build Space is simply the three dimensional space in which the object is to be
fabricated. The Material Space, however, is spanned by the primary materials in the material
system. This concept is analogous to the blending of primary colors (Cyan, Yellow, Magenta, and
Black) in an ink-jet printer to produce a wide range of colors and tones for color hard-copy output.
To achieve Local Composition Control, an SFF process builds a part by selectively adding varying
quantities of different base materials. These materials comprising the material system create a
Material Space out of which an FGM is defined. The dimension of the Material Space (din) is the
number of materials out of which the object is to be composed.
To define an FGM object, a mapping from the Build Space (X) into the Material Space (M)
must be provided. This concept has previously been suggested by Kumar et al. [42, 43] (through
the use of atlases) and Jackson et al. [33, 32] (through the use of parametric cells with control points
in Build Space and control compositions in Material Space). This concept of mapping from Build
Space into Material Space is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
Before even exploring how one might maintain a digital representation of the model, it must be
understood that the underlying goal of any FGM modeling method is to define a function spanning
the material space for all the points in Build Space. This is accomplished by defining the concept of
a composition, represented by m, which defines the volume fraction of each of the primary materials
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Figure 3-1: (a) The Model Space represented by state-of-the-art solid modeling systems. (b) Asso-
ciating of materials to regions within a model.
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Figure 3-3: To define an FGM object, each point in the Build Space (x E X) must map to a
composition in the Material Space (m(x) E M)
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at every point in the Build Space.
M materialo x material x material 2 ... (3.1)
%materialo
%materiali
m(x) = %material E M for x E X (3.2)
%material2
For completeness, the material voids are always included to allow the definition of space exterior to
the object's intended boundary. In addition, further restrictions are imposed on the composition
function such that the volume fractions always sum to unity and the volume fraction of each material
is non-negative:
Hm(x)J|1 = materialo + material +... 1.0 (3.3)
materiali ;> 0 for 0 < i < d (3.4)
Other than the above constraints, no other limitations have yet been imposed on the nature of the
material variation. Tools for working with geometric information (the object's boundary) are still
important, but how the material varies throughout the model is now equally important at the time
of design. The composition may vary smoothly or contain discontinuities, depending on what tools
are available for the definition of m(x) and how this information is modeled.
It is important to note that at this point in the discussion of FGM modeling issues, the manner in
which that data is represented in the computer or how the model is to be processed for fabrication
has not been discussed. Only the concept of a Model Space, consisting of a build space and a
Material Space, in which an FGM model is to exist have been identified.
3.3 Accuracy in representation
The previous section introduced the goal of FGM modeling: to represent the shape and material
variation of an object through a function m(x). The manner in which m(x) should be chosen, in
part, based on the accuracy of representing the designer's intentions.
3.3.1 Shape
Accuracy in representing shape is an underlying goal of existing CAD systems. The designer has
an idea for the shape of an object's boundary. The geometric accuracy is the maximum distance
between the desired shape and the shape actually stored in the digital representation (see Figure 3-4).
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model space
.0.S'"Modeled object boundary
,,..-Intended object boundary
Figure 3-4: The maximum distance between the intended object's boundary and the modeled bound-
ary is the geometric accuracy (Eq) of the modeled object.)
3.3.2 Material
With the representation of graded material information, the concept of material accuracy needs to
be defined. The material accuracy is the maximum difference between the intended volume fraction
for any material at any point in the object and the volume fraction actually maintained or computed
from the digital representation:
Cm = max {m*(x) - m(x)} for x E Build Space
= max{Im*(x) - mo(x)I, Im*(x) - mi(x)I, . . . } for x E Build Space
where m* (x) represents the desired material distribution for the object and m(x) is the distribution
actually modeled in the data structure. Figure 3-5 illustrates the concept of material accuracy for
the assignment of uniform material to a region in a model.
3.4 Processing FGM models for fabrication
The issue of processing FGM models for fabrication can now be discussed. With the definition of an
FGM object as a function m(x), the model must be transformed into machine instructions for its
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Figure 3-5: Visual interpretation of material accuracy, showing the difference between the desired
composition m*(xo) and the modeled composition m(xo) at the point xO in Build Space.
fabrication. To achieve this goal, image processing techniques provide a two-dimensional solution
which may readily be adapted for three-dimensional models.
3.4.1 Image processing
Figure 3-6 outlines the steps in image processing, as presented by Ulichney [71, 70]. This process
starts with a continuous tone image (I,,(x)) that defines the intensity of each of the primary colors
over the space occupied by the image.
%red = r(x))
lin(x) = %green = g(x) for x C image (3.5)
%blue = b(x) J
'in (x) may originate from a digital photograph, a computer graphics program, or a word processing
document.
The first step in image processing is the sampling of the continuous tone image at a grid of
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Tone Scale Adjust I I'[n]
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processing 4
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Physical
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printed or
displayed image
Figure 3-6: Steps of the information flow for image processing.
discrete points (n).
%red = r(n))
I'(n) %green = g(n) for n E grid (3.6)
%blue = b(n)
These sampled values are then modified to compensate for errors inherent in display or printing
process. The Tone Scale Adjust step modifies values to account for any non-linearities between the
mapping of the desired values and the rendered value due to the nature of the Physical Reconstruction
Function and the halftoning method used. The Sharpen step attempts to modify the values of the
image to compensate for any loss of clarity during the halftoning step.
The next step in the information flow is the halftoning of the continuous values in the grid into
binary values. There are many methods for accomplishing this, including the use of dithering arrays
and error diffusion, but the underlying goal remains the same: determine a pattern of ones and
zeros over the sampling grid that will most closely reproduce the original image after the Physical
Reconstruction Function is applied.
1 or 0
J(n) 1or 0 for n E grid (3.7)
1 or 0
These binary values are encoded into instructions for the display or hardcopy device. The Physical
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Reconstruction Function is defined by Ulichney as the mathematical description of this device, cap-
turing the nature of pixel rendering (accuracy and intensity distribution) to reproduce the processed
image [70]:
%red = r(x))
Iot (x) %green = g((x)) for x E image (3.8)
%blue = b((x))
The left hand side of the above equation (I0 ,t(x)) represents the final, processed (displayed or
printed) image. Although this image was produced through a digital process (pixels on a monitor or
ink droplets on a page), ideally this final image will closely match the initial image: Iot(x) ~ I(x)
for x in the image. A measure of the quality of a display device and the image processing algorithms
used to drive it, is how close these two images match [70].
This information flow is illustrated in Figure 3-7 for a single color (red). The initial distribution
of red in the image is defined as:
r (X, Y) =cos(x) * sin(y) + 1 (3.9)
2
This distribution is shown in Figure 3-7(a). The image is then sampled over a 77 x 77 grid, as shown
in Figure 3-7(b). The value at each grid point may take on any value between zero and unity. To
convert the grid of continuous tone value to binary values, the values are halftoned, generating the
grid of binary values shown in Figure 3-7(c). A simple Physical Reconstruction Function based on
diffusion of the ink during printing was used to simulate the rendered image Figure 3-7(d). For a
more detailed explanation about this process, consult Ulichney's work on digital halftoning [70].
3.4.2 FGM model processing
As previously stated, an FGM object can be defined as the function m(x), providing a mapping
from a Build Space into a Material Space. For the processing of FGM models for fabrication through
Local Composition Control, the paradigm of information flow from image processing can be followed.
This process is outlined in Figure 3-8.
The process begins with capturing the designer's intent in terms of a digital FGM model. At
this point, the model m(x) is maintained within a data structure selected to accurately capture the
designer's ideas.
Once the model is completely defined, processing begins with the model first positioned in the
fabrication space, then sampled over a lattice of points, and then halftoned into discrete material
primitives. The object is then fabricated through an SFF process, whose properties are captured
mathematically by the Physical Reconstruction Function.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3-7: (a) Initial image: I 2n(x). (b)
Physically reconstructed image: Iout(x).
Sampled image: I'(n). (c) Halftoned image: J(n). (d)
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Figure 3-8: Steps of the information flow for FGM model processing.
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As an example, consider the definition of an FGM object in a two dimensional Material Space
consisting of stainless steel and voids. The processing begins with the part being oriented, scaled,
and positioned in the fabrication space in order to ensure an optimal build. The model is then
sampled over a lattice of points in the fabrication space. Just as the sampled image needed to
be filtered, Tone Scale Adjust and Sharpen steps are applied to help compensate for errors and
distortions introduced later. These values are then halftoned into binary values which are then used
to drive the fabrication (represented by the Physical Reconstruction Function). For 3D Printing, the
Physical Reconstruction Function depends on the nature of the droplet formation, flight, impact, and
diffusion into the powder bed. For Selective Laser Sintering, the Physical Reconstruction Function
would capture then intensity distribution of the laser and the nature of the melting and solidification
of the power.
3.5 Discussion
This chapter has introduced three important concepts: the Model Space in which an FGM object
should be defined, the definition of material accuracy, and how FGM models should be processed.
This Model Space consists of a Build Space and a Material Space.
Through the introduction of a Model Space, no reference was made to a solid modeling method.
Instead, emphasis was placed on the information that needs to be conveyed: shape and material
variation. The accuracy in capturing the designer's intent for shape and composition is then defined.
Since the goal of any modeling system is to capture design intent, the measures of accuracy (E9 and
Em) should be used as the parameters when evaluating any data structure upon which an FGM
modeling system and exchange standard will be built.
Following the paradigm of image processing for the process planning of FGM objects, a clean
separation is established between object modeling (part design and representation) and object fab-
rication. The processing steps are sufficiently general to apply to any point-wise manufacturing
process (SLS [6], 3DP [57], SDM [74], SALD [35], SLA [31]) and material system. The details of
the halftoning, its encoding into machine instruction, and the nature of the Physical Reconstruction
Function, however, are unique to each process and material system and are not addressed in this
work [79].
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Chapter 4
Modeling composition through
decomposition
4.1 Motivation
Solid modeling schemes differ in the manner in which they define interior regions of models, and
how these regions are related to each other to form a complete object. In most existing approaches
to solid modeling for use in design tasks, attributes attached to regions within the representation
of an object are considered to be uniform or constant throughout each region. This permits the
association of a single material or manufacturing process with each region, facilitating the modeling
of composite structures. With the developing capability to locally vary the composition of a part
as it is fabricated, additional information must be associated with each region to represent how its
composition varies or grades throughout its interior. This requirement impacts both the complexity
of the representation schemes used for each region as well as the number of regions required to
accurately model an object. Both of these factors are related to how efficiently the data representing
an object data is stored.
To address these issues, this chapter introduces several modeling schemes for representing FGM
objects. The data structures to be considered include a exhaustive enumeration approach, a trian-
gulated boundary representation (a variation on the STL format) [47], a finite element mesh [2], the
Radial-Edge data structure [73], and the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure [7, 8, 25, 26]. Regardless
of the data structure used, the concept of decomposing the model into regions with which material
information is associated is fundamental. The generality in the representation of regions and amount
of topological (connectivity) information explicitly recorded, however, is different for each method,
resulting in different degrees of generality, accuracy, and efficiency of interrogation algorithms. To
illustrate what information is maintained for each method, the object in Figure 4-1 is used. This
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chapter is concerned with outlining how the different modeling schemes represent FGM models as
well as formulating storage cost of each method in terms of the data it maintains.
isMIT FGM Obect Modeleoftemdx
(0, 0, )
(0,0,10)
(1,IF0,0)
Figure 4-1: Model consisting of two tetrahedra used to illustrate various modeling methods. Shown
is the wireframe of the model.
The solid modeling data structures explored here increase in complexity from an exhaustive
enumeration scheme to the completely general methods (Radial-Edge and Cell-Tuple-Graph). For
each approach, the overall data structure is first introduced, followed by a description of each of
the classes needed in an object-oriented implementation of the data structure [54]. The storage
requirement for the entire data structure is then formulated in terms of these elementary data
classes, providing general expressions for the costs associated with modeling an object within each
representation. The analysis here is concerned with the minimal information needed to represent the
model and does not include additional information which may be useful for performing operations
on the model, such as interrogating the data structure, visualizing or processing the model, and
modifying its geometry or composition.
4.2 Nomenclature
The storage costs for the various approaches to modeling FGM objects are derived in terms of the
amount and classes of data they maintain and the number of instances of each class stored in the
data structure. The cost associated with a specific data class is represented by the symbol Sa with
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the subscript a replaced by the name of the corresponding data type or class. The storage cost Sa
is the amount of memory required to store a single instance of class a. The units are assumed to
be in bytes, although in all but the voxel-based approach the units are arbitrary. The symbols 5 2nt,
SIt, and Spr represent the number of bytes for primitive data types integer, floating point number,
pointer, respectively, which are machine-dependent.
The number of instances for a given class is represented by the parameter nb, where b is the class
name.
In some cases, attributes within an object are used in the derivation. This information is rep-
resented by naming the object followed by a period and the name of the attribute. The number of
facets nf bounding a facetted region r, for instance, would be written as r.nf.
For each modeling method, the terms of the storage costs are initially grouped by data class,
identifying the amount and kind of data associated with each data class. This takes the following
form:
Smethod A ESclass B class B + [Sclass C class C (4.1)
where the storage cost for modeling method A, class B, and class C are represented by Smethod A,
Sclass B, and Sclass c, respectively. In this example, modeling method A consists of only two classes:
B and C.
4.3 Voxel-based modeling
In the exhaustive enumeration approach to solid modeling, a region of space containing the object
is decomposed into a lattice of voxels [37]. If the model is composed of a single material of uniform
density, a binary value is associated with each voxel, indicating whether or not the voxel lies inside
or outside of the object. This modeling method, also known as binary voxel modeling, is usefule in
representing conventional composite structures where discrete materials exist within separate regions
of the model. For blended compositions, a vector of numerical values must be associated with each
voxel, representing the volume fractions of each material present within the voxel. These models are
known as grey-value voxel models and are commonly used for modeling sampled data sets of scalar
fields.
Figure 4-2 shows the two classes required in a voxelized modeling scheme for representing object.
The class Voxel-Model maintains information about the dimensions of each voxel (6w, 6J,, 6,), the
number of voxels, or subdivisions, along each dimension (nt, ny, n,), and the position of the lower
corner of the voxel model in the Build Space (ox, oh, oz). The pointer lattice provides a reference
into the 3D grid of voxels and matsys contains all of the information regarding the Material System
out of which the object is composed. Figure 4-3 shows the sample object represented as a voxel-
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based model. Each voxel maintains an array of values m, corresponding to the intensity level or
Voxel-Model
nx, ny, n, :integers
6X, 6y, 6z : floats Voxel
or, , 0Z floats m : array of values
Figure 4-2: Relationships between classes in an exhaustive enumeration method for modeling FGM
objects.
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Figure 4-3: (a) Voxelized representation of sample model. (b) VoxelModel object model.
volume-fraction of the corresponding material or physical property. The memory required to store
this array depends on the number of levels of intensity (nx) to be represented by each voxel as well
as the number of fields (materials) in m. To represent nA levels of intensity for each material, each
voxel must store an integer value from zero to nA - 1 for each material. Representing this value in
binary form, the number of bits required by a voxel to represent the intensity value of each material
is simply [lg nA]. For a Material System with dm materials, each voxel would require dm [lg nAl bits.
Therefore, the total storage cost (in bytes) for the exhaustive enumeration representation presented
in Figure 4-2 is:
SO = [3 Sint+6Sfit+Sptr+Sms]VoxelModl+ [ nvoxdm[lgnxe]
[8 1 Voxel (4.2)
where nvox = nxnyn, is the number of voxels stored in the lattice.
Therefore, the storage requirement for the exhaustive enumeration method is directly propor-
tional to the number of voxels (regions) and the log of the number of levels of intensity for each
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lattice : pointer to array of voxels
matsys : MaterialSystem
1.2,
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402,
is
material stored in the data structure.
4.4 Triangulated shells
The next level of sophistication for modeling FGM objects is the use of a faceted Boundary Rep-
resentation (B-rep) modeler [47]. In this approach, a model is decomposed into regions of uniform
(constant) composition, bounded by shells of triangular facets. This is a modest extension of the
conventional STL format in current use for exchanging models for SFF [47]. The data classes
TriModel
n, :integer
r : array of nr pointers
matsys : MaterialSystem
TriRegion
nf : integer TriFacet TriVertexf: array of nf pointers -+ 
-+
n: array of nr Boolean values v : array of 3 pointers x: array of 3 floats
m: array of dm floats
Figure 4-4: Relationships between classes in the triangulated boundary representation approach for
modeling FGM objects.
comprising this modeling method include: TriModel, TriRegion, TriFacet, and TriVertex (see Fig-
ure 4-4). The top most class, TriModel, is used to represent an individual FGM model, containing
a Material System matsys and an array of regions r into which the model is decomposed. Each
region is represented by an object of type TriRegion, containing a vector of volume fractions m of
the primary materials to define its uniform composition as well as references to the triangular facets
f defining its boundary. An array of Boolean values n is also maintained by each region, each value
indicating whether or not the orientation of the vertices about the corresponding triangular facet
form a counter-clock-wise circuit when viewed from outside the region. Each triangular facet is an
instance of a TriFacet and references three vertices v. Vertices are stored separately as TriVertex
objects, each storing a point x in Build Space. The sample object represented as a triangulated
model with its objects are shown in Figure 4-5. The storage cost for the data structure is a function
of the number of regions, facets (internal and external), and vertices needed to represent the model.
Stri [Sint + nrSpt, + Sms]TriModei + E (Sint + r.nf Sptr + .nf Sbin + dmSfit)
Ir Model.r 
-TriRegion
+ [3ntriangles SptrTriFacet + [3fnodesSfltTriVertex
= (Sint + Sptr + dmSfit )nr + Z r.nf (Sptr + Sbn) + 3 Sptrntriangles + 3 Sfltnnodes
rEModel.r
+Sint + Sms (4.3)
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Figure 4-5: (a) Triangulated shell representation of sample model. (b) Object model showing the
instances data required to represent the sample model in the data structure.
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With the region exterior to the modeled object explicitly represented by a TriRegion object, all of the
triangles are referenced exactly twice, once by each region incident to it. Each facet is reference twice
by definition, defining a facet of the boundary of a single region which is also a facet of the interface
between exactly two adjacent region. By representing the complement of the space occupied by the
model as a region within the structure, all of the facets (including those on the external boundary
of the object) are referenced twiced). Therefore,
E r.nf = 2 ntriangles (4.4)
rEModel.r
where r is a region in the model (stored in the array Model.r), r.nf are the number of facets bounding
the region, and ntriangles is the total number of triangles stored in the data structure. The above
expression for the storage cost simplifies to:
Stri (Sint + Spt, + dmSjit)nr + (5 Sprt+2Sbln)ntriangles+ 3 Sfltnnodes
+Sint + Ss,. (4.5)
4.5 Finite element meshes
In order to facilitate the representation of graded regions (rather than the piece-wise constant regions
presented in the preceding two methods), analytic functions defining how the composition varies
must be attached to each region. Such a representation can be achieved through the use of a finite
element mesh, in which material or physical property fields are attached to the nodes in the mesh.
Interpolation functions associated with the volume elements are used to define the composition
m throughout each element as functions of the values assigned to the nodes. Although various
finite elements can be defined with interpolation functions of varying degree, for the purposes of this
analysis we will restrict the types of elements used in the finite element mesh to linear tetrahedra. The
inclusion of additional element definitions would likely reduce the memory costs by some constant
factor, but the trends in memory requirements will follow those of homogeneous tetrahedral meshes.
The main classes in a finite element modeling data structure for FGM objects include the FE-
Model, FE-Tet, and FE-Vert (see Figure 4-6). An FGM model would consist of a single FE-Model
object containing a Material System matsys and references to a set of nr elements r into which
it is decomposed. For the purpose of the memory analysis here, each region within the model is
represented by an FE-Tet object, defining a tetrahedral domain of the model and a linear variation of
the composition over the domain. Each tetrahedron maintains references to four vertices (v) which
are interpolated to define its geometry. The composition information may either be associated with
the vertices of the tetrahedra (similar to interpolating nodes in traditional finite element meshes) or
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the tetrahedra themselves (see Figures 4-7(a) and (b)). In the former case, FE-Tet objects maintain
references to 4 FE-Vert-M objects which are interpolated to define the tetrahedron's geometry and
composition. In the latter case, by associating material information m with each tetrahedron of class
FE-Tet-M, only the geometry is defined by interpolating the referenced FE-Vert objects, permitting
the definition of composition independent of neighboring elements and allowing the representation
of discontinuities in composition between elements (which is a desirable design system feature).
Another variation on this modeling approach is the incorporation of backwards references from each
vertex to the tetrahedra which are incident to it. This additional topological information (stored in
FE-Vert-P and FE-Vert-PM objects) may be useful for increasing the efficiency of some operations
on the database, such as evaluating the variation of the geometry or composition across multiple
elements and the determination of external (boundary) facets.
FE-Model FE-Tet FE-Vert
n, : integer ... ...
r : pointer to an array of FE-Tetrahedra
matsys : Material System
Figure 4-6: Relationships between classes in tetrahedral mesh approach to modeling FGM objects.
FE-Vert
x : array of 3 floats
FE-Vert-M FE-Vert-P
FE-Tet m : array of dm floats t : array of nt pointers
v : array of 4 pointers nt : integer
FE-Tet-M FE-Vert-PM
m : array of 4 dm floats m : array of dm floats
(a) FE-Tet class. (b) FE-Vert classes.
Figure 4-7: (a) Tetrahedron classes for consideration in meshed modeling representations. (b) Vertex
classes for consideration in meshed modeling representations.
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Figure 4-8: (a) Tetrahedral mesh representation of sample model. (b) Object model showing the
instances data required to represent the sample model in the data structure.
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Sf eoo SFE-Model + SFE-Tet + [(3 + dm)Sfitnf ]FE-Vert-M (4-6)
Sfeo, = SFE-Model + SFE-Tet-M + [3Sfitnv]FE-Vert (4.7)
Sf eo = SFE-Model + SFE-Tet - [(3 + dm)Sfit + v.ntSptr + Sin 4-8)
.vEFE-Model 
-FE-Vert-PM
Sf e = SFE-Model + SFE-Tet-M + E (3Sf it + v.nt Sptr + Sint) (4.9)
.vEFE-Model 
- FE-Vert-P
where SFE-Model = Sint + Sptr ± Sms, SFE-Tet = 4nrSptr,
and SFE-Tet-M = 4(Sptr + dmSflt)nr-
Equations 4.6- 4.9 detail the storage costs for the four variations of the finite element approach
to modeling FGM objects. In Equations 4.6 and 4.8, the material information is associated with
the vertices and interpolated by the tetrahedron's interpolation functions, whereas in Equations 4.7
and 4.9 each tetrahedron maintains its own composition information independently. In the first two
equations, references are maintained only by the tetrahedra to the vertices. For the cases in which
references are also maintained from the vertices back to their incident tetrahedra, represented in
the Equations 4.8 and 4.9, the storage cost is given in terms of the number of tetrahedra incident
to each vertex. Depending upon the topology of the model, therefore, the storage requirement for
each vertex will be different. The total storage cost of the model, however, can be determined by
recognizing that the total number of incidence relationships within the data structure from vertices
to tetrahedra is equal to the number of incidence relationships from tetrahedra to vertices. Given
that each tetrahedron references exactly 4 vertices, the number of references from the vertices to the
tetrahedra can be expressed in terms of the number of tetrahedra in the model:
n,-1
# of vertex-to-tetrahedron relationships: v.nt = r.nvertices = 4 = 4 nr (4.10)
vE Model rEModel j=0
where v is a vertex in the Model, v.nt is the number of tetrahedra incident to the vertex v, r is a
tetrahedron in the Model, r.nvertices is the number of vertices incident to the tetrahedron r, and nr
is the total number of tetrahedra in the Model.
With this information, the storage cost for the various tetrahedral data structures can be sim-
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plified, as in Equations 4.11- 4.14.
Steoo = 4 Sptrntetrahedra + (3 + dm)Sfltnv + Sint + Sms + Sptr (4.11)
Steo = 4 (Sptr+ dmSfit)ntetrahedra + 3Sfitnv + Sint + Sms + Sptr (4.12)
Steio 8Sptrntetrahedra + [(3 + dm)Sf it + Sint]nv + Sint + Sms + Sptr (4.13)
Stel = 4(2Sptr + dmSfit)ntetrahedra + [3Sf it + Sint]nv + Sint + Sms + Sptr (4.14)
Whereas Equations 4.6- 4.9 are equally applicable to a finite element mesh with any type of linear
volume element (by replacing SFE-Tet and SFE-Tet-M with the elements' corresponding storage costs),
Equations 4.11- 4.14 apply to only the subset of tetrahedral meshes.
4.6 Generalized cellular decomposition or multi-region B-rep
The preceding sections introduced three methods for representing FGM objects. They are considered
specialized methods here since they restrict the decomposition of an object into regions (voxels,
triangulated shells, or tetrahedra). In current practice, however, CAD systems provide a wider
range of representations to precisely describe the boundary surfaces of solid models. This is achieved
through the use of generalized data structures which maintain the topology of a model in a relational
database. This allows the incorporation of various geometric representations that best describe the
geometry of the object's model. This paradigm can be extended to the representation of FGM
objects, permitting the representation of models decomposed into regions of arbitrary topology.
Two possible data structures for achieving a generalized representation are presented in this
section. Both maintain the topology of a model in terms of a graph and reference definitions for
the geometry and composition of each topological entity external to the topological data structure.
The first method is known as the Radial-Edge data structure [73] and represents the basis for
exchange standards of 3D object models such as STEP [28] and IGES [64], and is widely adopted
as the modeling kernel within various solid modeling systems, such as ACIS [65]. The second solid
modeling method is the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure [7, 8, 25, 26, 32] which can be considered
as a generalization and simplification of the Radial-Edge data structure for n-dimensional models.
Other generalized data structures for modeling solid models exist [1, 23, 56] but are not discussed
here since the methods choosen here reflect the general nature of these other methods and the same
trends should apply.
For both modeling methods, the geometry and composition is defined external to the topological
data structure, allowing a modular approach to the design of the FGM modeling system architecture.
For the purpose of FGM representation, the concept of an FGMDomain is introduced, represent-
ing a generic structure through which the geometry and material fraction variation is defined for
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the referencing topological entity of any dimension. The purpose of this structure is to map the
corresponding topological entity into build and Material Spaces, uniquely defining some part of an
FGM model. This mapping is subject only to the constraints that it is defined over the topological
entity's interior and provides a one-to-one mapping into Build Space, guaranteeing that the domain
does not self-intersect.
The remainder of this section is divided into two parts, describing these concepts in more detail.
The first part introduces the frameworks of the two modeling methods and how they maintain the
connectivity between topological entities. The memory cost for each of these methods is defined in
terms of their fundamental components. The second part of the section describes the concept of
FGMDomains in more detail and provides the definition for a set of domains which could be used
to represent a wide class of FGM parts, and identifies the storage cost of each domain class. In
the presentation of these data structures, material information is associated with all FGMDomain
classes.
Although material information may not be needed at the lower dimensions (points, curves, and
surfaces), this information is associated with these classes in this analysis for three reasons: con-
sistency, unambiguous representation of composition, and flexibility for future development. The
concept of an FGMDomain is generic, as will be described in the following sections, and by associat-
ing material information with an FGMDomain, all FGMDomains are handled equally. In addition,
in order to provide an unambiguous definition of the composition at each point in Build Space,
material information associated with lower dimensional entities allows the unique definition of the
composition at points at interfaces between adjacent regions.1 Finally, there is the possibility of
developing new FGMDomains for which the composition is derived from lower dimensional entities
(a mesh interpolating material information at nodes is one example) or defining design tools that
perform operations to create compositions over higher dimensional entities from the compositions
associated with the lower dimensional ones (such as lofting) . By including this information at the
lower dimensions in this analysis, the conclusions drawn will still apply to future work that may
require information at these levels.
4.6.1 Data structures for topology
Radial-Edge data structure
Overview of Radial-Edge Classes: The Radial-Edge data structure provides a unified method
for representing solid models [73]. The data structure maintains the topology of the models in terms
of two major sets of classes: (1) topological entities and (2) their uses. The former set of classes
'Another approach to handling the composition definition over interfaces is the use of half-open regions in which
compositions at points on a face are derived from one of the incident regions, determined from the orientation of the
face.
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represent the different topological entities of the model and include the entities Vertex, Edge, Loop,
Face, Shell, and Region. The second set of classes simplifies the implementation of the modeling
system architecture, providing information about how instances of the first set of classes are used.
Each instance of an object of type Vertexuse, Edgeuse, Loopuse, or Faceuse identifies a single role
that the corresponding topological entity plays in the connectivity of the model. The hierarchy of
the all the classes in the Radial-Edge data structure is shown in Figure 4-9. The following sections
will describe in detail the role of each class in the data structure and the data each maintains.
RE-Complex
I
Region FGMDomain
Shell
Faceuse Face FGMDomain
I
Loopuse Loop
Edgeuse Edge FGMDomain
Vertexuse Vertex FGMDomain
Figure 4-9: The classes comprising the Radial-Edge data structure and how they are related.
Topological classes: In the adaptation of the Radial-Edge data structure for FGM modeling,
each FGM object is represented by an instance of the Complex class, serving as the access point to
the database. The Complex node maintains the MaterialSystem (matsys) out of which the model is
created as well as a reference (regionList) into a circular list of Regions. The shape and composition
of the Complex are defined by the data stored in the lower dimensional topological objects, beginning
with the referenced Regions objects. In the traditional Radial-Edge data structure, references to
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(a) Complex (b) Region (c) Shell
Face Loop Edge
f aceuseList : pointer loopuseList : pointer edgeuseList : pointer
fgmFace : pointer fgmEdge : pointer
(d) Face (e) Loop (f) Edge
Vertex
vertexuseList : pointer
fgmVertex : pointer
(g) Vertex
Figure 4-10: Topological classes defined within the Radial-Edge data structure and their attributes.
other Complexes are maintained within this class, creating a circular list of Complexes stored in the
data structure. Since this information is not directly relevant to the memory analysis, and in the
interest of brevity, it is not included here.
Region objects within the Radial-Edge data structure represent sub-regions or volumes of space
within a Complex, bounded by Shells of Faces. The topology of a Region object is arbitrary, subject
to the requirements that at most one Region within the Complex is infinite in extent and all Regions
are bounded by Shells of Faces. A Region node in the data structure maintains an upward reference
to the Complex (owningComplex) to which it belongs and a downwards reference into a list of
shells (shellList) which define its boundary. Each Region node also maintains horizontal references
to the previous region (prevRegion) and the next region (nextRegion) contained in the model (these
regions may or may not be adjacent). In this way, all of the Regions in a single Complex are linked
together in a circular list. To define a region's shape and composition, the Region node finally
references an FGMDomain object of dimension 3 (fgmRegion), defining the geometry and material
grading over the region's interior.
The boundary of a Region is defined by a list of Shells. Each Shell represents an oriented surface
serving as a boundary to its referenced Region (owningRegion). A Region may be bounded by
multiple shells, permitting the representation of voids and disjoint regions. To provide this flexibility,
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Complex
regionList : pointer
matsys : MaterialSystem
Region
owningComplex : pointer
prevRegion pointer
nextRegion: pointer
shellList : pointer
fgmRegion : pointer
Shell
owningRegion : pointer
prevShell pointer
nextShell : pointer
f aceuseList : pointer
the Shells are maintained in a circular list fashion, with each Shell referencing the previous Shell
(prevShell) and the next Shell (nextShell) bounding the region. The final piece of data maintained
by a Shell node is a reference into a list of Faceuses (faceuseList) which define the geometry and
orientation of the shell. No composition or geometric information is explicitly associated with the
Shell class. It is used purely to maintain the relationships between topological entities of dimensions
3 and 2 (Regions and Faces).
Each Shell is composed of a set of Faces, each of which represents a bounded section of the Shell.
A Face is a topological entity of dimension 2 and is orientable, with each side bounding a different
Region. The orientation of a Face is not maintained explicitly within its definition since orientation
is relative. For each Region to which a Face is incident, the Face has a different orientation. This
information is captured by the Faceuse objects stored in the list referenced by faceuseList. To
define the geometry and composition of the Face, the Face node also references an FGMDomain of
dimension 2 (fgmFace).
Just as Regions are bounded by Shells, Faces are bounded by Loops. A Loop consists of an
alternating sequence of Vertices and Edges, forming a circuit. Each boundary of a Face is represented
by a single Loop, and as such Loops are also orientable. The Edges and Vertices comprising a loop
are not explicitly maintained within a Loop node since the orientation depends on its use, but are
referenced indirectly through a list of Loopuses (loopuseList).
The Vertices and Edges comprising Loops represent the lower dimensional (0 and 1) entities
defining the model. Each Vertex or Edge may be referenced by multiple Loops, yielding multiple uses
for a given Vertex or Edge within a model (as maintained by the lists referenced by vertexuseList
and edgeuseList, respectively). As with Faces and Regions, the definition of a Vertex or Edge is
maintained by an externally referenced FGMDomain of the appropriate dimension (fgmVertex or
f gmEdge).
Topological uses: As stated above, each topological entity within a model may have multiple
roles within the relational database. A Face, for instance, serves as part of two different Shells
bounding two adjacent Regions. Similarly, an Edge may be a part of any number of Loops bounding
Faces incident to the Edge. To define all of the roles for the various topological entities, four
additional classes are introduced. An instance of each object represents one role the corresponding
topological entity plays in the connectivity of the parts in the entire Complex. These classes (shown
in Figure 4-11) include: Faceuse, Loopuse, Edgeuse, and Vertexuse.
Each Face in the model serves a portion of two different Shells, defining the interface between
two adjacent regions. To represent this information, a Faceuse is defined for each orientation of
the Face. Each Faceuse maintains a reference to the Shell (owningShell) to which it belongs as
well as to the definition of the Face (faceDef). All of the Faceuses defining the orientation of the
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Faceuse
owningShell : pointer
faceDef : pointer
prevFaceuse: pointer
nextFaceuse: pointer
faceuseMate: pointer
loopuseList : pointer
(a) Faceuse
Edgeuse
Loopuse
owningFaceuse : pointer
loopDef : pointer
prevLoopuse: pointer
nextLoopuse: pointer
loopuseMate: pointer
edgeuseList pointer
(b) Loopuse
Vertexuse
owningLoopuse : pointer owningEdgeuse : pointer
edgeDef : pointer vertexDef : pointer
firstVertexuse : pointer prevVertexuse : pointer
edgeuseCW : pointer nextVertexuse pointer
edgeuseCCW: pointer
edgeuseMate: pointer
edgeuseRad : pointer
(c) Edgeuse (d) Vertexuse
Figure 4-11: The Uses of topological entities within the Radial-Edge data structure.
owning Shell are linked together in a circular list, with each of its Faceuses referencing a previous
Faceuse (prevFaceuse) and next Faceuse (nextFaceuse) in the shell. In addition, since each Face
has exactly two uses (one for each region to which it is adjacent), each Faceuse maintains a reference
to its opposite mate (f aceuseMate). Finally, to define the oriented boundary of the Face according
to the orientation of the Face relative to the Region, a list of Loopuses is referenced by a Faceuse
(loopuseList) for each Loop bounding the Face.
As previously described, the boundary of each Face is defined by one or more Loops. Each Loop
has two possible orientations relative to the orientation of the Face (clockwise or counter-clockwise),
requiring the orientation of the Loop to be defined for each orientation of the Face. To maintain this
information, the class Loopuse is introduced. Each Loopuse maintains a reference to the Faceuse
(owningFaceuse) for which it is maintaining the orientation of the boundary. Since a Face may
be bounded by multiple Loops (to represent interior holes), the Loopuses for a given Faceuse are
linked together in a circular list with each Loopuse referencing the previous (prevLoopuse) and the
next (nextLoopuse) Loopuse for the owning Faceuse. In addition, each Loopuse also has a mate
(loopuseMate) oriented in the opposite direction, representing the same boundary of the Face on
its opposite side. Since a Loopuse represents one orientation of a Loop, each Loopuse references a
list of Edgeuses (edgeuseList), each of which maintain a correctly oriented Edge contained in the
Loopuse.
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Each Edge in a model has two endpoints (A and B), yielding two possible directions along which
the Edge may be traversed (A -+ B or B -+ A). To distinguish between the two directions, the class
Edgeuse is introduced and is used to represent each instance a given Edge is used in a Loop. Each
Edgeuse references the Loopuse (owningLoopuse) to which it belongs as well as the definition of
its Edge (edgeDef). The Vertex at the start of the Edge of the given Edgeuse's orientation is also
referenced (firstVertexuse), thereby defining the orientation of the Edge for the owning Loopuse.
To maintain the order of the Edges in the Loopuse, each Edgeuse references then next Edgeuses
in the clockwise orientation (edgeuseCW) and counter-clockwise (edgeuseCCW) directions about
the Loopuse, permitting the circuit of Edges for a given orientation of a Face to be followed. Each
Edgeuse also maintains references to the opposing Edgeuse (edgeuseMate) on the opposite of the
owning Loopuse's Face and to the Edgeuse on the radially adjacent Face (edgeuseRad) to the owning
Loopuse's Face.
The final class, Vertexuse, is used to represent each instance a Vertex is used within a Complex.
Each Vertexuse represents the role of the referenced Vertex (vertexDef) as the starting point for the
directed the traversal of an Edge, as defined by the owning Edgeuse (owningEdgeuse). In addition,
all of the possible uses for the referenced Vertex are linked in a circular list, with each Vertexuse
referencing the previous (prevVertexuse) and next (nextVertexuse) Vertexuses for the Vertex.
Storage costs associated with representing topology with the Radial-Edge data struc-
ture: The previously described data classes are used to completely define the topology of a solid
model (or how the topological elements defining the model are connected together) within the Radial-
Edge data structure. Referring to Figures 4-10 and 4-11, the cost for each instance of each class
within the modeling method is readily determined, as summarized in Table 4.1.
Class 11 Storage cost
Complex Sptr + Sms
Region 5 Sptr
Shell 4 Spt,
Face I 2 SPt
Loop S _
_
Edge 2 Sptr
Vertex 2 Sptr
FaceUse I 6 Spt
LoopUse 6 Sptr
EdgeUse 7Sptr
VertexUse 4 Sptr
Table 4.1: Storage costs for each instance of each class within the Radial-Edge data structure.
The total storage cost attributed to representing the topology of a model maintained in the
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Figure 4-12: (a) Radial Edge representation of sample model. (b) Object model showing the in-
stances of topological entities required to represent the sample model in the Radial Edgedata struc-
ture.
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Radial-Edge data structure as a function of the number objects of each class is expressed as 2
Sre = Sptr + Sms + 5Sptrnr + 4 Sptrns + 2 Sptrnf + Sptrni + 2 Sptrne + 2 Sptrnv +
6 Sptrnlfu + 6 Sptrniu + 7 Sptneu + 4 sptrnvu + E Sf gmd. (4.15)
f gmdemodel
The storage cost associated with the definition of the object's shape and composition is represented
by the last term, _fgmdEmodel Sggmd, which depends on the type and nature of the FGMDomains
used to model the object. Several possible FGMDomains are introduced in Section 4.6.2 along with
their storage costs.
Recognizing that each Face has only two Faceuses (one for each Region to which it is adjacent),
the above equation simplifies to:
Sre = Sptr + Sms + 5Sptrnl + 4 Sptrns +14Sptrnf + Sptrni + 2 Sptre + 2 Sptrnv +
6 Sptrnlu + 7Sptrneu + 4Sptrnvu + 1 Sf gmd. (4.16)
fgmdE model
Cell-Tuple-Graph
The Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure [7, 8, 25, 26, 32] is a cellular solid modeling method, decom-
posing a model of an object into Cells. A Cell is a generic, topological entity of any dimension,
representing a vertex, edge, face, or region in the model. In this way, this data structure can be
considered as a generalization of the Radial-Edge data structure, providing a uniform framework for
representing topology and relating the topological entities to each other.
There are two approaches to implementing the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure. The first ap-
proach is to maintain an incidence graph between Cells, in which each Cell maintains lists of incident
Cells of higher and lower dimensions. Information about adjacent Cells is determined by intersect-
ing lists of incident Cells to find which Cells share a common boundary. The second approach is to
implement the Cell-Tuple-Graph in a fashion analogous to the Radial-Edge structure. For this case,
connectivity between the Cells is explicitly maintained in graphs of Tuples which reference Cells. In
this way, adjacency information is explicit and neighboring Cells can be found in constant time. Due
to the fact that it is analogous to the Radial-Edge structure and provides faster access to searching
the data structure, only the latter approach is discussed here.
The Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure is composed of only four classes: CTG (Cell-Tuple-Graph),
Cell, Tuple, and FGMDomain. Cells represent the topological entities in the model, FGMDomains
describe their shape and composition, and instances of the Tuple and CTG classes are used to
maintain the connectivity between Cells. The relationships between these classes are shown in
2 The number of instances of Regions, Shells, Faces, Loops, Edges, Vertices, Faceuses, Loopuses, Edgeuses, and
Vertexuses in a Radial-Edge model are represented by nr, n., nf,ni, ne, nf, nflu, ni, , neu, and nvu, respectively.
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Figure 4-13: (a) Cells in model. (b) Graph of tuples. Paths between tuples are colored according to
dimension: red=O, green = 1, blue = 2, dashed blue/yellow = 3. (c) Graph of tuples over boundary
with each tuple labelled.
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Figure 4-14. More detailed descriptions of the data maintained by each of the classes and their roles
in the Cell-Tuple-Graph modeling method are provided below.
Cell
CTG d: integer FGM-Domain
cellDomain : pointer fgmDomain : pointer
t : pointer n.: integer
g : array of pointers
matsys : MaterialSystem (static)
Tuple
d : integer
c : array of d + 1 pointers
t : array of d + 1 pointers
g : pointer
Figure 4-14: Relationships between classes in Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure.
Cell: A Cell represents a d dimensional topological entity in the model. In reference to the Radial-
Edge data structure, a Cell may play the role of Vertex, Edge, Face, or Region within the model. The
shape and composition of the Cell is defined by an FGMDomain referenced by the Cell (fgmDomain),
allowing a separation between the implementation of the topological data structure and the geometric
and material representation. Cells are connected together through graphs of Tuples (described
below). Each Cell maintains a single reference to a Tuple in each unique CTG in which the Cell
appears. References into the ng graphs containing the Cell are maintained in an array of Tuples (g)
within the Cell object. A MaterialSystem is also defined to represent the material space in which
the model exists. Since the Material Space must be the same for all of the Cells in the model,
the allocation of only one MaterialSystem (matsys) is required per model. At the time of model
creation, a Cell of dimension 3 is defined to represent the Build Space. It is at this time that the
MaterialSystem is defined for the Cell class, establishing a Material Space for the Cells that will
define the object.
Tuple: A Tuple represents a unique collection of incident Cells (c) in a model of differing dimen-
sions: c = {cO, c 1 ,... cd}. Each Cell in a Tuple represents a section of the boundary of the next
higher dimensional Cell within the same Tuple: ck C OCk+1. Each Tuple is connected to d + 1 other
Tuples within the reference CTG (g) by d numbered paths.
CTG: A CTG consists of a collection (graph) of Tuple objects connecting all of the incident states
which differ by a single Cell together. Just as the Tuple's role is to provide the incidence information
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between Cells of different dimensions, a CTG object provides the adjacency information between
Cells of the same dimensions, thereby allowing complete representation of a subdivided, manifold
section of a model.
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Figure 4-15: Illustration of switch operator performed on tuple t, for dimension 1 (green). (a) Cells
in tuple ti. (b) Location of tuple t, in graph. (c) Cells in Tuple t2 . (d) Location of tuple t 2 in graph.
All of the Tuples of a single CTG object can be accessed through the repeated application of
a single operator: switch . Given Tuple ta and a dimension k, switch(k, t,) returns the Tuple
to = ta.tk. By definition of the CTG, Tuples t, and to reference all of the same Cells except at
dimension k. These two Cells (ta.Ck and to.ck) are adjacent to each other (for k > 0) and as well
incident to the same Cells of lower and higher dimension in the model. Since all of the Tuples for
a single graph can be reached through this single operator, a CTG object needs only to reference a
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single Tuple.
A CTG also maintains a reference to a Cell (cellDomain) in which the subdivided manifold
exists. All of the Cells referenced by the graph are said to exist within the domain of this higher
dimensional Cell. To provide access between CTGs, the jmpswitch operator is defined. Given a
Tuple t, and a Cell co, jmpswitch(t,,, c3) returns a Tuple ty in a different graph (if one exists) than
the one referenced by t, (t,.g $ t.,.g). The new Tuple will either contain the Cell c, within its
array of referenced cells (co E t,,.c) or the new Tuple will serve as a node in a graph defined within
Cell co (t-,.g.cellDomain = co). With the addition of this operator, the CTG data structure can
represent Faces with internal Loops and Regions with internal Shells in a manner analogous to the
Radial-Edge data structure.
FGMDomain: To define the shape and composition of each Cell, the FGMDomain class is used.
The definition of a derived FGMDomain class is arbitrairy, subject to the only restriction that it
span the interior of the Cell referencing it, uniquely defining the composition of each point within
the Cell. A more detailed description of the FGMDomain class is given in Section 4.6.2.
Class Storage cost
CTG 2 Spt,
Tuple Sint + (2d + 3 )Spt,
Cell 2Sint + (c,.n. + 1)SPtr [+Sm, static]
FGMDomain [ depends on definition ]
Table 4.2: Storage costs for different objects within the Cell-Tuple Data structure.
Storage required for a model maintained in the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure:
Setg 2 Sptrnctg + 1 [Sint + (2t.d + 3 )Sptr] + Z [2Sint + (c.ng + l)Sptr] + (4.17)
tEmodel cEmodel
SM + Z Sf gmd
f gmdE model
where t represents a Tuple in the Cell-Tuple-Graph, c represents a Cell in the model, an fgmd is
an FGMDomain referenced by a Cell. The storage cost an FGMDomain is represented by Sfgmd
and is depedendent upon the defition of the domain. The following section (Section 4.6.2 introduces
several possible FGMDomain definitions for use in modeling FGM objects with a relational database
and establishes their storage costs.
4.6.2 FGMDomains
In most B-rep approaches to solid modeling, definitions for the shapes of curves and surfaces defin-
ing the boundary of regions are defined external to the topological data structure. This not only
simplifies issues in implementation but permits the expansion of the modeling system as new shape
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representations are introduced in the future. The same paradigm can be followed to model FGM
objects. The concept of an FGMDomain is introduced here as an abstract class to define shape and
composition of a point, curve, surface, or region. It is a generic concept and can be used to define
FGM models within either the Radial-Edge or the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structures. As previously
stated, this approach is not new but is a direct extension of how B-rep modelers currently repre-
sent shape. In such applications, a wide range of definitions have been established to provide the
flexibility and accuracy needed to represent a wide range of models. Some shape definitions within
the STEP standard (a file format for used for the neutral exchange of solid models) were given in
Figure 2-4(a) to illustrate the various possibilities for defining shape.
This section presents a set FGMDomains based on rational Bezier formulations which would
provide the capability to represent FGM objects with non-linear geometries and compositions. Al-
though the definition of FGMDomains is certainly not limited to the few introduced here, it is
anticipated that this limited set will enable the representation of a broad range of FGM objects with
complex shapes and compositions. Other possible definitions for FGMDomains are described at the
end of this section to re-enforce the generality of the approach and how it can be expanded in the
future.
Zero Dimensional FGMDomain
FGMPoint:FGMDomain
x: array of 3 floats
m: array of dm floats
(a) FGMPoint class.
Figure 4-16: Zero dimensional FGMDomain.
FGMPoint: The lowest dimensional FGMDomain is the FGMPoint. It defines a single point in
Build Space (x) as well as a point in Material Space (m). The storage cost for an FGMPoint, as
defined in Figure 4-16, is simply:
Spnt = (3 + dm)Sf it (4.18)
One Dimensional FGMDomain
FGM Rational Bezier Curve: Although a variety of representations for lines, arcs, and freeform
curves could be considered, this analysis will only be concerned with rational B6zier curves for
defining one dimensional FGM entities [19, 52, 55]. An FGM rational Bdzier curve is a parametric
curve which maps a line in parametric space (0 < t < 1) to a rational, freeform curve in the build
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(t -+ x(t)) and Material Spaces (t -+ m(t)). In order to be well defined, the geometric mapping
must be one-to-one, without self intersections. Due to its general definition, an FGM rational Bezier
curve can be used to represent straight line segments as well as polynomial and rational curves,
enabling the representation of a wide range of curves within a model.
FGMRationalB6zierCrv:FGMDomain
nx integer
nm integer
x: array of 3 x (nr + 1) floats
m: array of dm x (nm + 1) floats
wx : array of (nx + 1 floats
wm : array of (nm + 1) floats
(a) FGMRationalBzierCrv class.
Figure 4-17: One dimensional FGMDomain: FGMRationalB6zierCrv.
The definition of FGMRationalBezierCurve is given in Figure 4-17(a). Each instance of the curve
maintains its degree of shape (nx) and composition variation (nm). The shape and composition of
the curve are defined by control polygons and weights in Build Space (x, wx) and Material Space
(M, WM), respectively. The mapping from parameter space into model space (using inhomogeneous
coordinates) is provided by the following pair of equations:
ng wx ixiB'" Mt E"n. wmimiB "- (t)x(t) w=( i m(t) = i (4.19)
n . W~iB .(t ) K.a wmiB n-(
where Bernstein polynomial basis of degree n on the unit interval t E [0, 1] are defined by
B'!'(t) = t i(I -- t)(n-i (4.20)
The binomial coefficients are given by
n n! if 0 < i < n
) {0 otherwise
The memory required to represent an FGMRationalBezierCurve is a function of the degrees of
the mapping functions as well as the dimension of the Material Space.
Srbc = 2Sint + [4(n, + 1) + (dm + 1)(nm + 1)]Sfit (4.21)
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Two Dimensional FGMDomains
Three classes of FGMDomains are introduced here to represent the shape and composition of topo-
logical entities of dimension two. The first two are parametric, based on rational B6zier formula-
tions [19, 52, 55]. The third is a more general representation for planar surface, with the topology
of surface's boundary implicitly defined by an accompanying topological data base.
(a) FGMRationaBezierTri class. (b) FGMRationalBezierQuad class.
(c) FGMPlanarSurface class.
Figure 4-18: Two dimensional
and FGMPlanarSurface.
FGMDomains: FGMRationalB6zierTri, FGMRationalBezierQuad,
FGM Rational B6zier Triangular Patch: The FGMRationalB6zierTri class is used to defined
the shape and composition of a two dimensional topological entity bounded by three edges through
the mapping of a triangular parameter space into the build and Material Spaces. As with the curve
case, the mapping into Build Space must be one-to-one in order to prevent self-intersections.
The data maintained by the FGMRationalBezierTri class include the degrees of the shape (n,)
and composition (nm) variation as well as the control points and weights to define the shape (x, w,)
and composition (m, win). The mapping from parameter space into build and Material Spaces (using
inhomogeneous coordinates):
(4.22)-) w~jxB!"" (u) wmimiB!"m (u)x(U) = I __ and mn(u) -i= n I .WX iB"=x(u) wn ,4 i B!'- (u)
where i represents the index of a control point or composition and jil = io + i1 + i 2 . The parameter
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FGMRationalB6zierTri:FGMDomain
nx integer
nm integer
x : array of 1(n. + 1)(n. + 2) floats
m: array of (nm + 1)(nm + 2) floats
wx : array of (n + 1)(nx + 2) floats
wm array of (nm + 1)(nm + 2) floats
FGMRationalBezierQuad: FGMDomain
m, :integer
mm : integer
nx integer
n. :integer
x : array of 3(mx + 1)(nx + 1) floats
m: array of dm(mm + 1)(nm + 1) floats
w, array of (mX + 1)(nx + 1) floats
wm array of (mm + 1)(nm + 1) floats
FGMPlanarSurface : FGMDomain
f: pointer
n: array of 3 floats
d: float
m: array of dm floats
u is the barycentric coordinate of the point in parameter space satisfying the condition jul =
uo + ui + U2 = 1.0 and 0 < uo,U 1,u 2 < 1. The function B,"(u) is the generalized Bernstein
polynomials of degree n, as defined by
"{ = . 0 U12 if io, ii, i 2 >= 0 and io + ii + i 2 =(2Bi"(u) = i 1 !! 2 (4.23)
0 othewise.
Since the influence of each control point and weight are summed over Iil = n, the number of control
points and weights required to completely defined the mapping for a B6zier triangle of degree n is:
n+1
2 (n + 1)(n + 2). (4.24)
il=n i=1
With the information, along with the data contained with each class instance (see Figure 4-18(a)),
the storage cost associated with a single FGMRationalB6zierTri patch object is determined as:
dm +11
Srbtp = 2Sint + 2 (nx + 1)(n, + 2) + (nm + 1)(nm + 2)] Sf t (4.25)
FGM Rational Bzier Quadrilateral Patch: An FGMRationalB6zierQuad also defines the
shape and composition for a two dimensional topological entity, except that an
FGMRationalBezierQuad is bounded by four edges, homeomorphic to a rectangle defined in param-
eter space. The data maintain by objects of this class include the degrees of shape (mx, nx) and
composition (mm, nm) variation in the io and il directions in parametric space. The shape and
composition are defined by nets of control points in Build Space (x, w,) and Material Space (m, win).
The mapping from parameter space into model space is accomplished through the following pair of
equations:
_i' 7 o xioi xioi, Bm - (uo)B'- (ui)
x(Uo, u1) = O= (o () andZMO n,0 xj Bm (uo)Bn (ui)
in -mmioii mies, BZm (uo)BR"'(ui)
m(uo ui) = .m =0 WMioii (4.26)
o (mo E iog ()B"(Ui)
where (io, ii) is the index of a control point or composition and (uo, ui) is a point in parameter space.
The function B?(u) is the ith ordinary Bernstein polynomial of degree n, as defined in Equation 4.20.
Accounting for the data maintained by the class defined in Figure 4-18(b), the storage cost for an
FGMRationalBezierQuad patch is:
Srbqp = 4Sint + [4(mx + 1)(nx + 1) + (dm + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1)] Sfit. (4.27)
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General 2D Cell or B-rep Face: If a surface is planar and maintains a uniform composition,
information about the shape and composition variation needed not be explicitly defined. A single
composition (vector of volume fractions) can be associated with an FGMDomain along with the
equation for the plane and the topology of the planar face can be inferred from the topological
data structure. To accomplish this, the FGMPlanarSurface is introduced. This class maintains an
equation for the normal of a plane (n), its distance from the origin of the Build Space (d), and a
vector of volume fractions (m) defining the composition over the plane. Furthermore, the bounding
edges of the planar surface are determined through the interrogation of the accompanying topological
data structure, accessed through the reference to the corresponding Face or Cell (f). The geometry
of the face is defined by the points that lie on the plane (ii - x = d) and within the boundary as
defined its loops of edge. Through this class, complex, planar surfaces with arbitrary boundaries
and internal holes can be defined without the duplication of data maintained by lower dimensional
topological elements or the subdivision of the surface into simple facets. The storage cost of each
FGMPlanarSurface object is simply:
Sp, = Sptr + (4 + dm)Sf it. (4.28)
Three Dimensional FGMDomains
Three dimensional FGMDomains define the shape and composition of a region with an FGM object.
Four derived FGMDomains classes are discussed here: the FGMRationalBezierTet, FGMRational-
BdzierPent, FGMRationalBezierHex, and the FGMBRepRegion. The first three of these class are
based on Bezier volume representations [24].
FGM Rational B6zier Tetrahedral Region: The first FGM region class to be discussed is the
FGMRationalBezierTet. Instances of this class provide a mapping from a tetrahedral parametric
domain into a three dimensional Build Space and the model space according to the following pair
equations:
x(u) = ! (u) and m(u) = .wmimiB'(u (4.29)
=,,,,w., i B! (u) E i wmiB'-(u)
As for the one and two dimensional classes, the shape and composition are defined by sets for control
points and weights in Build (x, w,) and Material (m, win) Spaces. The control points and weights
are blended using the generalized Bernstein polynomials, as defined by
Bii(u) = Z UU U 3 (4.30)
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FGMRationalTetrahedron : FGMDomain
nx integer
nm : integer
x array of (n,+1)(n-+2)(n+3) floats
m array of dm(f"+1)(f-+2)(ln+3) floats
w :array of (n.+1)(nx+2)(no+3) floats6
Wm array of (nm+1)(n,-+2)(n-+3) floats
(a) FGMRationaBezierTet Class
(c) FGMRationalBezierHex Class
FGMRationa1BezierPent : FGMDomain
mn : integer
mm integer
n, integer
n~m :integer
x array of 3(m+1)(n +1)(n +2) floats
m array of d"("+4n2+mn-+2 floats2
w :array of (mo+)(nx2+1)(n.+2) floats
wm array of (mm+1)(nm+1)(nm+2) floats2
(b) FGMRationalPenthedron Class.
FGMBRepRegion : FGMDomain
r : pointer
m : array of (dm) floats
(d) FGMBRepRegion Class
Figure 4-19: Three dimensional FGMDomains: FGMRationalB zierTet, FGMRationalB zierPent,
FGMRationalBkzierHex, and FGMBRepRegion.
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FGMRationalB6zierHex: FGMDomain
1x integer
m : integer
mx : integer
mm integer
nx integer
nm :integer
x array of 3(lx + 1)(mT + 1)(nx + 1) floats
m: array of dm(1m + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1) floats
wx :array of (l + 1)(mx + 1)(nx + 1) floats
wm array of (1m + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1) floats
where u = (uo, U1, U2 , u3 ) is the barycentric coordinate of the point in a tetrahedral parameter space
satisfying the conditions jUI = uO + u1 + U2 + U3 = 1 and 0 u ,u 1 , 2 ,u3 < 1. i = (iiii 2 ,i3 )
is the index of a control point or weight. The indices of the control points and weights satisfy the
condition lil = io + ii + i 2 + i3 = n, where n is the degree of the generalized Bernstein polynomial.
For a B6zier tetrahedron of a given degree n , the number of control points or weights defining
its shape or composition is
n+1 i n+1
1 ii(i + 1) = (n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3). (4.31)
il=n j=1 j=1 i=1
Therefore, the total storage cost for each FGMRationalB6zierTet region object is
Srbtr = 2Sint + [ (n, + 1)(n,, + 2)(n, + 3) + dm± 1 (nm + 1)(nm + 2)(nm + 3)] Sjit. (4.32)
FGM Rational Bezier Pentahedron Region: The next FGMDomain to be discussed in the
FGMRationalB6zierPent. Instances of this class are homeomorphic to a topological entity having
five faces, nine edges, and six vertices, also known as a wedge. The blending of the control points
in Build (x, w.) and Material (m, wn) Spaces to map a wedge in parametric space to a region
in model space are accomplished through a combination of the ordinary and generalized Bernstein
polynomials. This mapping is given by:
_ wx;jxi;jBm (v)B" (u)
x(U; V) = jo andZ no wxi;jB7" (v)B " (u)
-m Zmil=n wmi;jxi;jB7" (v)B!- (u)m ~ E v)= (4.33)o Z) T_ =nm Wmi;jBT" (v)B" (u)
The coordinate u is a parametric point within the cross-section of the wedge and the coordinate v is
the parametric distance along the length of the wedge. Regions defined by this class can considered
as sweeps or lofting of a B6zier triangles along Bezier curves (see the class definitions above). The
degree of the shape (nx) or composition (nm )variation of over the cross-section is independent from
the vacation along the length of the wedge (mx or mm).
The number of control points and weights required to define a B6zier pentahedron is simply the
product of the number of control points to define a cross section (see Equation 4.24) and the order
of the variation along its length:
1 =(m + 1)(n + 1)(n + 2). (4.34)
i=O il=n
Knowing the number of control points and weights as a function of degree, the storage cost for
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representing an FGMRationalB6zierPent region is determined to be:
Srbpr = 4Sit + [4(mx + 1)(n,, + 1)(n, + 2) + (dm + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1)(nm + 2)] Sf it (4.35)Srs,= 1n 2 S1 43
FGM Rational Bezier Hexahedron: The final FGMDomain based on a Bezier formulation
if the FGMRationalBezierHex. Objects of this class define the shape and composition of three
dimensional topological objects homeomorphic to a cube (a brick). The shape and composition of
the region are defined by lattices of control points and weights in Build Space (x, w.) and Material
Space (m, wm). The mapping is an extension of that for the quadrilateral path (Equation 4.26 into
a higher dimension; from a unit cube into a region in Build Space according to:
x) Z =o Z2L0 Z w 2 (uo)Bm"= (ui)B (u 2 )x (U) = n 2 o i1 n.i and
Zi';=o Z2 o Z"=o Wm ioil 2 B' (uo)Bmx (ui)Bg (U2)
Ei0=0 Ei = 0 WM miO ili2MiO il i2B'm (uo)Bnm (u,)B7'" (U2)
m(u) = 0  .:-0 E ) (4.36)
Zio=o il i2=0 Wmioii 2 B' (uo)B'" (ui)B m (U2 )
The coordinate u = (no, u 1 , U2 ) is the parametric location of a point within a unit cube the Cartesian
space. The index of the control point is represented by i = (io, ii, i 2 ) The degrees of variation in
shape and composition along the io, il, and fn2 are lx,mx, and nx; and 1m,mm, and nm, respectively.
The total storage cost for an FGMRationalB6zierHex region is:
Srbhr = 6 Sint + [4(l + 1)(man + 1)(nx + 1) + (dm + 1)(lm + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1)] Sfit. (4.37)
General 3D Cell or B-rep Region: To efficiently represent regions of uniform composition,
a single composition vector can be used and the shape of the region inferred from the topological
data structure containing the lower dimensional entities (its boundary). This is analogous to how
composite structures are currently represented within B-rep modeling systems. Within the frame-
work described here, the FGMBRepRegion domain is introduced. This FGMDomain simply defines
a vector of material volume fractions (m) for the corresponding Region or Cell (r) stored in the
topological data structure reference by the domain. The composition of the region, interior to the
bounding Cells (or Shells) stored within the generalized solid modeling data structure, is considered
uniform or piece-wise constant. In this way, large regions of uniform composition can be defined
without further subdivision of the model into simpler FGMDomains. The storage cost of each such
region is:
Scr = Sptr + dmSf it. (4.38)
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Summary of FGMDomain storage costs
The storage cost of each derived class of FGMDomain depends on the amount of data each class
maintains as well as the complexity (degree) of the composition and shape variation. These storage
costs are summarized in Table 4.3.
FGMDomain Storage cost
FGMPoint (3 + dm)Sf it
FGMRationalBezierCrv 2 Sint + [4(nx + 1) + (dm + 1)(nm + 1)]Sg t
FGMRationalBezierTri 2 Sint + [2(nx + 1)(nx + 2) + +1 (nm + 1)(nm + 2)] Sft
FGMRationalB6zierQuad 4 Sint + [4(mx + 1)(nx + 1) + (dm + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1)] Sf it
FGMPlanarSurface Sptr + (dm + 4)S it
FGMRationalB6zierTet 2 Sint + [6(n n+m ++)(n~+3+ m
FGMRationalBezierPent 4Sint + I4(m +1)(n,±1)(n,+2)+(d +1)(mm+1)(nm+1)(nm+2)] Sf t
FGMRationalBezierHex 6 Sint + [4(l + 1)(mx + 1)(nx + 1)+
(dm + 1)(lm + 1)(mm + 1)(nm + 1)] S it
FGMBRepRegion Spt, + dm Sf it
Table 4.3: Storage costs of FGMDomain definitions used in analysis of memory requirements for
generalized FGM modeling methods.
Other definitions for FGMDomains
Only a small subset of all the possible FGMDomains that could be defined have been presented here.
These FGMDomains were based on rational Berstein polynomials were chosen for their flexibility in
representing a wide range of shapes accurately (cylindrical and spherical patches [15], for instance).
For some applications, the rational formulation may not be needed. In addition, material informa-
tion associated with lower dimensional entities (vertices, curves, and faces) may not be needed but
is included for consistency. Additional FGMDomains could also be defined to further extend the
generalized cellular approaches to solid modeling, just as the STEP standard includes many repre-
sentations for sphape (see Figure 2-4). Other parameteric FGMDomains could be based on NURBS
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) [15, 16, 19, 52, 55, 69] or simplex spline [14, 61] representations.
The Bernstein FGMDomains are special cases of these two. Procedural methods, similar to the
offset surfaces [45, 51] used in exisiting solid model representations [49], could also be introduced.
4.6.3 Relationship between FGMDomains and topology
At the beginning of this section, the generality of the Radial-Edge and Cell-Tuple-Graph data
structures was emphasized, permitting a decoupling between the representation of the topology of
the model and the shape and composition. The definition of the shape and composition in an
FGMDomain, however, must map completely onto the corresponding entity in the topological data
structure, defining the shape and composition to the entities boundary. In order to guarantee that
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this happens, the topology of the FGMDomain must be homeomorphic to the corresponding entity
in the relational database. Therefore, since the parametric FGMDomains discussed in this section
all map a parametric space of a given topology into the topological data base, the number of objects
stored in the database can be related to each instance of an FGMDomain in the model. This section
lists the number of topological entities generated for each case of an FGMDomain.
Relationship between FGMDomains and RadialEdge objects
The Radial-Edge data structure maintains the two major sets of classes: topological entities and their
uses. The number instances of each entity and use created for each instance of an FGMDomain are
listed in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. The relationship between the parametric FGMDomains and topological
objects is fixed. Each instance of a point, curve, parametric surface, or parametric regions results in
a since instance of a vertex, edge, face, or region, respectively. Each surface or region also requires
an object to represent its boundaries; either a Loop or Shell.
As for the roles of each topological entity, the number of Loopuses, Edgeuses, and Vertexuses
depend on the topologies of the surfaces and the number of Faceuses depend on the topologies
of regions. For a two dimensional FGMDomain (a surface), each Edge in a Face contributes 2
Edgeuses and 2 Vertexuses to the relational database. In addition, two Loopuses are also generated
to define the opposing orientations for each Loop bounding the Face. Therefore, each FGMDomain
corresponding to a Face contributes twice as many Edgeuses and Vertexuses as it has bounding
Edges, and twice as many Loopuses as it has Loops. Similarly, each three dimensional FGMDomain
contributes one Faceuse for each of its Faces, defining the relative orientation of that Face.
For the implicit FGMDomains that derive their topology from the topological database, however,
the relationship is entirely dependent upon how the FGM object is decomposed in the FGMDomain.
An FGMBRepRegion, for instance, may be bounded by an arbitrary number of Faces and possibly
by multiple Shells (in order to represent voids within the region). Likewise, an FGMPlanarSurface
may be bounded by an arbitrary number of Edges and may also contain holes (defined by additional
Loops of Edges forming internal boundaries).
Relationship between FGMDomains and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects
The Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure maintains the topology of the model in graphs of Tuples, each
of which represent a unique combination of incident Cells in the model of different dimensions.
The relationship between the objects in this data structure and each class of FGMDomain is listed
in Table 4.6. Each FGMDomain is represented by a Cell in the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure,
resulting in a one-to-one correspondence between the number of Cells and FGMDomains. The
Tuples, or unique incident states, is related to number of two dimensional Cells (Faces) in the
model. For each Edge bounding a Face, 4 Tuples are required to represent the four incidence states,
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FGMDomain gin Shell 1Face 1 Loop [ ge Vertex
_ 
_ 
_mi isac isac Jinstane inxstace insfanr linst-t-
FGMPoint 1
FGMRationalB6zierCrv 1
FGMRationalBezierTri 1 1
FGMRationalBezierQuad 1 1
FGMPlanarSurface 1 nholes + 1
FGMRationalB6zierTet 1 1
FGMRationalBezierPent 1 1
FGMRationalBezierHex 1 1
FGMBRepRegion 1 nvoids + 1
Table 4.4: The relationships between the number of topological entities in Radial-Edge data structure
and each derived class of FGMDomain.
Table 4.5: The relationships between the number roles of each topological
data structure and each derived class of FGMDomain.
entities in Radial-Edge
two at either end of the Edge and two on either side of the Face. The number of isolated graphs of
Tuples (CTGs) in the model depends upon its topology. If all of the incident states are connected
(no voids in Regions or holes in Faces), then only one CTG exists. Such a model is considered to
be a subdivided manifold. Finite element meshes are one subset of subdivided manifold.
With the introduction of implicit FGMDomains (FGMPlanarSurface and FGMBRepRegion),
the possibility for disconnected graphs exists. The incident states for the topology for a void, for
instance, are clearly isolated from the Tuples in the Regions exterior boundary. The relationship
between CTG's and FGMPlanarSurfaces, however, is not fixed (indicated by the "X" in the Table).
Paths of connected Tuples between a Face's exterior and interior loops may exist depending on how
the surfaces bounding the Face's hole through the incident region connect to the boundary of the
region. Therefore, no definite relationship can be asserted, depending instead on how the object is
decomposed into Cells.
4.7 Discussion
The preceding sections develop expressions for the memory requirements for several different model-
ing schemes, beginning with a simple exhaustive enumeration approach to general B-rep and cellular
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FGMDomain IFaceuse Loopuse Edgeuse [ Vertexuse
FGMPoint
FGMRationalB6zierCrv
FGMRationalBezierTri 2 2 6 6
FGMRationalB6zierQuad 2 2 8 8
FGMPlanarSurface 2 2(1 + nholes) 2 nedges 2 nedges
FGMRationalB zierTet
FGMRationalB6zierPent
FGMRationalBdzierHex
FGMBRepRegion
FGMDomain ct's cells tuplesinstance instance Iinstance
FGMPoint 1
FGMRationalB6zierCrv 1
FGMRationalBezierTri 1 12
FGMRationalB6zierQuad 1 16
FGMPlanarSurface X 1 4 nedges
FGMRationalBezierTet 1
FGMRationalBezierPent 1
FGMRationalB6zierHex 1
FGMBRepRegion n,,ids + 1 1
Table 4.6: The relationships between the number instances of each class in the Cell-Tuple-Graph
data structure and each derived class of FGMDomain.
decomposition methods. The memory required for each of the representations, in terms of the num-
ber of instances of their fundamental data classes, is summarized in Table 4.7. Note that the
generalized data structure storage requirements (Radial-Edge and Cell-Tuple-Graph) only represent
the cost associated with maintaining the topology explicitly; the representation of the shape and
composition are depends entirely on the nature of the model and how it was constructed. The term
EZ gmdemodel Sj gmd represents the total cost associated with all of the FGMDomains used to model
the object. In addition, the definition of the FGMDomains also associate material information with
entities of zero, one, and two dimensions. This information is included for consistency of FGMDo-
main definitions (all FGMDomains maintain shape and composition information), the unabmiguous
definition of the composition at each point in the Build Space (each point in BuildSpace maps u-
niquely to one Cell and its associated FGMDomain), and to follow the paradigm set forth in B-rep
modeling in which analytic descriptions of vertex and curve geometries are explicitly maintained even
though this information is implicitly conveyed with the intersection of the higher order surfaces. This
generality allows the greatest freedom for the definition of future FGMDomain representations and
design methods which may employ material information associated with lower dimensional entities.
The four finite element methods presented in this chapter are slight variation of each other. Two
methods incorporate backwards pointers from the elements to the vertices. This information may be
helpful in the optimal design of algorithms for working with the data structure (this is beyond the
scope of this thesis). The other variation deals with where the material information is maintained. In
one pair of of finite element data structures, the information is associated with the vertices, similar to
how field values are associated with nodes in a finite element mesh. The composition of each element
is determined from blends of the values at the noes. In the other pair, the material information is
directly assocatied with each tetrahedron. How the material information is associated with the
elements greatly impacts how the mesh can represent discontinuities in material composition, as
shown in Figure 4-20.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4-20: (a) Modeling two piecewise constant regions with composition information associated
with (a) the two regions and (b) the vertices. In order to represent two piece-wise constant regions
when the material information is associated with the vertices, the interface region must be meshed
as in (c).
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IT
Exhaustive Enumeration:
Svo, = 3Sint + 6Sfit + Sptr + Sms + ,nvox dm [Ig nA\]
Triangulated B-rep Model:
Stri = (Sint + Sptr + dmSflt)nr + 8 Sptrntriangles + 3 Sfitnnodes + Sint + Sms
FE-Model:
SteOO = 4 Sptrntetrahedra - (3 + dm)Sfitnnodes + Sint + Sms + Sptr
(FE-TET, FE-Vert-M)
Ste0 = 4(Sptr + dmS It)ntetrahedra + 3 Sfltnnodes + Sint + Sms + Sptr
(FE-TET-M, FE-Vert)
Steeo = 8 Sptrntetrahedra + [(3 + dm)Sf it + Sint]nnodes + Sint + Sms + Sptr
(FE-TET, FE-Vert-MP)
Stei = 4(2Spt, + dmSfit)ntetrahedra + [3Sf it+ Sint]nnodes + Sint ± Sms + Sptr
(FE-TET-M, FE-Vert-P)
Radial-Edge:
Sre = Sptr + Sis + 5 Sptrnr + 4 Sptrns + 14 Sptrnf + Sptrni + 2 Sptrne + 2 Sptrnv+
6 Sptrniu + 7 Sptrneu + 4 Sptrnvu + SMS + Z fgidC model Sfgmd
Cell-Tuple-Graph:
Sctg 2 Sptrnctg + EtEmodel[Sint + (2t.d + 3)Sptr] + EcEmodei [2Sint + (c.ng + 1)Sptrl
+Ss + EfgmiEmodel Sfgind
Table 4.7: Memory requirements for Exhaustive Enumeration, Triangulated B-Rep, Tetrehedral
Mesh, Radial-Edge, and Cell-Tuple-Graph solid modeling methods.
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Chapter 5
Bounds for voxel-based model
growth
5.1 Motivation
Exhaustive enumeration modeling methods represent objects as a lattice of voxels. Filled voxels
define interior sub-regions of the model while empty voxels are outside the model. In most appli-
cations of voxelized representations, the dimensions of each voxel and the total number of voxels
are determined by the resolution of some inspection process (eg. medical imaging) [37]. For design
applications, voxel dimensions remain variables to be determined by the designer. Since the storage
cost of an exhaustive enumeration method is related to the voxel size, the factors influencing the se-
lection of voxel size are explored to relate memory requirements to parameters more directly related
to the quality of the modeled object representation.
5.2 Voxel size dictates lattice size
In order to represent an object as a voxelized model, the object must be placed within a three
dimensional lattice of voxels. Each voxel within the lattice defines the compositions of the corre-
sponding sub-region within the FGM object. The total number of voxels within the lattice (n,,,) is
a functions of the physical size of the lattice (L, x LY x L,) and the size of each voxel (b, x 6Y x 6').
The physical size of the lattice is determined by the bounding box of the object to be modeled.
Given that the n,,, voxels must fill the space, the following inequality must hold:
nv ox Y6, ;_ LxLYLZ. (5.1)
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Therefore, the total number of voxels (one factor affecting the storage cost) is inversely related to
the dimensions of the voxels.
= , r Ly r~ Lz]nvox = 16 L LY, b Z (5.2)
5.3 Geometric constraint on voxel size
Voxel-based modeling provides a discrete representation of an object. Before investigating this
discretization's impact on the representation of composition, its impact on single material modeling
must be understood. In a model consisting of a single material, the nature of the material boundary
defining the part surface is the most important piece of conveyed information. As a model is designed
(when the bounding surface is defined and modified), voxels are set as filled or empty depending upon
where they lie relative the the desired boundary. Obviously, all voxels that are completely interior to
the boundary are considered filled and do not present a problem. Voxels on the boundary, however,
may or may not be filled depending upon how they intersect the desired, designed boundary. To
understand which voxels get filled, let us define an algorithm that fills voxels to represent a new
feature added to the model, as described in Algorithm 1. The criteria used to determined whether
or not to change the state of a voxel to "filled" depends upon how much of a given voxel lies interior
to the new feature's boundary, as illustrated in Figure 5-1.
Feature intended to be added.
Des ired boundary.
I-" 1 1 1 1 I:|| | | | |
Model existing in data structure.
(a)
Modeled boundary.
-I . ..... /. Je- . --.
Model in data structure after addition
of feature.
(b)
Figure 5-1: (a) The addition of a feature to a voxel-based data structure. (b) Modified voxel-based
model to capture intended feature.
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Modeled boundary.I~ A
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boundary.
Modeled boundary.
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Iuof
-- Do. ox;.*
(a) (b)
Intended boundary.
Modeled boundary.
6
y
* Ut.
Intended boundary.
Modeled boundary.
kp4-.. 1I" LI
0 of
(c)
'i
E 4
(d)
Figure 5-2: Examples of distretization of the intended boundaries of models into voxels.
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Algorithm 1 addFeature( lattice, feature); add a single material "feature" to a binary voxel
model.
Require: lattice is a 3D lattice of binary voxels. Each voxel represents the presence or not of
material: filled or empty.
feature references some feature the designer wishes to be added to the model.
Ensure: The voxels in lattice that are determined to be interior to the feature are set to filled in
order to represent the feature.
1: for each Vijk E lattice do {Iterate through the voxels.}
2: if (vijk n feature) > g(3o6oz) then {Is majority of voxel within feature?}
3: Vijk filled {Yes, set the current voxel as filled.}
4: else {No, do not modify voxel.}
5: Viik + Vijk
If the feature only partially fills a voxel, the discretized boundary over the filled or empty voxel
will be in error, some distance e9 from the desired boundary of the feature. This error is a function of
the shape of the feature's surface through the voxel, but will at most be the length of the maximum
dimension of the voxel, as shown in Figure 5-2 for several discretization cases. The overall accuracy
of the model is determined by the maximum deviation of the boundary from the intended to the
modeled. Since the walls of the voxels are parallel to the axes, this distance is always measured
parallel to the axes. Therefore, the accuracy at which a voxelized model represents the designer's
intent is a function of the resolution of the lattice (size of each voxel) and is limited by the worst
case (Figure 5-2), yielding the following relationship between the voxel dimensions and the geometric
accuracy:
E9 = max{6 , 6y, 6}. (5.3)
Rewriting the above equation, we can express the maximum dimensions for the voxels as a function
of a desired accuracy for representing the geometry (shape) of a model.
6X < e9 , 6 e9 , z6 < e9  (5.4)
Therefore, the geometric accuracy imposes an upper limit on the dimension of the voxels.
In addition, to capture the geometry of small features in the model, the voxel dimension must
be less than or equal to the minimum feature size in the model (see Figure 5-3). Therefore, the
dimensions of the voxels must also satisfy another constraint:
6
X Pg, 6Y : Pg, 6 z I Pg (5.5)
where pg is the minimum geometric feature size in the intended design.
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Figure 5-3: Intended designs for object boundary (m*(x)) and modeled boundary (m(x)). The
dimensions of the voxels are 6 2,6,A,6 = a. (a.) Boundary of geometric feature lies along voxel
boundaries. (b.) Boundary of geometric feature lies off voxel boundaries but is still captured in
representation. (c.) Voxel mesh is too coarse to capture geometric feature.
5.4 Composition constraint on volume fraction resolution
To model FGM objects, vectors of volume fractions of the base materials in the material system
are assigned to each voxel, permitting the representation of compositions within a grey-valued voxel
model. The resolution in composition, however, is limited to the number of levels of intensity
allocated to each voxel. Even though the designer may wish to specify any volume fraction for
each material, the discrete representation of intensity levels results in the continuous value being
thresholded to the closest level representable by the voxelized system. This thresholding effect is
illustrated in Figure 5-4.
To quantify this error, let us assume that the desired presence (volume fraction) of a single
material (m*) can take on any value between zero and one: 0.0 < m< < 1.0. A voxel, however, can
only represent nA discrete volume fractions, requiring that the desired volume fraction be thresholded
such that the voxel's assigned value is:
[m*(n - 1) + (.mJ= = (5.6)
where m* E [0, 1]
and mi E {0.0, 1 .. 1.0}
n\- 1 nk - 1'
Although a designed composition (m*) may be exactly representable as one of the discrete levels of
the voxels, it is more likely that there will be some difference between the desired composition and
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Figure 5-4: Thresholding of continuous grading to discrete levels maintained in voxel representation
(a) nA = 2, (b) (a) nA = 3, (b) (a) n\ = 4, (d) nA = 7.
a representable value: m* j ml. This difference leads to an error in the material volume fraction
assignment and is inversely proportional to the number of levels of intensity that can be represented:
Im* - m2| < Em = 12(x- 1) (5.7)
In order to guarantee a certain accuracy in composition representation, therefore, a minimum reso-
lution of material volume fractions must be supported, as given by:
n\ = + i
12em
(5.8)
Algorithm 2 Add a multiple material "feature" to an FGM voxel model: addFeature(
lattice, feature)
Require: lattice is a 3D lattice of voxels. Each voxel represents the dm volume fractions corre-
sponding to materials in the material system, each at one of nA intensity levels.
feature is some feature the designer wishes to add to the model. A vector value function (m*(x))
associated with the feature provides a mapping from Build Space into Material Space.
Ensure: The voxels in lattice that are determined to be interior to the feature are set to a thresh-
olded composition which best approximates the feature's composition.
1: for each Vijk E lattice do {Iterate through the voxels.}
2: if (viik n feature) > #o(66oz) then {Is majority of voxel within feature?}
3: for 1 + 0 to dm - 1 do {Yes, loop through the materials in system.}
4: v, +- fffvoxe feature.midV/(6x6y6,) {Compute presence of m, in voxel.}
5: Vijk.ml +- Lv(n-0+1"' {Threshold the desired volume fraction and assign.}
6: else {No, do not modify voxel.}
7: Vijk +- Vik
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5.5 Composition constraint on voxel size
A desired accuracy in representing the composition also affects the size of the voxels used to approx-
imate the material variation throughout the model. Obviously the smaller the voxels, the closer the
grading will be to the ideal, desired grading. The relationship between voxel size and composition
accuracy can be quantified and depends on the nature of the grading. In this section, we explore
the impact of the desired grading on the required size of the voxels in order to guarantee a certain
degree of composition accuracy.
5.5.1 Constraint based on discontinuities in composition
MaterialMaterial Ial
iscontinuity discontinuity.
100%
Material B
1 ~ aera 1AMt-ra
1100% Material B 100% Material A
(a) (b)
Figure 5-5: Examples of discontinuities in composition. (a) Discontinuity between two regions of
uniform composition. (b) Discontinuity with regions of graded composition.
The first constraint on composition stems from discontinuities in composition (points in the
model where Vm(x) is not defined) as illustrated in Figure 5-5. This constraint is analogous to
the geometric constraint described above for a single material, except in this case the boundary is
internal, separating two regions of differing composition rather than defining the external surface of
the model. Referring to Lines 4-5 of Algorithm 2, we can formulate an expression for the voxel size
in terms of a material accuracy: E,.
First, let us consider a voxel enclosing the subregion xi < x < xi + a, yj < y < yj + a, Zk z <
Zk + a, as shown in Figure 5-6(a). We will assume the voxel lies wholly within a feature of graded
composition which is being designed. Let us define a hypothetical composition variation for this
feature within the voxel such that the desired variation has an internal boundary between regions
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Figure 5-6: (a) Voxel to approximate a subregion of discontinuous composition. The discontinuity in
composition occurs of the plane 7r. (b) The desired composition (m* (x)) over the subregion occupied
by the voxel.
of differing composition:
m*(x, y, z) =
1.0
if x -X i+ y - yj + z - Zk < 3a
0.0
0.0
otherwise
1.0
such that 0.0 < 3 < 1.0
Figures 5-6(b) shows this desired material distribution for the voxel. Since a voxel can represent
only a single composition 1, Algorithm 2 uses the average composition of the intended design to
assign to the voxel.
ill =
+af+a f+a m*(x, y, z)dxdydz
a
3
.iO]
[Vij
In addition, since a voxel can only represent discrete values, this average composition must be
'The composition m associated with voxel Vijk is expessed as vijk.m.
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(5.9)
= _M
i
.03-
thresholded:
vik.n= [n ^~~A1+ -11(5.10)If(nx - 1) + -
.ik- n,\-l
Through studying this composition assignment process, we discover two artifacts due to the
voxelized representation of the composition discontinuity: loss of accuracy in composition and loss
of information about the interface boundary between discontinuous regions. Although both involve
material assignment, the latter can be attributed to the minimum material feature size.
The first error is due to a difference between the assigned and the intended compositions:
Em = max{mo - m*(x,y,z),mi - m*(X,y, z)I(X,y,z) E ([xi,xi + a), [xi,xi + a), [xi,xi + a))}
(5.11)
Figures 5-7(a)-(c) shows the assigned volume fractions for different values of 0. When -3 <
(a) (b)
Z Z
(c)
Figure 5-7: Thresholding of designed material assigned to discretized regions of uniform composition
for (a)3 V 3 1 , (b)/= ,and (c) 3 = 1.
we find that the material error is at its greatest, em = 1, over the region X - Xi + y - y3 + z - zk K 3a.
Since 3 is a free parameter, subject only to the designer's intent (0.0 < / 5 1.0), no voxel size,
no matter how small, can guarantee an improvement in composition accuracy. For this reason, a
material accuracy cannot be considered as a valid constraint for restricting voxel size within FGM
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models containing discontinuous compositions.
The second effect of discretization concerns the material feature represented by the internal
boundary. As explained in the previous section, a voxel can only represent boundaries along a com-
bination of its eight faces. A design that includes a discontinuity in composition across a surface has
this surface as an internal boundary between regions of differing composition and can be considered,
itself, a geometric feature. For the example given above (Equation 5.9), this design feature is the
section of the plane (7r : X-Xi+Y-Yj+Z-Zk = 3alxi x < xi+a, yj < y < yj+a, Zk z < zk+a).
In the voxelized representation, however, this feature consists of three of the faces of the voxel. Even
if the composition relative to either side of this feature can be represented exactly, the shape of this
feature becomes perturbed from the intended design. In this planar case, the largest distance this
feature will be perturbed is one half the dimension of the voxel. For more general cases (for the
design of curved or faceted interfacial surfaces, for instance) this error grows to that observed before
at the object's external boundary (Equation 5.3). Therefore, to accurately represent the interface
at discontinuities in composition, the size of the voxels in the model is limitied by the intended
minimum material feature size in the model:
6X /4m, 6y pm, and 6z pm. (5.12)
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5-8: Intended designs for material distribution (m*(x)) and modeled compositions (m(x)).
6 X, 6?, 6 = a (a.) Boundary of material feature lies along voxel boundaries. (b.) Boundary of
material feature lies off voxel boundaries but is still captured in representation. (c.) Voxel mesh is
too coarse to capture material feature.
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5.5.2 Constraint based on gradient
Although a constraint on voxel size due to material accuracy when discontinuities exist is not possible,
the design of regions of smoothly graded compositions (Vm* (x) is defined for all x) does permit
the definition of such a constraint. In this case, since voxels can represent only regions of uniform
material, the error in composition is a function of the gradient in composition of the design function
(or how quickly the desired volume fraction of each material is varying) within a region.
A A
A
(a) (b)
Figure 5-9: (a) Region of linearly graded material and direction (i) of grading. (b) The desired
graded to be assigned to the region.
For analysis purposes, we will begin by assuming the designer wishes to create a region of linearly
graded composition at a rate of M* along the direction i, = -(1, 1,1) (see Figure 5-9). Over a
single voxel, the intended variation for each material (m* for 0 < I < d,n) can be expressed as:
m*(x) = m* + 3 (X - Xi + y - yj + z - zk) (5.13)
A
where m* is the intended volume fraction for material I at the lower corner (Xi, yj, zk) of the voxel
A
Vijk. The above equation represents the desired, ideal grading within the single voxel (see Figure 5-
10a). The voxel, however, can only represent a single intensity level for each material resulting
in an approximation error between the designed and modeled composition (see Figure 5-10b). If
Algorithm 2 is used to assign the composition within the voxel, the intensity level for each material
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Figure 5-10: Examples of linearly graded designs thresholded to uniform composition assignments
to voxels.
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is set to its average value over the voxel:
y a fYa fz+a m*(x, y, z)dxdydz
a3
= m* + 2M* a
A
As before, since a voxel can only represent discrete values, this average composition is thresholded
as it is assigned to the voxel:
m* M1*a) (n -) +} -1
ViJk -m1 = - (5.14)
To determine a constraint on the voxel size, let us express the error for each material as the maximum
difference between the intended volume fraction and the value actually assigned to each of the
materials:
Em = max {m*(x) - viik .m1 1 E [0, dm), x {[xi, xi + a), [y, y + a), [zk, zk + a)}} (5.15)
Referring to Equation 5.14, the maximum error will occur at the points (Xi, yj, zk) and (xi + a, yj +
a, Zk + A). For this grading, the composition error can then be expressed as:
E = 2a max {M*, (5.16)
Rearranging the above equation, we can express a constraint on the maximum voxel size as a function
of composition gradient and composition accuracy:
a =2V3-cm (5.17)3 max {M*,M*,..M
The above constraint for voxel size was derived assuming a constant grading along the diagonal of
the lattice of voxels. Figure 5-10 illustrates the relationship between voxel size, rate of composition
variation, and voxel assignment for a couple of cases of linear grading. In general cases, the grading
may vary and occur in any direction. As long as the intended grading, however, is subject to the
constraint that the variation is continuous throughout the object, a prescribed material accuracy
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(Cm) can be imposed. This desired accuracy dictates the maximum dimension of the voxels:
S <
yz <
3 max 0im (x - ,d*()-9,... m 1(x) -9
3m ax {V m *(x ) -9 , V m (x ) - .... V m * _( ) -
max 7m* (x) -9, im(x) -,. ... 17m* 1x)-
0 1d -mX
(5.18)
where x is any point in the object, m*(x) is the intended, continuous grading, and v is any unit
vector in R'. The denominator in Equation 5.18 represents the greatest rate of change in volume
fraction of any material along any direction '.
5.6 Discussion
This chapter identified the factors affecting the storage costs for the exhaustive enumeration approach
to modeling FGM objects. These factors include the geometric and material accuracies as well as the
physical size of the modeled object and nature of the composition variation. The storage cost for the
approach to implementing the exhaustive enumeration modeling scheme presented in Section 4.3,
however, was given in terms of the number of voxels and the number of levels of material intensities
represented by each voxel.
Svox = Svox[nvox,nx]
1
= 
3 Sint + 6Sf it + Sptr + Ss + fnvoxdm [lg nx]8
Using the results from this chapter, the voxel size is a function of the geometric and material
accuracies, as well as the maximum rate of material variation within the intended design. The
number of voxels, in turn, can be determined from the dimensions of the model.
6
X = 6Y = 6z = 6 (CgEm, M*)
= min{c' 3M* }
nvox - nFO[LXILY, Lz
=h] L*Ly4Lz]
where M* = max im()-9 m()-9 m*M 1x
(5.19)
(5.20)
Therefore, the parameters affecting the storage cost of the voxelized method described in the previous
chapter are the size of the object, the geometric and material accuracies, and maximum rate of
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composition variation:
SIOX = Svox[LxLYLZaEm,dm]
= 
3 Sint + 6Sft + Sptr + Sm8 + - [lg + 1 (5.21)8 ax a a 2em +) (.1
where a = min{Eg,, ,, 3 M* , Pn} and
M*=max Vm*(x) . , Ivm*(x) ,... m* 1
The above expression only holds when the desired composition (m*(x)) is continuous. When discon-
tinuities exist, M* is undefined. Therefore, the concept of a material accuracy is not an appropriate
parameter in such cases, only the geometric tolerance which can be applied to boundaries at the
surface of the object and between the discontinuous region of different composition. The resolution
(nx) in such cases becomes an independent variable:
SvoX = Svox[LxLyLzEg,nl,dm]
1 rLi rLi rL, r
= 3Sint + 6Sf it + Sptr + SMS + Idm Lx] I-yI I- [ Ilg nx (5.22)
8 I Eg 69g E
The preceding equations relate the storage cost to the intentions of the designer. If the SFF
manufacturing process is a constraint, the resolution at which the final product will be rendered is
fixed. Therefore, another interesting question to ask is how much memory is required to store an
object of a given size to be fabricated through a process with a given resolution. Instead of trying
to reproduce the designer's intention to a prescribed resolution, restrict the resolution to that of the
machine since any more information would just be lost during the fabrication process. In this case,
the number of threshold levels each voxel would have to maintain is two (nx = 2) for each material,
indicating the presence or not of a primitive of each material at the corresponding grid point in the
lattice. Figure 5-11 is a plot of the memory requirements as a function of non-dimensional Build
Space volume (V*). The non-dimensional Build Space volume is the volume of region in which an
SFF machine fabricates an object (Lx x LY x Lz) normalized by the volume of a material primitive
(6" x 6Y x 6z). Curves are plotted for material systems of varying dimensions. Figure 5-12 relates
the storage growth to the Build Space volume for a process with a material primitive resolution of
6X = 6Y = 6z = 10--m. The final figure, Figure 5-13, provides the storage cost for representing a
Build Space with a cross-sectional area of Lx x L, = 10' m2 and the same primitive dimensions
as a function of Build Space height (Lz).
In closing, it is important to note that the analysis here assumes that memory is allocated
to explicitly represent each voxel in the lattice, as described in the previous chapter. Compression
methods, such as run-length-encoding and octree data structures, could potentially be used to reduce
the storage cost, at the risk of increasing the complexity of implementation and algorithms for
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Figure 5-13: Storage cost (in bytes per material ) required to represent a Build Space with a cross-
sectional area of L,, x LY = 10-W as a function of Build Space height (L,,), for an SFF process
with a resolution of 6-, = 6 = 6 , = 10-4,M (Slope = 1.25 x 109 by'es
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designing composition. These approaches are not addressed in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Bounds for meshed model growth
6.1 Motivation
Meshed schemes for representing solid models require that models be decomposed into sets of nodes
(points in space) and elements that interpolate these nodes. This requirement limits the scope of
models that can be represented exactly to only those that can be decomposed precisely into the
finite elements, thereby limiting the geometric and composition variations that can be represented.
Linear finite elements, for instance, are capable of representing only planar faceted models with
linear variation in composition with 100% accuracy. In the practice of Finite Element Analysis,
however, the shapes of higher order (curved) models are regularly approximated by large numbers
of smaller, lower order elements. The number of elements required for an analysis is determined by
how many are needed to provide a converged solution for the numerical simulation. For representing
FGM objects, the same approach can be taken, in which models are decomposed into meshes of finite
elements. For this purpose, however, the goal is not to find a converged solution for some analysis,
but to provide an accurate representation of some intended design, both in terms of geometry and
composition. This chapter examines the criteria for subdividing models into finite elements and
provides bounds for the rate of growth of the storage requirements for such models.
6.2 Curve meshing
Before exploring issues in surface and volume meshing, the number of straight line segments that
are needed to approximate a curve in space is investigated. First, the number of line segments to
approximate a circular arc within a given geometric accuracy (Eg) is derived. This relationship is
then used to determine an upper bound for the number a linear segments necessary to approximate
any space curve as a function of its curvature (n9 ).
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6.2.1 Approximating a circular arc
. 0 Al
Figure 6-1: Error associated with approximating a circular arc with a straight line segment.
Consider the approximation of a circular arc of radius R with a chain of line segments. The
approximation error is defined as the maximum distance between any of the line segments and the
corresponding arc (see Figure 6-1). Let Eg represent this error and d be the distance from the arc's
center of curvature and the line segment. Then
E9 = R - d (6.1)
The length of the line segment (Al) can be related to the approximation error and the arc's radius
using simple trigonometry:
|42_(AI)2
69 = R-~ 2
Al -2 6g(2 R - g)l (6.2)
If As is the arclength of a section of the arc that can be accurately approximated by a single line
segment, the length of corresponding line segment is:
6
Al = 2Rsin-2
= 2Rsin
2R
(6.3)
Solving for the arclength from the above equations, an expression for the length of the largest arc
that can be approximated by a straight line segment while remaining within a prescribed accuracy
III
is formed:
V2c69(2R - -As = 2R arcsin ( R (6.4)
Using the bounds derived by Filip al [18], the maximum arclength of a circular arc that can be
approximated by a single line segment within a prescribed accuracy E. is
As$ ilip= 2 2 cg R. (6.5)
For small c. (more precisely cg < 2R), the higher order terms in Equation 6.4 can be ignored and
the two expressions have the same leading order behavior:
O(As) = 2/2egR
= As ilip
The variation of arclength with the prescribed accuracy is plotted in Figure 6-2.
The expresion derived here (Equation 6.4) includes higher order terms and is exact for a circular
arc. By choosing to use Equation 6.4 instead of Equation 6.5, a tighter bound on the number of line
segments required to approximate a circular arc (as a function of arclength s) is formed:
nsegments = 1 (6.6)
2 R arcsin (LZ -f) (6.7)
The convergence of the chain of straight line segments to the desired geometry of a circular arc is
illustrated in Figure 6-3. The number of line segments required to approximate a given circular arc
of unit arclength is plotted as a function of A in Figure 6-4.
6.2.2 Approximating a G' curve
For a curve that is tangent (G1 ) continuous (see Figure 6-5(a)), the previously derived relationship
can be used to determine an upper bound for the number of line segments needed to accurately
approximate the curve. Replacing the radius of the arc with the minimum radius of curvature
(which corresponds to Kg,max) of the more general curve (R +- 1 ), the maximum arclength of
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Actual and predicted arclengths
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Figure 6-2: The maximum arclength of a circular arc (As) that can be approximated by a single
line segment within a prescribed accuracy (Eg), plotted as a function of 5. The actual, maximum
arclength that can be approximated by a single line is also plotted.
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Figure 6-3: Convergence to the shape of the arc with an increasing number of straight line segments:
(a) nsegments = 1, (b) nsegments = 2, and (c) nsegments = 4.
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Figure 6-4: The number of line segments required to
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approximate a circular arc of unit arclength,
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Figure 6-5: (a) An arbitrary tangent continuous curve. (b) Approximation of a tangent continuous
curve with a chain of line segments.
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Kg, max
A s
any G' curve that can be approximated with a straight line segment for a given accuracy is found:
2 arcsin (Ege1,max(2-Eggi,m.)) 
r
\ ' ' ' for tEg,max $ 0,(68As = K9,m"x (6.8)
s otherwise.
Therefore, the total number of line segments required to approximate an arbitrary tangent con-
tinuous curve as a function of its total arclength and maximum curvature, is:
nsegments = ] (where s is the arclength of the curve) (6.9)[As
SK9,m"x for Kg,max :A 0,
_ 2 arcsin (v'geg~,ma(2-f-gg,ma-)) (6.10)
1 otherwise.
This expression gives an upper bound for the number of approximating straight line segments as
a function of the maximum curvature of the curve (or the length of the curve, in case the curve is
linear), as shown in Figure 6-5(b). Since the curvature is not required to be constant, an adaptive
subdivision scheme could be developed in which areas of less curvature are approximated by longer
segments, thereby reducing the number segments needed to remain within tolerance. The focus here,
however, is to provide an upper bound on the number of subdivisions, not to propose algorithms for
adaptive curve approximation. Such algorithms can be found in Wolter and Tuohy [76] and Cho et
al [12].
6.2.3 Approximating an arbitrary curve or curves
The above expression provides the number of equal length line segments required to guarantee that
the desired G1 curve is approximated within a specified tolerance. For cases in which the curve
contains discontinuities of the tangent vector, as shown in Figure 6-6(a), the concept of a minimum
geometric feature size (the distance between between tangent discontinuities) may impose a limit
on the segment size. If the distance between two points of tangent discontinuity (pg) is less than
the segment length found based on the curve's curvature, this feature size becomes the limiting
constraint in the size of the line segment, as shown in Figure 6-6(b).
2 arcsin (/egg,max(2 - cgKg,max))
As = mmi{ n ,pg} (6.11)
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Figure 6-6: (a) An arbitrary curve. (b) Approximation of an arbitrary curve with a chain of line
segments.
And the total number of line segments is
nsegment, max SK9,mtax _S (6.12)
m 2arcsin /EgKg,max(2 - Egg,ma)) [ l } (1
6.3 Surface meshing
In finite element meshes, surfaces are decomposed into simpler elements, such as triangles and
quadrilaterals. In this section, only triangular meshes are considered for simplicity in analysis but
the trends and concepts are equally applicable to other types of elements. The upper bound on the
rate of growth of the triangular mesh that will be developed here will be applicable to any tangent
plane continuous surface.
6.3.1 Approximating the surface of a sphere
To begin the analysis of the growth of surface meshes, the approximation of a spherical patch with
a mesh of equilateral triangles is first considered. If the desired patch has a surface area of At, ace,
the number of triangles of equal area required to tessellate the surface is simply:
ntriangles = 0 A riace (6.13)
Atriangie
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Figure 6-7: (a) A triangle approximating a patch of a sphere's boundary. (b) Enlarged view of
triangle showing the circumscribed circle and the approximation error. (c) Approximation of circular
arc of radius R with a line segment of length D.
For an equilateral triangle, its area is a function of the length of its sides, a:
Atrangle = 43a (6.14)
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Rom the preceding analysis for the curve, an expression was formed for the maximum length
of a line segment to approximate a circular arc within a prescribed accuracy (see Equation 6.4). A
similar analysis can be performed here. Consider an equilateral triangle whose three vertices lie on
the surface of a sphere, as shown in Figure 6-7(a). The maximum distance between this triangle and
the sphere occurs at the centroid of the triangle, the point where the radius of the sphere is normal
to the triangle. This is the same error as would result from the approximation of a portion of a great
arc about the sphere with the diameter of the triangle's circumscribed circle (see Figures 6-7(b)
and (c)). By relating the diameter of the triangle's circumscribed circle (D) to the dimension of
the triangle (a), and substituting As from Equation 6.4 for D, an expression for the size of the
equilateral triangle as a function of geometric accuracy (,E,) and radius (R) of the spherical patch is
found.
D [R] = D[a]
2R arcsin Vcg(2 -e) 23a
R 3
=- a =v -R arcsin R(6.15)
Substituting the above expression for a in into Equations 6.14- 6.13, the number of triangles required
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to approximate a spherical patch is found.
FAsurf ace1
ntriangles 
= 0 AAtriangie
_ 0 [4v3Asurface
3a2
=0 4v/3Asur ace 2 (6.16)
9R2 arcsin R-g
Note that the above derivation (Equation 6.16) does not take into account the nature of the boundary
curve of the patch; the assumption made here is that the limiting factor for the dimension of an
edge of the triangle a is the radius of the sphere R, not the curvature or miminum feature size of
the patch's boundary curve(s).
To mesh an entire sphere of radius R (Asurface = 47rR 2 ), the number of required equilateral
triangles is:
ntriangles = 0 - arsin-6 r 2 (6.17)
9 arcsin fg2-,
Numerical confirmation of this expression is given in Figure 6-8, in which the predicted number
of triangles required to mesh a unit sphere is plotted with the number of triangles generated by
triangulation of a sphere on a commercial CAD system (SolidWorks T M ).
6.3.2 Approximating an arbitrary surface patch
As in the case of the free-form curve, an upper bound for the number of equilateral triangles required
to accurately approximate a free-form surface patch can be formed and may be a function of two
things [18]: minimum feature size and curvaure. The first restriction on triangle size is due to the
minimum feature size (p.) of the surface patch or its boundary curve(s). The minimum feature size
of the surface patch is evaluated as the minimum width of the patch or the distance between tangent
plane discontinuities. The smallest feature of the patch's bounary curve(s) follows the analysis in
the preceding section, and provides is also considered when determininig the minimum feature size
for the surface (pg). The second factor affecting triangle size is maximum curvature (Kg,max). The
maximum curvature is either the maximum curvature of the absolute values of principle curvatures
of the surface or the maximum curvature of its boundary curve(s). To form an expression for a
bound on the number of triagnles required to approximate a free-form surface, Equation 6.16 is
modified to take into account the maximum curvature of the free-form patch (R -+ 1 ) and itsKg,max
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Figure 6-8: Number of triangles required to mesh a sphere to achieve a prescribed approximation
accuracy. The data was generated from the STL export module in SolidWorkSTM.
mininum feature size,
=riange  [/Asurface] (6.18)
where a = min As, 1g, arcsin egKgmax(I - egKgmax)
Kg~gmax)
As for the curve case, the above represents an upper bound to the case when then surface is meshed
uniformly with equilateral triangles. For free-form surfaces with varying curvature, an adaptive
meshing approach would yield fewer triangles, see Cho et al [11].
6.4 Volume meshing
The formulation for the upper bound on the number of tetrahedra required to accurately represent
a model follows the same approach as the bounds for the curve and surface meshes. For analysis,
let us assume that each tetrahedron is regular, composed of four equilateral triangles. The number
of tetrahedra of dimension a in the mesh is simply:
ntetrahedra = 0 [vrego (6.19)
1Vetrahedron
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.ria, es (predicted)
a na (from triangulation)
where Vregion is the volume of the region to be meshed. The volume of the tetrahedron, as a function
of the length of a side a, is:
Vtetrahedron - 12 (6.20)
The length of a side of the tetrahedron is determined by two factors: the geometry of the region
and the composition variation of the region. The first factor concerns the shape of the region's
boundary and dictates the size of the triangles required to mesh the surface. This is explained in the
preceding section. The second factor depends on the composition. Just as the geometric curvature
(Kg) or minimum geometric feature size (pg) determined the number of linear segments required to
approximate a curve, a material curvature(Km) or minimum material feature size (pnt) will place
an upper limit on the size of the tetrahedra in the mesh, as will be explained below.
6.4.1 Bounds on the number of tetrahedra due to geometric accuracy
The first factor to restrict the size of the tetrahedra is the shape of the boundary. As explained
in the previous section, the minimum geometric feature size or maximum geometric curvature of
the region's bounding faces places a restriction on the size of the triangles in a mesh that still
guarantees that the boundary is approximated within a given tolerance. Assuming that the mesh
is made entirely of regular tetrahedra of identical size, Equations 6.13, 6.14, 6.19, and 6.20 can be
related to express the number of tetrahedra throughout the region as a function of the number of
surface triangles:
ntetrahedra = [ (Vmod) (6.21)
2 Amod0F12.418 ( fltr ) (Vmod)1I
where Vmod and Amod are the volume of the model and its surface area, respectively. The above
inequality provides an expression for the maximum number of regular tetrahedra to fill a region
interior to a surface meshed with nrit equilateral triangles. The number of triangles required to
accurately approximate the region's boundary is determined according to the previous section for
surface meshing.
6.4.2 Material curvature
The concept of material curvature (Km) quantifies how quickly the rates of variation in the volume
fractions of the different materials are changing along a given direction. Consider the FGM block
illustrated in Figure 6-9(a). To evaluate Km at a point x in some direction 'v (see Figure 6-9(b)), a
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parametric line is first defined such that p(u)u~o = x and p(u)j
p(u) = x + 'au. (6.22)
The variation of the volume fraction of each material along this line can expressed as a parametric
curve in Material Space (see Figure 6-9(c)), as a function of parameter u:
m*(x)|aiong p(n) = m*[p(u)] m*(u) (6.23)
Let the curvature [66] for each material be defined as:
= i*(u)
[1 + rni (u)2]
- 7 m~(x) 2 . (6.24)
1+ ( _m*(X) 2] 
'!
The material curvature Km is a vector of values reflecting how quickly the rates of variation for each
of the materials is changing along a given direction. As will be explained below, the parameter rm
will become one of the factors limiting the maximum size of the tetrahedra in a mesh to guarantee
a prescribed material accuracy.
A more general approach for evaluating material curvature can be adopted from Nielson et al [48].
They extend the concept of Gaussian curvature from surfaces [66, 67] to trivariate functions. In their
approach, the three principal curvatures (KI, K2, and K3) are evaluated as the eigenvalues of the
following 3 x 3matrix:
X t-1
G m (m1, M, M, *2 + mi,2 m m ,mG = *2+mi + M*,2 + Mi,3 mtl, m 11Y mi,,, mtmi, 1 + ) mi,2 Y ?",m,Imiyx m,'I mZyzI mimi, m *2mO z I + m,2zz
(6.25)
The maximum of the absolute values of the principle curvatures (It l, K2 1, and I K31) would be the
limiting curvature used in determining the tetrahedron size. The Nielson al's work is introduced
for completeness but is not explored since the goal here is to simply determining a limit on the
tetrahedral size, not explore the differential properties of trivariate functions in depth. Extending
methods for the interrogration of surfaces [68] to material compositions, however, is a promising
direction for future research and should be explored in future work.
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Figure 6-9: (a) Hypothetical cube of graded material. (b) Parametric line p(u) through the graded
material. (c) Hypothetical variations of the volume fractions of the different materials along the
curve p(u).
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6.4.3 Bounds on number of tetrahedra due to composition accuracy
Just as the intended shape for an object restricts the dimensions of the tetrahedra, the second factor
affecting the size of the tetrahedra is the nature of the intended composition within the region.
Similar to approximating the geometry of surfaces and curves, the tetrahedra must approximate the
desired variation in composition, thus placing a restriction on the size of the tetrahedra in the mesh.
The composition variation may limit the size of the tetrahedra in two ways: minimum material
feature size (plmt) or the maximum material curvature (Ki).
Restriction due to minimum material feature size
/
/ /
/
~Prnt
(a) (c)(b)
Figure 6-10: (a) Minimum material feature size determined by the minimum dimension of an internal
feature of uniform composition. (b) Minimum material feature size determined by the minimum
distance of the object's boundary and an internal feature of the uniform composition. (c) Minimum
material feature determined by the distance between two discontinuities in material variation.
The first case arises from the desire to represent subregions of discontinuous material composi-
tions or gradings within a model, as shown in Figure 6-10. Similar to the minium material feature
size in the voxelized analysis, the minimum distance (1int) between two material boundaries may
be used as an upper limit for the size of the edges (a) in the mesh. In addition, the distance beween
any point of discontinuity in the material derivative with another discontinuity (either a material
boundary or derivitive) must also be considered (Figure 6-10(c)) in order for the mesh to capture
the desired gradings. Substituting ipmt into Equation an upper bound on the number of tetrahedra
as a function of minimum material feature size is found from Equations 6.19,
ntetrahedra = 0 Vregion
S tetrahedrn
012Vregion
p3
o 6 \/-Vregio n
Mt
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(6.26)
/ ..... ............
/
Restriction due to maximum material curvature
The second restriction applies to regions of smoothly varying composition, in which the composition
may not only vary linearly but according to a higher order function. The nature of the intended
variation places a restriction on the largest tetrahedron which can be used while still guaranteeing
the modeled composition remains within a prescribed accuracy (Cm) of the intended composition
function (m*(x)). For the curve and surface cases, the analogous limitation was due to the curvature
of the curve or surface, subject to the restriction that the geometry be tangent continuous. In this
case, the intended material composition must vary smoothly, requiring that 7m*(x) be a continuous
function of x for all materials, at all points within the region. Just as the curves and surfaces were
required to be G1 continuous in the preceding analyses, we can say that the FGM variation is
required to be M' continuous.
For an M' continuous region of FGM material, the maximum material curvature of the desired
material variation m*(x) will dictate the maximum size of a tetrahedron that still guarantees the
approximation of the desired composition within the prescribed accuracy Em. The derivation can be
treated in the same way the maximum length of a line segment was determined in Equation 6.10
for approximating a G1 curve. In Figure 6-9(a) and Equation 6.22, the material variation in a
block was formulated along a line passing through point x as a function of parameter u, as the
parametric curve p(u) in Material Space. Following Equation 6.8, the maximum size of uniform
parametric subdivisions that still guarantee the approximation of the desired function within a
specified accuracy can be found for each material, using the curvature for each material. If the
maximum material curvature is known (for all x, |vl = 1, and m*(x) E m*(x)), the maximum
length for a tetrahedral edge that guarantees an accurate approximation of all of the materials can
be found:
2 arcsin (X/EmKmi,max(2 
- Emhmi,max)()
/ 5(6.27)
Kmi,max
where rmi,max = max { rmo,max, Km 1 ,max,... - 1,max}. If the region of smoothly graded com-
position is approximated by a tetrahedral mesh of the above dimension, the error in approximation
for each material is guaranteed to be less than Em.
Substituting the expression for a as a function of material curvature back into Equations 6.19
and 6.20, the volume and number of tetrahedra as a function of maximum material curvature is
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found.
ntetrahedra 0 6V region1
=0 6 V2 Kmismax (6.28)
O[6V' 2 arcsin (VEmmrimax (2 - Emhmimax)
6.5 Relationship between the number of triangles and nodes
in a triangulated shell
The preceding sections derived relationships between the number of triangles in a mesh as a function
of the desired shape of an object. In triangulated B-rep data structure, however, the storage costs
are not just a function of how many triangles are present, but also a function of the number of nodes
(unique vertices) required to represent the mesh. Although the relationship between the number of
nodes and triangles is completely dependent on the topology of the model (or how the triangles are
related to each other), a bound for the number of nodes as a function of the number of triangles can
be determined.
To begin this analysis, consider a set of three operations for creating and modifying a triangulated
mesh.
Opj: Remove one triangle. Insert one node, three edges, and three triangles.
OpII: Remove two triangles and an edge. Insert one node, four edges, and four triangles.
OpIii: Remove two triangles to create a hole. Add six edges and six triangles to form the walls of
the hole.
Starting with a tetrahedron, any closed, triangulated mesh can be created by repeatedly applying
the above operations. The first two modify the mesh by adding nodes, to create a net increase of
two new triangles in the mesh, as illustrated in Figures 6-11(a) and (b). The third method does not
change the number of nodes in the mesh, but increases the number of triangles to form the boundary
of a hole through the region, as in Figure 6-11(c). Table 6.1 summarizes how the number of features
in the mesh are changed after the application of each operation. To relate the number of nodes in
Operation
Feature Opi Op"i OpIiI
ntriangles +2 +2 +4
nnodes +1 ± 1
nholes +1
Table 6.1: Modification to triangulated mesh.
the mesh to the number of triangles, let nnewnodes represent the number of times operations I or
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(b
EinMi I
(c)
Figure 6-11: Topological operations for modifying a closed, triangulated shell. (a) The subdivision
of a face into three triangles (Opi). (b) The subdivision of an edge into two edges (OpIj). (c) The
creation of a hole through the shell (OpInI).
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II are applied and let nholes represent the number of holes (OpImi) added to the model. From the
initial model of a tetrahedron, the number of features after a sequence of operations is:
ntriangles = 4 + 2 nnewnodes + 4 nholes and nnodes = 4 + nnewnodes. (6.29)
Therefore, the total number of nodes in a triangulated mesh model as a function of the number of
triangles and holes in the model is:
nnodes = nnode[ntriangles, nholes]
1
= ntriangles - 2 nhole8 ± 22 (6-30)
6.6 Relationship between the number of
tetrahedra and nodes in a finite element mesh
4 nodes, I tetrahedron
a 5 nodes, 4 tetrahedra
5 nodes, 2 tetrahedra
5 nodes, 3 tetrahedra
5 nodes, 2 tetrahedra
Figure 6-12: Methods to modify a tetrahedron with the addition of a new node.
As in the preceding section concerning models of triangulated shells, the relationship between the
number of tetrahedra and nodes in a volumetric mesh is entirely dependent on the topology of the
model, or how the mesh is constructed. Unlike the analysis of the triangulated mesh in which there
were only three operations for modifying its topology, there are many ways to modify the topology
of a tetrahedral mesh. Only the most extreme case resulting in an upper bound for the number of
nodes as a function of the number of tetrahedra is explored here.
Consider the case in which a tetrahedral mesh model is generated from an initial tetrahedron.
Each node added to the model is added outside the mesh, resulting in one new tetrahedron, three
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new faces, and three new edges.
ntetrahedra 1 ± nnewnodes (6-31)
Inverting this, the ratio of nodes added to the model per tetrahedron is 1 : 1. This represents the
worst case in terms of memory: the maximum number of nodes per tetrahedra. All other possible
methods of adding a node (subdividing an existing tetrahedron, triangle, or edge) result in multiple
tetrahedra. Therefore, the upper bound for the number of nodes in a tetrahedral mesh model is
bounded by:
nnodes = 0 (ntetrahedra + 3) . (6.32)
6.7 Discussion
This chapter has introduced issues concerning the growth of meshed models (triangulated shells
and tetrahedral meshes). In each case, the number of elements in the meshes are a function of the
maximum edge size that still guarantees the geometric and material accuracy. Although adaptive
meshing techniques could be used to reduce the number of elements, only uniform meshes are
considered for simplicity of analysis, illustrating the trends in growth of meshed models as functions
of accuracy.
The triangulated shells, the maximum size of the triangles guaranteeing the accurate approxi-
mation of the boundary is found to be a function of:
1. the minimum geometric feature size (pq) in a bounding curve or surface, and
2. the maximum geometric curvature (Kg,max) of a bounding curve or surfaces.
The above characteristics concerning the shape of the model determine the maximum dimension
of an edge in a triangle that still guarantees the geometric accuracy. Assuming a uniform mesh of
equilateral triangles of this dimension, the number of triangles required to cover the surface is readily
found. The number of nodes in a triangulated mesh, however, is dependent on the topology (genus)
of the object (number of holes). For a given number of triangles, however, an upper bound on
the number nodes can be established. Substituting this information for the growth of triangulated
shells into the expression for the storage cost from the preceding chapter (Equation 4.5) , an upper
bound on the storage cost of triangulated shells as a function of geometric accuracy (c) as well as
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the intended shape of the model (pg and i_) is formed:
Stri = Stri[nregions, ntriangles, fnnodes]
= (Sint + Sptr + dmSflt)nregions + (5Sptr + 2Sbln)ntriangles + 3 Sfltnnodes +
Sint + Sis
Stri = Stri [nregions, nholes, Asur face, eg, Kg,max, 1-Lg] Stri [nregions, ntriangles [Asurf ace, I Kg,maax, jPg]]
< (Sint + Spt, + dmSflt)nregions + Sint + Sis +
(5Spt, + 2 Sb1n + 3 Sfit)ntriangles [Asurf ace, g, Kgn,max, 11g] (6.33)
where ntriangles is determined by the surface area of the model, the minimum geometric feature size
(pg) in any surface or bounding curve in the model, by the maximum of the curvature (hg,max) of
any surface or bounding curve in the model, as well as the prescribed geometric accuracy, according
to Equation 6.18:
ntriangles [Asurface, iginaxlpg] 0 L4 3{surf ace (6.34)
where a min {g, yarcsin VgKg9,max (1 - Egrg,max))
g,max
Tetrahedral models are subject to the same constraints imposed by the minimum geometric
features size and maximum geometric curvature. In addition, the nature of the intended material
variation (m* (x)) may further restrict the size of the tetrahedra. This chapter identifies two of these
factors:
1. The minimum intended material feature size within a region (Pm) or
2. The maximum intended material curvature within a region (rm,max).
Along with the previous geometric constraints for triangulated shells, the maximum edge length of
the tetrahedra that guarantees the accurate approximation of the intended geometry and composition
can be formed. From this, a bound on the number of tetrahedra is found.
The number of tetrahedra, however, is only one factor affecting the total storage cost of a
meshed model. The other is the number of nodes in the mesh. Although the relationship between
the nodes and tetrahedra is entirely dependent on the topology of the model (how the tetrahedra are
connected together), an upper bound for the worst case topology can be established, as presented
in Equation 6.32.
From these relationships, the growth of tetrahedral models as a function of geometric and material
accuracys (Eg and em) as well as the intended shape and material grading (Vinterior, Asurf ace, pig,
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Lmt, Kg, and rin) can be formed from Equations 4.11 through 4.14:
Ste. = Ste [fntetrahedra, nnodes]
< Ste [Vinterior, g) ,m, 6mg, LmPtm, Kg, KM] (6.35)
Ste 0  [4Spt, + (3 + dm)SfIt]ntetrahedra + (6.36)
3(3 + dm)Sfit + Sint + Sis + Sptr
Steol [4 Sptr+ (4dm + 3 )Sfit]ntetrahedra + (6.37)
9Sj it + Sint + Ss + Sptr
Steo [8Sptr + (3 + dm)Sjit + Sint]fntetrahedra + (6.38)
3(3 + dm)Sf it + 4 Sint + Ss + Sptr
Steil < [8Sptr + (4dm + 3)Sf it + Sint ]ntetrahedra + (6.39)
9Sit +4Sint + Sis + Sptr (6.40)
where ntetrahedra is determined by the volume of the model, the minimum geometric (Pg) feature
of any surface patch or surface patch's bounary curve, minimum material (pimt) feature size, the
maximum geometric curvature(Kg,max) of any surface patch or surface patch's boundary curve, or
material (Km) curvature in the intended model, as well as the prescribed accuraciess. Summarizing
these relationships from this chapter, the number of tetrahedra as a function of these variables is:
6V/2Vinterior
ntetrahedra [Vinterior ,Eg, 1-g, Kg,max, E Ait, Km,max] = 0 a3
where a = mm { arcsin g g,max(1 -- eg ,maxg), fg,
Kg,max
2 arcsin VEm. mmax(2 - Emam,max), Amt
Km max V m~a mmmxIit
Note that for tetrahedral meshing, the minimum feature size (ptmt) is not only measured between ma-
terial boundaries, but between discontinuities in the material derivatives or between a discontinuity
in the material derivative and a material boundary.
In conclusion, this chapter has identified and quantified issues concerning the approximation
of an intended FGM design with either triangular facets or linear tetrahedra. For simplicity in
analysis, the restriction that the meshes consist of uniformly sized elements was imposed. Although
models could be meshed with fewer elements than predicted here, the results found here serve as
an upper bound for the maximum number of elements in each case and predicts the rate of growth
as a functions of geometric and material accuracys. Geometric feature size and curvature, factors
considered here, are regularly considered in commericial meshing systems during the approximation
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of solid models with finite elements. For the establishment of a solid modeling representation based
solely on finite elements, meshing methods will have to be extended, taking into account the intended
material feature size and curvature, both of which were described in this chapter and play a role in
limiting the distance between nodes in the tetrahedral mesh.
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Chapter 7
Approaches to FGM design
7.1 Motivation
The concept of designing Functionally Graded Material (FGM) objects is new to designers and
manufacturers. Existing CAD systems allow at most users to create piecewise constant FGM objects
using composite structures and assemblies by associating attributes with solids. Methods to capture
the designer's intent for graded compositions have yet to be defined. The development of methods
for FGM design, however, directly impact the choice of data structure for FGM solid modeling
since these tools determine the range of parts that can be defined. In order to understand how the
designer's intent might be captured, this chapter proposes three different classes of design tools and
how they might be used for FGM object creation. These tools are then used as the pathways for
capturing design intent in subsequent chapters, allowing the storage costs associated with the various
data structure to be related back to the designer's original intent. The three classes of design tools
proposed in this chapter include: FGM fitting, design from an FGM library, and FGM blending.
7.2 FGM fitting
The first class of FGM design tools fall into the category of "fitting". In this category, a desired
material variation is somehow defined and then approximated by the methods available for repre-
senting graded compositions within the data structure. This analogous to geometric surface design
by specifying a set of points and then approximating or interpolating the data with a surface (see
Figure 7-1).
An example of FGM fitting to some target function m*(x) is the design of graded compositions
as functions of distance within a finite element data structure [32]. Field values for the nodes in
the mesh are assigned according to their position: mi +- m*(xi) where mi is the vector of volume
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Figure 7-1: (a) Set of data points. (b) Surface fit of data points.
fractions associated with node i at the point xi. In general, the modeled function will not exactly
represent the intended grading except at the evaluated nodes. A target function may be cubic, for
instance, but a mesh consisting of linear elements will only provide an approximation of the desired
function.
One example of FGM fitting, that has been proposed for the design of compositions involves a
function of distance. In this approach, some reference feature is defined, such as a point, line (eg.,
axis), plane, or collection of triangles, and the composition is designed as a function of distance from
that feature. The desired variation may be any function of the distance (r) from the feature. In
the current implementation of the design system based on a finite element mesh representation, the
design function may be described in terms of a start (r') and an ending distance (re), the material
volume fractions at these distances, and the desired grading over these distances. The nodes that fall
within the specified range are assigned the desired composition: mi +- m* [r (xi)] if r, < r (xi) 5 re.
Figure 7-2 illustrates the area over which a composition may be defined as a function of distance
in two dimensions, with one node lying within the range of assignment and two lying outside. The
current implementation allows the assignment of a uniform composition within the desired range,
linear variation, quadratic variation (with smooth blending at r, or r,), or cubic grading (with
smooth blending at both r, and re). These methods of grading are illustrated in Figures 7-3(a)-(e)
in which the weights given to the two compositions are plotted as a function of parameter t such
that:
t = t (xi) = r(xi) -r, (7.1)
re - r.
mi= w(t)m* + we(t)me* (7.2)
The compositions m* and m* are the intended vectors of volume fractions to be assigned at the
distances r, and re from the feature, respectively.
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Cubic grading:
features
points at re
er from feature
points at rs from feature
Figure 7-2: Illustration of evaluation of distance from features (red) to node points (black) and the
offset region (yellow) in which the composition is to be fitted.
Figures 7-4- 7-10 illustrate how the composition over a finite element mesh may be assigned by
fitting the field values at the nodes of the mesh to a target function.
Figures 7-4 and 7-5 demonstrate the specification of a composition designed from a point within
a cube of linear tetrahedra. The Material System in this case consists of three Materials. All of
the nodes that are within a distance of }cm of the point (0,0,0) are first assigned a composition
according to a quadratic function grading between two compositions, as shown in Figure 7-4. Next,
compositions are assigned to the nodes that are at least }1cm distant from point (0,0,0) but no
further than 1 cm, as illustrated in Figure 7-5. The end result is a mesh whose nodes approximate
a piece-wise, quadratic material variation, with composition [0 1 0]T at point (0,0,0), composition
[10 0]T at a distance of 1cm from point (0,0,0), and composition [0 0 1]T] beyond a distance of 1em
from point (0,0,0).
The next example, in Figure 7-6, illustrates the design of composition from the diagonal of the
cube, from point (0,0,0) to (1,1,1). Compositions are assigned to the nodes that lie within a distance
of -cm of the line, resulting in an approximation of a target function by the tetrahedra stored in
the mesh. In this case, the target function is a cubic variation, with the composition m, = [1 O]T
along the line and composition me = [0 I]T over the surface of a cylinder with radius 2 cm aligned3
with its axis along the diagonal of the cube.
Figure 7-7 illustrates the design of a composition from a plane. In this case the target variation
is linear in nature, grading from m, = [1 01 T at the plane 7r : z = Ocm to me = [0 I]T at the plane
7 : z = 1cm.
Figures 7-8 and 7-9 illustrate the fit of a composition to a quadratic function of distance from the
boundary. Figure 7-8 is the initial model, represented within a commercial CAD system. The model
is then meshed into near uniform tetrahedral elements, generating the nodes shown in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-3: Grading styles for the design of FGM objects as a function of distance: (a) uniform, (b)
linear, (c) and (d) quadratic, and (e) cubic.
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In this case, a desired composition of m, = [0 I]T is assign to the boundary of the model which
grades quadratically over a distance of 1mm to me = [1 O]T within the model's interior. The
minimum distance of each node to the boundary of the model is computed and its composition
defined according to the prescribed function. Figure 7-9(a) shows the nodes colored according to
their assigned compositions. Slices through the model material variation are illustrated in Figure 7-
9(b). One can see in this illustration how the idealized, quadratic function has been approximated
by the piece-wise linear tetrahedra, resulting in oscillations over the nearest slicing plane.
The final example, Figure 7-10 illustrates the fit of a composition designed from a subset of the
model's boundary. In this case, the composition is designed as a quadratic function of distance from
the cavity of the model, with the desired grading occurring over a distance of 5mm.
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Figure 7-4: (a) Fit of composition (smoothly blended at re) designed as a quadratic function of
distance within a unit cube from point po = (0, 0, 0) (r, = Ocm, re = cm, m, = [0 1 0] T,
me = [1 0 O]T). (b) Rendering of nodes colored according to composition. (c) Rendering of material
variation over slices through cube.
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Figure 7-5: (a) Previous design plus fit of composition (smoothly blended at r, = 7cm and re = 1cm)
designed as a cubic function of distance within a block from point po = (0,0,0) (MS = [1 0 0]T,
Me = [0 0 I]T). A uniform composition of m = [0 0 1]T is assigned to all nodes beyond a distance
of 1 mm from point po = (0,0,0). (b) Rendering of nodes colored according to composition. (c)
Rendering of material variation over slices through cube.
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Figure 7-6: (a) View of solid cube with composition designed as a cubic function of distance within
a unit cube as from the line passing through po = (0,0,0) to pi = (1,1,1) (r, = 0cm, re = 4cm,
MS = [I 0]T, me - [0 1]T). (b) View of nodes in mesh. (c) View of slices through FGM cube.
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Figure 7-7: Fit of composition designed as a linear function of distance within a unit cube from
plane 7r : z = 0 (r, = Ocm, re = 1cm, m, = [1 0 ]T and m - [0 1 ]T. (a) View of solid cube. (b)
View of nodes in mesh. (c) View of slices through FGM cube.
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(b)
Figure 7-8: (a) Design of tool on commerical CAD system. The dimension of the tools is 100mm x
50mm x 10mm. (b) Phantom view of the tool showing internal features (cooling channels).
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Figure 7-9: (a) Fit of nodes to intended composition (smoothly blended at re) designed as a quadratic
function of distance from the boundary of the tool (r, = Omm, r, = 1mm). (b) View of composition
grading over slices through FGM model.
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Figure 7-10: Fit of composition (smoothly blended at re) designed as a quadratic function of distance
from a subset of the boundary of a tool (r. = 0mm, re = 5mm ). The dimension of the tool is 100mm
x662mm x20 mm. (a) View of solid tool. (b) View of nodes in mesh. (c) View of slices through
FGM model.
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7.3 FGM library
Another approach to designing FGM objects is through the use of a library of FGM primitives. This
approach to FGM design is an extension of the use of libraries in solid modeling for shape design or
logic libraries in VLSI design.
In commercial CAD systems, the repeated design of features on a part can be simplified and
automated through the use of a library. The feature is first designed and stored in a library. As
a new part is created and a feature must added, instead of recreating the entire feature for each
instance, it is simply retrieved from the library and then mapped over the part. Figure 7-11(a) is an
example of a feature that might be stored in a library as a primitive for texturing surfaces [13, 36].
The application of the feature over two different parts is illustrated in Figures 7-11(b) and (c).
Macro-Texture
Library
Geometric Primitive
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7-11: (a) A texture primitive stored in a feature library. (b) The mapping of the feature over
a plate. (c) The mapping of the feature over a torus.
The same approach to the design from a library could be applied to the material design of FGM
objects. A library of material primitives (designed to perform some specific task) could be defined
and then mapped into a part. With each primitive's addition to the model, the primitive's material
variation overwrites the previously designed composition in the part such that:
m*rimitive(x) for x E FGM primitive
Mf inal (X) = (7.3)
Imnitial(x) otherwise
One example of how FGM primitives might be used to design an object is given in Figure 7-12. In
this example, a drug delivery device is created by mapping FGM primitives from a library into a pill.
The position of each primitive of the pill relative to the rate at which the pill is absorb determines
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when the drug in the primitive would be released [78]. This allows drug designers to tailor the release
profile for optimal delivery.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7-12: (a) Primitive of regions containing drug. (b) The initial pill consisting of a uniform
base material. (c) The mapping of drug primitives into the drug delivery device. The placement of
of the primitives tailors the drug release profile.
7.4 FGM chamfer, fillet, and blending
Chamfer, fillet, and blend operations are commonly used in Computer Aided Geometric Design to
define the shape of a part (see Figure 7-13). The same approach may be taken for the design of
FGM objects. Just as chamfer, fillet, and blend operations create a new surface to join two tangent
discontinuous surfaces, material chamfer, fillet, and blend operations could be used to generate
intermediate regions to join two differing regions.
For a material chamfer operation, a face is selected and an offset distance A specified. A region
of uniform composition would then be generated, bounded by new faces offset distance A into the
neighboring regions from the original face. The composition assigned to the interface region could
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Figure 7-13: (a) Original design of corner of part. (b) Chamfered corner. (c) Filleted corner.
be specified or taken as the average of the two neighboring regions' compositions:
m (mB + mA) for x E chamfer region
m*nitia, (x) otherwise
Figure 7-14 illustrates the result of this operation in 2D.
A
x
1 L -.' j.6m(x)
m1 (x)
(a)
A 
x
(b)
Figure 7-14: (a) Original material distribution over a cross-section of a block. (b) Material distri-
bution over block cross-section with material chamfer.
The material fillet operation could be performed two ways. The first method would require the
selection of a face and specification of an offset distance A. A region of graded composition (varying
linearly along the direction normal to the interface) would be created using the compositions initially
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assigned to either side of the interface (mA, mB) as the compositions to grade between:
m*iet(r) =_ (mB + mA) + r (MB - mA) for x E fillet region
m,* al(x) otherwise
(7.5)
The distance r is the signed distance of the point x from the interface into region 1. The second
approach to creating a material fillet would begin with the specification of a maximum allowable
rate of grading for each material (Dm (x) ni) along with the selection of a face. In this case, the
offset distance would be computed based on the difference between the compositions in the regions
on either side of the interface and the limiting rates of material variation:
1 Imo^ - mA|I Im1A- miI Imi- mm- 1L =-max , 0.. .
2 Vmo (x) - n' Vmi (x) -n Vmdm-1 (x) iiJ
(7.6)
Figure 7-15 illustrates the process of generating a material fillet.
A
(a)
.0
X2A x
(b)
Figure 7-15: (a) Original material distribution over a cross-section of a block. (b) Material distri-
bution over block cross-section with material fillet.
The final operation, material blend, is analogous to the previous two except that it generates
an interface region with a composition that smoothly blends into the two neighboring regions
(M'continuous). As with the material fillet, the thickness of the blend could either be defined
explicitly or determined through the specification of a maximum rate of grading and material cur-
vature.
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Figure 7-16: (a) Original material distribution over a cross-section of a block. (b) Material distri-
bution over block cross-section with material blend.
7.5 Discussion
This chapter has proposed several methods to designing FGM objects. How these methods should
be implemented is not addressed since this depends entirely on what underlying data structure is
used to model the object. The introduction of these design methods, however, are proposed as
pathways for capturing designer intent and as such, can be used for quantifying the storage cost for
representing a FGM in terms of design intent.
It is also important to note that these design examples are direct adaptations of commonly used
geometric tools in existing CAD systems. In this way, the design of material compositions can be
seen as a logical extension of geometric design. Therefore, solutions for FGM design tools can be
expected to be based on the same principles as used to define computer aided geometric design tools.
As a final note, the design tools presented here obviously do not represent an exhaustive but
are only meant to motivate the investigation into FGM design methods. Additional design methods
have also been proposed based on Boolean operations [40] and sweeps [53] for instance.
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Chapter 8
The cost of representing
composition
8.1 Motivation
Although several methods for defining the composition of an FGM object have been introduced, the
basis for selecting one over the others as a preferred modeling method has not yet been established.
One major factor in this decision is the memory required by each method to represent an object.
To address this issue, this chapter introduces several hypothetical models illustrating issues that
will be of relevance to modeling and designing real parts by the chosen modeling method. For the
voxel-based, triangulated boundary, or tetrahedral mesh approaches, the idealized model must be
discretized or approximated, as described in the preceding chapter. The resolution of this approx-
imation is a function of the desired geometric and material accuracy, as well as the nature of the
intended design. For each case, the FGM object is described and the expression for the storage cost
is given for each approach. From this analysis, it is anticipated that justification for choosing one
modeling approach over the others based on memory issues can be made. In order to produce the
graphs showing the relative storage costs for the various data structures, the storage costs listed in
Table 8.1 were assigned to the primitive data types. For the storage cost associated with represent-
ing a Material System, the symbol Sin is used and its contribution to the overall cost is considered
negligible (Sin = 0 bytes) in graphs of the storage requirements for the various methods.
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Data type Symbol for storage cost per instance Value used in analysis
integer Si-t 4 bytes
floating point number Sf1t 8 bytes
Boolean Sbn 1 byte
pointer SPtr 4 bytes
Material System Sms SmS
Table 8.1: Storage costs associated with primitive data types on a Silicon Graphics 02 workstation
with 64 bit processor.
8.2 Case studies
8.2.1 Sphere of unit radius
The issue of geometric complexity, before even considering composition representation, requires a
certain degree of overhead. For example, the boundaries of real mechanical parts often consist of
smoothly blended surfaces with many features such as bosses, holes, fillets, and chamfers, requiring
accurate descriptions of the surfaces and the features. One of the simplest cases to consider illus-
trating one of these factors is the sphere. Although trivial in its complexity, its representation by
the various approaches to solid modeling highlight their fundamental differences in approach.
The first object to be considered is a sphere of unit radius (R = 1mm) positioned at the origin,
consisting of a single material. The only information that needs to be conveyed is the nature of its
boundary between the object interior and exterior, as illustrated in Figure 8-1. For uniformity in
analysis with subsequent cases, a two dimensional Material Space (dm = 2) is used, in which one
material is the interior of the sphere and the second material is the empty (void) space surrounding
the object.
for l|xi < 1;
0
m*(x) = (8.1)
0
otherwise.
1
Three methods of representing the sphere are analyzed here: voxel-based approach, triangulated
boundary, and the generalized decomposition methods (Cell-Tuple-Graph and Radial-Edge). The
sphere's representations in the various data structures are illustrated in Figures 8-2, 8-3, and 8-4.
Voxel-based representation of a sphere
The first method considered here is the voxel-based data structure, as illustrated in Figure 8-2, in
which the object is discretized into a lattice of voxels. In this modeling method, the storage cost
is a factor of the physical size of the object as well as the desired resolution of the geometry and
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Figure 8-1: Geometric design of unit sphere.
Figure 8-2: Voxelized approximation of sphere.
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composition. Since this model consists of a uniform composition, only a binary value needs to be
associated with each voxel to indicate the presence or not of material (n\ = 2). Substituting these
values into the expression for the storage cost of the voxelized method (Equation 5.22), the cost
associated with modeling the unit sphere as a voxelized model is:
Sv [LX. = 2mm, Ly = 2mm, L, = 2mm,
eg ,n\ = 2,d, = 2] = 3Sit + 6S1 t + Sptr + Sms + 1 I4 eg
= 64+ [ + Sms bytes
4 E9
The parameter Eg is the geometric accuracy in modeling the intended spherical boundary of the
object.
Triangulated boundary
Figure 8-3: Triangulation of sphere.
The next level of sophistication in modeling the boundary of the sphere is the use of a triangulated
mesh, as shown in Figure 8-3. Through the approach presented in Section 4.4, the sphere would
be represented by two regions, corresponding to the spaces interior and exterior to the sphere's
boundary. Each region references the mesh of triangles approximating the desired, curved boundary,
as well as a uniform composition assigned to the region.
The cost for representing a model in terms of a triangulated mesh is directly dependent on the
number of triangles in the model. According to Equation 6.34, the number of triangles required to
achieve a desired geometric accuracy is a function of the surface area, surface curvature, and the
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minimum feature size. For the model of the sphere, the number of triangles in the boundary is:
2 1m = [ 6 1 v/51
ntriangle,[Asurf ace = 4rmm , Eg, Kg,max = 1mm , g = 2mm] = 3a 2
where a = min 2, v(3 (arcsin Eg (l - Eg)) (8.2)
Substituting the above into Equation 6.33, the storage cost for the unit sphere as a triangulated
mesh in terms of geometric accuracy is formed:
Stri[nregions = 2, a] 3Sint + 2 Sptr + 4Sf+it Sms + (5Sptr + 2 SbIn+ Sfit) 2 (8.3)2 3
< 52+34 13a2 1 + Sm, bytes
where a = min 2, v3- (arcsin Eg(1 - Eg))
As E9 - 0, the geometric accuracy is the dominant factor in determining the number of triangular
facets in the mesh and a - (3Eg) I and ntriangles ~ (2 . For geometrically accurate models (small
e 9 ), the storage cost for the triangulated mesh modeling method grows as Stri (2(E 1)(3)i~,
Generalized decomposition
(a) (b)
Figure 8-4: (a) Vertices and edges in generalized representation of sphere. (b) Faces in generalized
representation of sphere.
To represent the curved nature of the sphere's boundary exactly, it is necessary to use a nonlinear,
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rational definition for the modeled surfaces. The Radial Edge and Cell-Tuple-Graph data structures
permit this, representing the shape of the model in terms of a set of FGMDomains that are related to
each other in a generalized, topological database. Using the FGMDomains defined in Section 4.6.2,
the sphere can be decomposed into two generalized regions (its interior and its complement, the
exterior), four rational B zier triangles, six rational Bezier curves, and four vertices, as shown in
Figures 8-4(a) and (b). The FGMDomains used to model the sphere and their contributed costs
are listed in Table 8.2, along with the cost associated with representing the topology within the
Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure.
Classes instances Ictss cells tuples storage(bytes)
________class______ clslalssss
FGMPoint 4 4 20Sf It
FGMRationalB6zierCrv
nx = 2, nm = 0 6 6 1 2 Sint + 90Sft
FGMRationalB6zierTri
nx = 2,nm = 0 4 4 48 8 Sint + 108Sjut
FGMBRepRegion 2 1 2 4Sf it + 2 Sptr
CellTupleGraph 1 2 Sptr
Cell 16 32Sint + 3 2 Sptr + Sms
Tuple 48 If 4 8 Sint + 4 32Sptr
TOTAL 1 0 0 Sint + 222Sj It + 4 68Sptr + Sm1
= 4048 bytes +Sns
Table 8.2: FGMDomain and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects
and the associated storage cost.
required to represent sphere object exactly
For the same set of FGMDomains, the cost associated with representing
Radial-Edge data structure is given in Table 8.3.
the object within the
Table 8.3: Number of instances of Radial-Edge objects required to represent
and the associated storage cost.
sphere model exactly
Graphically, the storage cost for the sphere modeled within these data structures is illustrated
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Classes instances Storage(bytes)
FGMDomains 20Sint + 2 2 2 Sf it + 2 Sptr
Complex 1 Sptr + Sms
Region 2 lOSpt,
Shell 2 8 Sptr
Face 4 8 Sptr
Loop 4 4 Sptr
Edge 6 12 Sptr
Vertex 4 8Sptr
FaceUse 8 4 8 Sptr
LoopUse 8 4 8 Sptr
EdgeUse 24 16 8 Sptr
VertexUse 24 9 6 Sptr
TOTAL 2 0Sint + 222Sfi + 4 13 Sptr + Sms
3508 bytes +Sms
in Figure 8-5.
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Figure 8-5: Graph of storage cost for representing a unit sphere as a function of geometric accuracy
for the data structures considered.
Although the sphere is a trivial example, it serves to demonstrate the differences between the
representation methods considered in this dissertation. In the current implementation, the storage
costs associated with representing the sphere in the STL file specification and the STEP standard
are illustrated in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 8-6: Graph of storage cost
the STL and STEP file formats.
for representing a sphere as a function of geometric accuracy in
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8.2.2 Bar with graded transition
With the capability of Local Composition Control, the intended composition of an object may not
consist solely of uniform or linearly varying composition, but may contain complex, graded regions
defined according to higher order functions. This is analogous to the geometric boundaries of real
mechanical parts containing curved and freeform surface patches and features. As the previous
example represented a simple, curved model for geometric considerations, one of the simplest designs
demonstrating a graded composition is an FGM bar consisting of two regions of uniform composition
at either end with a smoothly graded interface region between the two. With this as a case study,
the storage costs for the various modeling methods as functions of material accuracy are studied.
Figure 8-7: Geometric
compositions.
bar specimen to contain smoothly graded transition between two different
Figure 8-7 shows the geometric design of the bar. It is divided into three equal segments along its
length, each 10mm long. The intended design consists of two materials plus voids, placing the model
in a three dimensional Material Space (d. = 3). The composition at either end is uniform while the
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interface region smoothly grades according to a cubic function. This composition is expressed as:
1.0
o.o for 0 < x < 10, 0 < y < 10, 0 < z < 10
[0.0
1.0 - 3 (X - 10)2 + _ (X - 10)3
(X - 10)2 - I(X - 10)3
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0]
0.0
0.0
-1.0-
for 10 <x <20, 0 y 5 10, 0 z < 10
for 20 <x < 30, 0 < y < 10, 0 < z < 10
for x otherwise
(8.4)
The coordinate system for the bar and the graded composition given above are illustrated graphically
in Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-8: (a) Desired decomposition of bar into uniform and graded regions.
sition along length of bar. (b) Graded compo-
Three different classes of methods for capturing the designer's intent are compared here: voxel-
based, tetrahedral mesh, and generalized decomposition (Cell-Tuple-Graph and Radial-Edge). The
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[M*(x) = <
information represented by each of these methods is shown in Figures 8-9, 8-10, and 8-11. To simplify
the following analysis, the geometric accuracy is treated as constant, with E = 1mm. In this way,
the variation in the storage requirements will depend solely on the desired material accuracy Em for
representing the intended material variation.
Voxel-based representation of a graded bar
Figure 8-9: Voxelized approximation of bar.
Figure 8-9 illustrates the FGM bar decomposed into voxels. According to Section 5.6, the factors
affecting the storage cost of the voxelized representation included the physical size of the model,
the desired resolution in composition (geometric accuracy is considered constant), minimum feature
sizes (pig and pm) and the nature of the desired grading (m* (x)):
SVO = SVO[L, = 10mm,L, = 10mm, L, = 10mm,
eg = 1mmEm,M*, Ig = lOmm, pLr = 10mm] (8.5)
The minimum geometric features size is simply the width or height of the bar (pg = 10mm). The
minimum material feature size, defined as the minimum distance between two discontinuities in
composition or its derivative, is the same as the minimum geometric feature size since the variation
of the composition within the bar is smooth. The parameter M* is a function of the desired grading,
as defined in Equation 5.21. For the model considered here, M* would be defined by either material
mo or mi over the plane 7r : x = 15. Along the direction parallel to the length of the bar, y- = [1 0 0],
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the rate of material variation is the greatest.
M* VmO*(x) I
[ (X 10) + ( - 10)2 0 0-
- (15 - 10) + -L(15 - 10)2 0 o]-[i 0 ]
3 M 
-
m20m
Substituting the values for minimum feature size and M* into Equation 5.21, an expression for the
memory required to model the FGM bar as a function of material accuracy is formed:
3[30[10 2[g 1 +Svox = 3Sint+ 6Sft++ptr±Sm8 + - - lg ( +
= 64 + 8+lg +1) +SmS (8.6)
where a = min{10 1 mm, 4 }
Tetrahedral mesh
Figure 8-10: Tetrahedral mesh approximation of bar.
The next modeling method to be considered for modeling the FGM bar is the tetrahedral mesh
scheme explained in Section 4.5. As was discussed in Section 6.7, the storage requirements for the
various tetrahedral databases presented are all dependent on the number of tetrahedra in the mesh.
The number of tetrahedra, in turn, is a function of the desired geometry (Vinterior, 11g, and K 9 ),
the desired composition (imt and Km), as well as the geometric and material accuracy. Again, the
geometric accuracy is considered constant (Eg = 10-1mm) to simplify the analysis. As was the
case for the voxelized analysis, the minimum feature sizes are equal to the width of the model:
Mg = yimt = 10mm. Since the model consists only of planar facets, the geometric curvature is zero
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(K9 = 0). The maximum material curvature, however, is nonzero since the desired composition is
graded according to a cubic polynomial for materials m0 and m, through the interface region. For
material mo, the material curvature, along the direction of grading (v = [1 0 0]), over the interface
region (10 < x < 20) is given by Equation 6.24:
Km [0
-)=[ 0 0] 11 + (Vm (x). )21 2
7 1.0 -__I (X 10)2 + -_I (X _ 10)3] . [1 0 0]) 100
17 + 1.0 -n( 0+0 ( 0 [1 0 0
[1.0 - -!-(X - 10)2 + 5 L0(x - 10)3]
1 + (1.0- 3 (x - 10)2 + !(x - 10)3))2 2
3x - 45
250 [fl + 9(X-10)4+180(x-10)3+9000(X-10)2 2 } 2250000 O
for 10<x< 520, O 5y 510, O 5z < 10
(8.7)
The material curvature is greatest over the planes 7rl : x = 10mm and 7r, : x = 20mm, where
Km,max = _mm-2. From this information, a bound for the number of tetrahedra to achieve the
desired geometric and material accuracy can be formed using Equation 6.41
ntetrahedra[Vinterior = 3000mm 3, 6 = 10- 1 mm,
3 -]018000v/2
pg = 10mm, Pmt = 10, Km,max = 5mm a3
10arsin n m (2 - em))
where a = min 100 arcsin ( .
As cm a 0, the desired material accuracy dominates in the above expression and a ~ v3 and
ntetrahedra ~ 53 ( = 0 (E
With a bound for the number of tetrahedra known, a bound for the storage requirements for the
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various tetrahedral modeling schemes can be established for this object (Equations 6.35- 6.40):
Steoo (4Sptr + 6 Sf t)ntetrahedra
< 6 4 ntetrahedra + 152 + Sm,
Steo1 (4Sptr + 15S! It)ntetrahedra
< 13 6 ntetrahedra + 80 + Sm,
Stelo (8Sptr + 6Sf it + Sint)ntetr
< 8 4 ntetrahedra + 164 + Sm,
Steil ( 8 Sptr + 15Sf It + Sint)ntet
< 1 5 6 ntetrahedra + 92 + Sms
Generalized decomposition
(a)
+ 18 SfIt + Sint + Sptr + Sm8
bytes
+ 9Sf It + Sint + Sptr + Sm8
bytes
ahedra + 18Sf it + 4 Sint + Spt
bytes
rahedra + 9f it + 4 Sint + Spt
bytes
(b)
Figure 8-11: (a) Vertices and edges in generalized representation of bar.
generalized representation of bar.
(b) Faces and regions in
The final two methods for representing the FGM bar are the Cell-Tuple-Graph and the Radial-
Edge data structures. For these representation methods, the object is subdivided in FGMDomains
as shown in Figures 8-11(a) and (b). The model of the bar consists of two piece-wise constant,
B-rep FGMDomains, a single Hexahedral FGMDomain, and the corresponding vertices, edges, and
faces. The intended material design is represented exactly by the use of an FGMDomain region
with cubic blending in the interface region. The number of instances and the associated storage cost
for the FGMDomains are tabulated in Table 8.4, along with the number of instances of Cell-Tuple-
Graph objects and the total cost for the representation of the bar within the Cell-Tuple-Graph data
structure. The cost associated with the Radial-Edge data structure is listed in Table 8.5.
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r + Sm8
* + Sms
Classes instances ctgs cells tuples Storage(bytes)
_ _ _ _ _ _ cls lass_ class
FGMPoint 16 16 96Sf it
FGMRationalB6zierCrv
n, = 1, nm = 0 24 24 4 8 Sint + 288Sf it
n, = 1,nm = 3 4 4 8 Sint + 9 6 Sfit
FGMRationalB6zierQuad
(m, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 12 12 192 48Sint + 2 4 0Sft
(m2, n) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 3) 4 4 64 16Sint + 12 8 Sfit
FGMRationalB6zierHex
(1X, mx, nx) =(1, 1, 1),
(im, mm, nm) (0, 0, 3) 1 1 6 Sint + 4 8 Sf it
FGMBRepRegion
with 1 boundary 3 1 3 9 Sfit + 3 Sptr
CellTupleGraph 1 2 Sptr
Cell 64 1 2 8 Sint + 12 8 Sptr + Ss
Tuple 256 2 5 6 Sint + 2 3 04Spt,
TOTAL 5 1 0 Sint + 9 05 Sf It + 2 4 3 7 Sptr + Sms
19028 bytes + Sms
Table 8.4: FGMDomain and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects required to represent bar object exactly and
the associated storage cost.
Classes instances storae ytes
FGMDomains 1 2 6 Sint + 9 05 Sfit + 3 Sptr
Complex 1 Sptr + SMs
Region 4 20Sptr
Shell 4 1 6 Sptr
Face 16 3 2 Sptr
Loop 16 16 Sptr
Edge 28 5 6 Spt,
Vertex 16 3 2 Sptr
FaceUse 32 19 2 Sptr
LoopUse 32 19 2 Sptr
EdgeUse 128 8 9 6 Sptr
VertexUse 128 51 2 Sptr
TOTAL 12 6 Sint + 9 05 Sf it + 19 6 8 5 ptr + Sis
15616 bytes + S,
Table 8.5: The Radial-Edge objects required to represent FGM bar object exactly and the associated
storage cost.
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Graphically, the storage costs for the various methods for representing a FGM bar with one
dimensional, cubic grading is illustrated in Figure 8-12.
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Figure 8-12: Graph of storage cost for representing an FGM bar specimen as a function of material
accuracy within the indicated data structures with eg = 0.1mm.
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8.2.3 Graded composition from boundary of cavity in block
Whereas the first two cases addressed nonlinearities in shape and composition separately, more
general models may contain both nonlinear geometric elements and nonlinear material gradings. As
a first example, the design of a block with a cavity is presented, as shown in Figure 8-13, containing
both filleted features and nonlinearly varying compositions.
8 7 6 5 4 3 2
0
M)
100
10- - - - -- - -
20
MIT Design Laboratory
Geomery of
Block with Filleted Cavity
Irits W11111 AD- F1LE:  -Sc DP - ------1118 1 7 I 6 5 f 4 1 1 1
Figure 8-13: Geometric design of block with cavity.
The object in Figure 8-13 represents a generic mold: a block with a cavity into which molten
material can be poured and solidified to form a part. It has been hypothesized that the thermal
inertia of a mold can be reduced by designing molds with internal cavities and passages [59], thereby
reducing the cooling time and increasing the cycle time for manufacturing parts. With the concept
of locally controlling compositions with porosity, the representation of such parts may be efficiently
handled by a suitable FGM modeling representation. To illustrate this concept, consider the model
in Figure 8-13 to be material designed within a two dimensional Material Space. The first material is
the solid material (mo) out of which the mold is fabricated and the second material is void space (mi),
allowing the representation of porosity. By designing a composition that grades from fully dense
material mo at the walls of the mold to some porosity over some distance from the corresponding
surfaces, the role of the mold cavity to define the shape of the molded part is preserved while
decreasing the total mass of the mold, thereby reducing the mold's thermal inertia.
The porosity in the fabricated part is achieved through mapping the composition from the con-
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25
o 0
(a)
0
(b)
Figure 8-14: (a) Intended density distribution over bar specimen, grading of fully dense material at
the surfaces x = 30mm and y = 10mm to 20% density at a distance of 10mm from these boundaries.
(b) View of haiftoned bar illustrating porous macro-structure generated through the haiftoning of
the continuous FGM model into binary material primitives.
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tinuous material volume fraction values (m(x)) represented in the FGM model to discrete macro-
structures using a suitable dithering lattice. If the dithering lattice satisfies the requirement that
adjacent resulting macro-structures are contiguous, the resulting structure will be structural solid
but containing the porosity. This concept is illustrated for the bar in Figure 8-14(a) with a com-
position graded linearly from full density material at the surfaces x = 30mm and y = 10mm. In
order to convert the continuous value into a discrete value, a 9 x 9 x 9 dithering lattice was used, as
defined by:
D = {Di for 0 < i < 9, 0 < j < 9, 0 < k < 9}, (8.8)
me {li - 41, Ij - 41, Ik - 411 + 1where Digk = 5
The intended composition variation (m*(x)) for the bar was sampled over a lattice of points (xi).
The intensity of the material was then compared with the threshold values in the dither lattice.
Wherever the intensity was greater than the corresponding value in the dither lattice, a material
primitive was placed1 . The resulting structure after thresholding is illustrated in Figure 8-14(b),
demonstrating how the porosity represented in a FGM model can be translated into macro-structure
in the fabricated part.
Figure 8-15 illustrates how the composition grading within a model might be designed. Figure 8-
15(a) shows the highlighted surface of the cavity boundary and the desired grading of the density of
the material as a function of distance from this feature. The intended grading (m*(x)) is a quadratic
function of distance, r, smoothly blending the fully dense material at the cavity boundary into the
block interior with 50% porosity:
1 - r + r 2
for r < 3
r- 1 r2
m*(x) = m(r) - - 8r gr2- (8.9)
0.5
otherwise
0.5
where r is the minimum distance of the point x from the cavity's boundary, highlighted in Figure 8-
15(a).
Three approaches are considered for modeling this part: voxel-based, tetrahedral mesh, and
generalized decomposition (Cell-Tuple-Graph and Radial-Edge). The representation of the block
as a tetrahedral mesh is illustrated in Figures 8-16 and 8-17 and an exploded view of the model
decomposed into FGMDomains is shown in Figure 8-18.
'For a more detailed description of halftoning with a dithering array, see Ulichney [70] or Foley et aL [19].
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Selected face (M*=[1.0 O.O]T)
(a)
Grading of composition from cavity surface
-- -
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Distance from surface (mm)
4 4.5 5
(b)
Figure 8-15: (a) Initial compositions of block and the selection of the desired faces from with the
composition will be graded. (b) Desired grading from the selected feature.
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Voxel-based representation of a block with cavity
For the voxel-based approach, the parameters of the model are substituted into the expression for
the storage requirements as defined in Equation 5.21. The minimum feature size of the model (both
geometric and material) is the cavity wall's thickness: (ig = itm = 10mm). The maximum rate of
change of the desired composition occurs at the cavity's surface along the direction normal to the
surface, where
M* 1 -1
M*=Vm*(x) - - m -
This information allows an expression for the memory required to represent the model in a voxel-
based representation in terms of the desired geometric and material accuracy.
SO,[L. = 100mm, L. = 50mm,
Lz = 30mm, a, Em] = 3Sint + 6SfIt + Sptr + SmS + -[100] [p][3] [lg ( + 1)]4 a [a a 2em
1 [1001 50 30 1
= 64±-I II[ g +1 + Sin4 a [a a 2cm
where a = min{eg, 10, 2 vEm}
Tetrahedral mesh
Figure 8-16: Approximation of block geometry with tetrahedra within a finite element mesh. (2206
boundary (external) facets, 8685 tetrahedra, and 2197 nodes)
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Figure 8-17: (a) Nodes of the tetrahedral mesh colored according to their assigned compositions.
View of composition grading assigned to tetrahedral mesh over slices defined by the planes (b)
7r :X=Xoffset, (c) ir :y = yoff.et and (d) 7r : Z = Zoffset.
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The tetrahedral meshed model storage requirements, according to Equation 6.41, is a function of
the desired accuracy as well as the model's volume, maximum geometric curvature, and maximum
material curvature. An illustration of the block represented as a tetrahedral mesh is given in Figure 8-
16. Figure 8-17 shows the composition over the tetrahedral mesh several different ways. The volume
of this model is Vinterior = 102350mm 3 . All fillets in the model have a constant radius of curvature
of 5mm, therefore Kg,max = Imm 1 . The final factor, the maximum material curvature, needs to
be evaluated. Since the grading only occurs along directions normal to the surface, the maximum
material curvature will occur along this direction as well.
V (X-sur f acef -surf aceK mo 
.3
nfirace 1 + (Vm (X) - nsur f ace 2
a2 (r)
3
[+ -2M-(r)2] 2
81 
- for r <3
(90-6r+r2 ) 2
0 otherwise
The material curvature is greatest over the normal offset surface at a distance of 3mm from the
cavity's boundary, or the interface between the quadratically graded regions and the uniform, porous
1 -2region. Over this surface, the material curvature is Km,max - -mm-
Substituting this information into the equation for the number of tetrahedra in the model, an
upper bound on the number of tetrahedra necessary to achieve the desired material and geometric
accuracy is formed:
ntetrahedra [Vinterior = 102350mm 3 , 6,
11
g = 5mm, Ig,max =mm
pmi = 5mm, Kmmax = 
-2mm = [614O
where a = min {5V/arcsin (I -g), 5,18 arcsin 2 -
The expression for bounds on the required number of tetrahedra can be substituted into Equation-
s 6.35- 6.40 to determine bounds on the memory requirements for the model within the variations
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on the tetrahedral modeling method, summarized as follows:
Steoo 5 6 ntetrahedra + 128 + Sms
Steol 1 0 4 ntetrahedra + 80 + Sms
Steo 7 6 ntetrahedra + 140 + Sms
Steil < 1 2 4 ntetrahedra + 92 + Sms
Generalized decomposition
The generalized methods for representing the block with a cavity are capable of representing the
desired geometry and composition exactly. To accomplish this, the model is decomposed into FGM-
Domains, as shown in Figure 8-18(a) and (b). The numbers of each FGMDomain and the associated
storage cost are listed in Table 8.6. By choosing to use quadratic rational pentahedral and hexahe-
dral FGMDomains, both the curved geometry and nonlinear composition are represented exactly.
To maintain the adjacency relationship between all of the FGMDomains, a generalized data struc-
ture is used. Table 8.6 lists the storage requirements for maintaining relationships between the
FGMDomains within the Cell-Tuple-Graph data structure. The corresponding cost for representing
the topology within the Radial-Edge database is given in Table 8.7.
Observations
The storage costs for the approaches to modeling the block with a cavity are graphed in Figure 8-19
and 8-20. Unlike the storage costs for modeling the sphere and bar, which were functions of only
geometric or material accuracy, respectively), the storage costs for modeling this object are func-
tions of both accuracies. To observe the relationships between memory requirements and geometric
accuracy, the storage costs are plotted as functions of geometric accuracy for four different material
accuracies in Figure 8-19. Likewise, Figure 8-20 illustrates the variation of the storage costs as
functions of material accuracy for four different geometric accuracies. In each case, the storage costs
for the Cell-Tuple-Graph and the Radial-Edge methods are constant since they represent the intend-
ed geometry and material composition exactly. The requirements for the approximation methods
(voxel-based and tetrahedral), however, grow with increasing accuracy. In addition, each graph may
contain a break point for each approximation method at which the storage cost transitions from
being a function of the corresponding accuracy to being independent of that parameter. This is due
to the factor that only one of the following four parameters are used in determining the dimensions of
the voxels or the size of the tetrahedra: geometric accuracy, material accuracy, minimum geometric
feature size, or minimum material feature size. Consider Figure 8-19(b). For E9 < 0.011mm, the
intended geometric accuracy is the dominant factor in determining the dimensions of the voxels. For
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 8-18: (a) Wireframe view of block decomposed into FGMDomains. (b) View of block with
FGMDomains colored according to class and degree of shape and material variation. (c) Exploded
view of three dimensional FGMDomains, colored according to their degrees of geometric and material
variation.
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Cs instances c cells tuples Storage(bytes)ClassesI tne clas cjlassiL i clsClass
FGMPoint 80 80 400Sf it
FGMRationalB6zierCrv
n, = I, nm = 0 80 80 1 6 0 Sint + 880Sf it
nx =2, nm = 0 68 68 136Silt + 1020Sflt
nx = 1, nm = 2 32 32 6 4 Sint + 5 4 4 SfIt
FGMRationalB6zierTri
nx =2, nm = 0 12 12 144 2 4 Sint + 444Sf it
nx = 2, nm = 2 8 8 96 1 6 Sint + 2 5 6 Sfit
FGMRationalBezierQuad
(m, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 23 23 368 9 2 Sint + 4 3 7 Sfit
(mx, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (2, 0) 24 24 384 9 6 Sint + 6 0 0 Sfit
(m, nx) = (2, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 28 28 448 112Sint + 756Sflt
(m, nx) = (2, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 12 12 192 4 8 Sint + 4 6 8 Sfit
(mx, nx) = (2, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 2) 28 28 448 1 1 2 Sint + 924Sflt
FGMRationalB6zierPent
(mx, nx) = (1, 2), (mm, nm) = (2, 0) 4 4 1 6 Sint + 210Sft
(mx, nx) = (2, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 2) 4 4 1 6 Sint + 3 2 4 Sflt
(m,,rnx) = (2, 2), (mm, nm) = (2, 0) 4 4 1 6 Sint + 30 6 Sflt
FGMRationaB6zierHex
(1X , mx, nx) =- (1, 1, 1),1
(im, mm, nm) (0, 0, 2) 5 5 30 S int + 2 05 Sfit
(lX, mx, nx) (1, 1, 2),
(lm, mm, nm) (0, 0, 2) 12 12 7 2 Sint + 68 4 Sfli
(1X, mx, nx) =(1, 2, 2),
(lm, mm, nm) = (0, 0, 2) 4 4 2 4 Sint + 4 68Sit
FGMBRepRegion 2 1 2 4S 1i + 2 Sptr
CellTupleGraph 1 2 Sptr
Cell 430 8 6 0 Sint + 8 6 0 Sptr + Ss
Tuple 2080 2 0 8 0 Sint + 18 7 2 0Sptr
TOTAL 3 9 7 4 Sint + 8930Sju + 19 5 8 4 Sptr + Sms
165672 bytes + Sms
Table 8.6: FGMDomain and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects required to represent FGM block-with-cavity
object exactly and the associated storage cost.
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FGMDomains 1034Sint + 8930Sf it + 2SPtr
Classes instances lStora ytes)
Complex 1 Sptr + SMs
Region 35 175sptr
Shell 35 14 0Sptr
Face 135 2 7 0Sptr
Loop 135 13 5 Sptr
Edge 180 3 6 0Sptr
Vertex 80 160Sptr
FaceUse 270 16 2 0Spt,
LoopUse 270 16 2 0Sptr
EdgeUse 1064 7 4 4 8Sptr
VertexUse 1064 4 2 56 sptr
TOTAL 1 0 3 4 Sint + 8930Sfit + 16 18 7 pt, + Sm,
140324 bytes + Sms
Table 8.7: Radial-Edge
associated storage cost.
objects required to represent FGM block-with-cavity object exactly and the
e > 0.011mm, the material accuracy becomes dominant. Likewise, in Figure 8-19(d), the geomet-
ric accuracy determines the size of the tetrahedra for e < 0.009mm, while the material accuracy
becomes the limiting factor for Eg > 0.009mm. A similar explanation holds true for the graphs in
Figure 8-20 in which the storage requirements are plotted versus the desired material accuracy. In
these cases, the breakpoints occur where the material accuracy constraint is relaxed to the point that
it no longer dominants and some other factor (usually geometric accuracy) limits the dimensions of
the voxels or tetrahedra.
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Figure 8-19: Graph of storage cost for representing a block (with composition graded from the
boundary of a cavity) as functions of geometric accuracy (a) Em = 0.001, (b) Em = 0.0056234, (c)
Em = 0.17783, and (d) Em = 1.
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8.2.4 Cylinder butted to plate
25
010
MT Design Laboratory
Geometry of
Cylinder butted to Plate(smooth grading between parts)
Figure 8-21: Geometric design of cylinder butted to plate.
One of the proposed design methods in Chapter 7 is the use of material blends. To illustrate
how such a design tool could be used and its impact the memory requirements, the design of the
composition in a model of a cylinder butted to a plate is studied. To begin the design, the geometric
design of a cylinder butted to the plate is created, as shown in Figure 8-21. The cylinder is uniformly
assigned one material (m0 ) and the plate is uniformly assigned a second, different material (mi).
This requires the definition of a three dimensional Material Space (the third material being voids).
Across the interface between the cylinder and plate, the composition initially is discontinuous. The
initial, piece-wise constant compositions are illustrated in Figure 8-22.
For the design of a blend region, the face incident to both of the regions would be selected as
the surface to be "filleted" and a distance over which the blend is to be performed is specified, as
shown in Figure 8-23(a). For this case, the distance of 10mm is given. From the existing geometry
and compositions, the model is modified so as to contain a smoothly graded region between the
piece-wise constant compositions in the plate and the cylinder. Figure 8-23(b) shows the material
filleted section between the two constant regions.
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Figure 8-22: Initial, piece-wise constant compositions assigned to cylinder and plate.
0 for x E cylinder and r > 10,
0a
1+ 3r - 1r 3
1- r + 1 r3 for x E cylinder and r < 10,
L 0
= <4
1 _ 3 1 r31
2 Or + 40r0
1+ -r - -1 r 32 4 ~400
0 ] for x C plate and r < 10, (8.10)
0
1 for x E plate and r > 10,
0 e
0
0 otherwise
J1
180
m*(x)
where r is the unsigned minimum distance from x to the interface.
Selected
f ace
(a) (b)
Figure 8-23: (a) Selection of the desired face across which composition will be filleted.
position of model into desired piece-wise constant regions and material fillet.
(b) Decom-
The preceding scenario describes how a designer might hypothetically design an FGM part using
material blends. To represent the initial and final models, however, a solid modeling representation
must be chosen. Three methods are analyzed here in terms of their memory requirements. The
representations of the model by the different approaches are shown in Figures 8-24, 8-25, and 8-26,
including the exhaustive enumeration of the object as voxels, a tetrahedral mesh, and the generalized
decomposition of the cylinder and plate into FGMDomains.
Voxel-based representation of cylinder butted to a plate
The storage requirement for a voxel-based model of the cylinder and plate (Figure 8-24) is initially
a function of the dimensions of the model (L. = 50mm, L, = 50mm, and L, = 55mm), feature
sizes (jig = 10mm and Mpm =10mm), the desired geometric and material accuracies (e9 and em),
before the material filleting operation is performed. After material filleting, the maximum gradient
of the composition must also be considered. The point of maximum change in composition occurs
over the interface surface in the direction normal to the surface, where M* = -mm- 1 . Referring
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0 %
Figure 8-24: Voxel-based representation of cylinder and plate.
to Equation 5.21, the storage cost for this model in terms of these parameters is:
S,,OX[L = 50mm, LY = 50mm,
L= 55mm, a, Em] = 3Sint+6Sflt+Sptr +Sm,+- 3[50] 2 [][lg (--+1
8 a a 2cm
3 [5012 5511
=64 + - ±g + 1 + Sm, bytes (8.11)8 a a 2em
80V/E
where a = min{E9 , 10, m}
Tetrahedral mesh
Figure 8-25 is a wireframe view of the model decomposed into tetrahedra. The storage cost for this
representation depends on the volume of the model as well as the desired accuracy in representing
the geometry and the material composition. Before filleting, only the geometric curvature must be
considered. After filleting, the material curvature must also be considered to capture the composition
intent of the smoothly graded interface region. The maximum material curvature occurs at an offset
distance of 10 mm from the interface surface between the cylinder and the plate, where the material
curvature is - mm- 1 . For all four tetrahedral modeling methods presented in Section 4.5, the
storage cost is a function of the maximum number of tetrahedra needed to accurately convey this
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Figure 8-25: Tetrahedral mesh model of cylinder and plate (1708 boundary facets, 7985 tetrahedra,
and 1970 nodes).
information.
3 1 -
ntetrahedra[Vinterior = 40624mm3 , Eg, pg = 10mm, Kg,max = gmm
3 21 o243850v/2
Amt = 10mm, Km,max = 203= [ 3s
(400 arcsin 12(2 - 3.)
where a = min 5v/3 arcsin V-1 ) 1 0 ' a2
This bound for the number of tetrahedra can be substituted into Equations 6.35 to 6.40 to determine
a bound for the storage costs for the various tetrahedral modeling schemes, as below:
Steo = 6 4 ntetrahedra + 152 + Sms (8.12)
Stel= 13 6 ntetrahedra + 80 + Sms (8.13)
Steo= 84 ntetrahedra + 164 + Sms (8-14)
Sten = 156ntetrahedra + 92 + Sms (8.15)
Generalized decomposition
For the generalized representations, the model can be exactly decomposed into rational Bezier FGM-
Domains. Initially, the model consists of two general regions of constant compositions, bounded by a
collection of planar and cylindrical B6zier surfaces. During the material filleting process, the model
is decomposed into Bezier regions and additional surfaces, curves, and vertices to exactly represent
the desired grading through the interface. The decomposition of the model into these FGMDomains
can be seen in Figure 8-26(a) and 8-26(b). The curved geometry is represented exactly by rational
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(a) 
(b
Figure 8-26: (a) Decomposition of cylinder and plate into regions to represent grading exactly within
a generalized data structure. (b) Edges and vertices in generalized representation of bar butted to
plate.
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(b)
quadratic functions while the composition is exactly modeled with cubic blending functions with the
FGMDomains. The numbers of instances of each FGMDomain class (and the degrees of the shape
and composition variation) are listed in Table 8.8 along with their costs. Also given in Table 8.8
is the total storage requirements for maintaining complete model within the Cell-Tuple-Graph data
structure. Table 8.9 lists the cost associated with maintaining the relationships between the same
set of FGMDomains within the Radial-Edge data structure. In both representations, the modeling
of the intended geometric and material design is exact.
Classes instances __-s cells tuSes storage(bytes)
FGMPoint 30 30 180Sft
FGMRationalB6zierCrv
n,, = 1, nm = 0 33 33 66Sint + 396Sf it
n, = 1, nm = 3 11 11 22Sint + 264Sfit
n, = 2, nm = 0 20 20 40Sint + 320Sf it
FGMRationalB6zierTri
n, = 2, nm = 0 12 12 144 2 4 Sint + 336Sf i
nX = 2 , nm = 3 3 3 36 6 Sint + 19 2 Sfit
FGMRationalBezierQuad
(m, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 5 5 80 2 0 Sint + 1OSflt
(mx, nx) = (1, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 8 8 128 3 2 Sint + 2 24 sfit
(mX, n) (2, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 3 3 48 1 2 Sint + 120Sf it
(mx, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (3, 0) 6 6 96 2 4 Sint + 192Sf it
(mx, nx) (1, 2), (mm, nm) = (3, 0) 9 9 144 3 6 Sint + 3 6 0Sfit
FGMRationalB zierPent
(mx, nx) = (1, 2), (mm, nm) = (3, 0) 6 6 2 4 Sint + 3 8 4 sfit
(m2, n) (2, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 3) 3 3 12Sint + 3 3 6 Sfit
FGMBRepRegion 3 1 3 9 Sf it + 3 Sptr
CellTupleGraph 1 2 Sptr
Cell 152 304Sint + 3 04 Sptr + Sns
Tuple 676 6 7 6 Sint + 6 0 8 4 Sptr
TOTAL 1298Sint + 3 4 1 3 Sfit + 6 3 9 3 Sptr + Sms
58068 bytes + Sms
Table 8.8: FGMDomain and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects required to represent FGM cylinder-plate
object exactly and the associated storage cost.
Observations
The storage costs for the various approaches to modeling the cylinder butted to the plate with
material filleting are graphed in Figure 8-27 and 8-28. To observe the relationships between memory
requirements and geometric accuracy, the storage costs are plotted as functions of geometric accuracy
for four different material accuracies in Figure 8-27. Likewise, Figure 8-28 illustrates the variation
of the storage costs as functions of material accuracy for four different geometric accuracies. The
same trends observed for the preceding models (of a block with a cavity) are observed here. The
storage costs for the Cell-Tuple-Graph and the Radial-Edge methods are again constant with respect
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Classes 11 instances Storage (bytes)
FGMDomains 11 318 Sint + 3413Sf + 3 ptr
Complex 1 SpIr + SMs
Region 12 6 0Sptr
Shell 12 4 8 Sptr
Face 46 9 2 Sptr
Loop 46 4 6 Sptr
Edge 64 12 8Spt,
Vertex 30 60St,
FaceUse 92 5 5 2 Spt,
LoopUse 92 5 5 2 Spt,
EdgeUse 338 2 3 6 6 Sptr
VertexUse 338 1352sptr
TOTAL 3 1 8 Sint + 3413Sf it + 5 2 6 0 Sptr
49616 bytes
Table 8.9: Radial-Edge objects required to represent FGM cylinder-plate object exactly and the
associated storage cost.
to the desired accuracy as they represent the intended geometry and material composition exactly.
The requirements for the approximation methods (voxel-based and tetrahedral) are also found to
grow with increasing accuracy. Just as in the preceding example, break points are observed for
each of the approximation methods, where the storage cost transitions from being a function of the
corresponding accuracy to becoming independent of that parameter. In Figure 8-27(b), for example,
the intended geometric accuracy is the dominant factor in determining the dimensions of the voxels
for cg < 0.09mm. For cg > 0.09mm, the material accuracy becomes dominant. Similarly, in the
same graph, the geometric accuracy determines the size of the tetrahedra for Cg < 0.003mm, while
the material accuracy becomes the limiting factor for c9 > 0.003mm. A similar explanation holds
true for the graphs in Figure 8-28 in which the storage requirements are plotted versus the desired
material accuracy. In these cases, the break points occur where the material accuracy constraint is
relaxed to the point that it is no longer dominant and some other factor (usually geometric accuracy)
limits the dimensions of the voxels or tetrahedra.
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Figure 8-27: Graph of storage cost for representing a cylinder butted to a plate (with a material
fillet) as functions of geometric accuracy (a) Em = 0.001, (b) Em = 0.0056234, (c) Em = 0.17783, and
(d) Em = 1.
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8.2.5 Drug delivery device
The design of a drug delivery device illustrates the storage cost growth when a model is designed
from a library of FGM primitives. In this case, the object is a pill of some base material (mo) into
which models of FGM primitives are placed. For simplicity, the primitives are assumed to consist
of equal proportions of the base material (mo) and some drug (mi). The size and location of the
primitives within the pill affect the profile of the drug release over time, allowing a designer to control
the drug release through the FGM design of the device [78].
7 1 6 5
01~
Dwg Deiey DeAce
Figure 8-29: Geometric design of boundary of drug delivery device.
The initial design of the pill is illustrated in Figure 8-29 and is assigned a uniform composition.
For simplicity, a three dimensional material space is assumed, consisting of the base material or pill
material (mo), the drug (m 1 ), and void space (M 2 ).
0 for x E pill,[OJ
0
0 otherwise.
-1
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m*(x) = (8.16)
- 8 1 7 1 A ---- r # A
S3 2
A A
Next, the designer makes use of a repository of FGM primitives, positioning copies of the primitives
into the pill. A sample library of two primitives is illustrated in Figure 8-30(a), each containing
some additional material (mi) representing the drug. Their placement into the pill is shown in
Figure 8-30(b). The composition of the drug delivery device is modified with the introduction of
each new primitive, such that:
mo,a()
M 1, ) for x E Drug Primitive A,
L 0 J
mOb()
m1,b() for x E Drug Primitive B,
m*(x)= < j (8.17)
0 for x E pill and not in any Drug Primitive,
-0
0
0 otherwise.
I
where f and are coordinates local to the primitives A and B.
It should be noted that with each primitive placement, the minimum geometric feature size does
not change but the minimum material size may. Since each primitive is being positioned wholly
within the boundary of the model, the exterior geometry of the device is unaltered, leaving the
minimum geometric feature size equal to the height of the pill (pg = 4mm). With each new primitive,
however, discontinuities in composition are introduced, potentially reducing the minimum material
feature size (pm). The minimum material feature size, therefore, is determined by the minimum
dimension of all of the primitives as well as the minimum distance between any two primitives or a
primitive and the pill's boundary.
The three approaches to FGM modeling are again considered for the drug delivery device. For
each case, the relationship between the storage costs and the geometric and material design intent
for the pill and each primitive are explored.
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Drug Primitive B
(a) (b)
Figure 8-30: (a) Library drug primitives with minimum geometric and material feature sizes jig and
pm. (b) Placement of drug primitives into drug delivery device.
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Voxel-based representation of a drug delivery device
The first method to be considered is exhaustive enumeration with voxels of the space occupied by
the drug delivery device. Since no restriction is placed on the design of the primitives (except that
they be positioned wholly inside the pill), Equation 5.21 of Section 5.6 provides an expression for
the storage cost:
SVOX [L, = 6mm, Ly = 6mm,
Lz = 4mm, a, Em] = 3Sint + 6Sfit + Sptr + Sms + [ ]1[lg(1 +1)1
8 a a 2e..1\
= 64+ dm l-IIIlg(I +1I+Sms (8.18)
8 IaIaI 2 EmII
where a = minfeg, Pm' 3M* } and
M* =max Vm*(x)-i , m*(x) - } (8.19)
Note that the storage cost is no directly dependent of the number of primitives added. The
factors determining the memory costs are the dimensions of the pill, the dimensions of the primi-
tives (may limit ym), the relative placement of the primitives (may limit 'm), the geometric and
material accuracies, minimum material feature size within a primitive, and the maximum rate of
change in composition (M*) within either primitive. As more features are added, however, the min-
imum distance between features will gradually decrease as their distribution within the pill becomes
increasingly dense, thereby decreasing the minimum material feature size (pm) and increasing the
storage cost of the voxelized representation.
Tetrahedral mesh
The next class of modeling methods for representing the drug delivery device are the tetrahedral
mesh representations, as illustrated in Figure 8-31. For each method, the storage cost is a function
of the maximum number of tetrahedra required to accurately capture the geometric and material
design intent of both the pill base and the inserted drug primitives. The geometric properties of
the pill are readily determined from Figure 8-29 (Is = 4mm, and Kg,max = lmm- 1). Since the
primitives may consist of any material distribution in this analysis, the maximum material curvature
is left as an unknown (Km,max) as is the minimum material feature size (pmt), which both depend
on the nature of the grading within each of the primitives and their spacing from each other and
the boundary of the pill.
Depending on the placement of the primitives and their compositions, the limiting parameter is
determined and used in evaluating the bound on the number of tetrahedra necessary to represent
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Figure 8-31: Representation of the drug delivery device as a tetrahedral mesh.
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the model, according to Equation 6.41
ntetrahedra[Vinterior, fg, 1g, Kg,max, Pmt] = Q [6V/Vnterior1
. ___/ . 10 10
where a = min 03 arcsin (I - C9 g), 4,
2 arcsin /emami,max (2 - Emrm,max), Amt -
nm,max
The expression for the number of tetrahedra can be inserted into Equations 6.35- 6.40 to deter-
mine the bounds for the storage cost for representing the model in terms of a mesh of tetrahedra.
Again, the storage cost is not directly dependent on the number of features added to the model.
With each feature added, however, the minimum distance between discontinuities in composition
(pu~mt) may decrease, reducting the allowable size of the tetrahedra and increasing the storage cost
required to accurately represent the material composition of the model.
Generalized decomposition
(a) (b)
Figure 8-32: Representation of the drug delivery device as a collection of FGMDomains. Shown
are only the vertices and edges bounding the region of uniform composition, into which the drug
primitives are placed. (a) Initial vertices and edges of pill. (b) Vertices and edges of device after the
addition of a drug primitive.
The generalized modeling schemes represent the pill and the inserted primitives exactly through
a collection of FGMDomains stored in a topological database. The decomposition of the pill into
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zero and one dimensional rational FGMDomains is illustrated in Figures 8-32(a) and (b). Figure 8-
32(a) shows the vertices and edges of the initial design of the pill and Figure 8-32(b) shows the
additional vertices and edges after the addition of one primitive. The number and nature of each
type of FGMDomain present in the model are listed in Table 8.10. The primitives are each treated
as an FGMDomain, although they may in turn be broken into simpler, topological elements.
Each primitive inserted into the model adds additional FGMDomains to the data structure. Since
the primitives are considered here to be generic and may be arbitrarily decomposed into additional
FGMDomains, the number of primitives (n A and nB ) and their storage costs (nA SA and n BS,)
are listed separately in Table 8.10. The terms n A and n A are the number of cells and tuples
necessary to represent the topology of Primitive A. Likewise, ndpc and nt serve a similar role for
Primitive B.
Classes instances ] -i7 ceils tuIes Storage(bytes)
FGMPoint 14 14 84Sfit
FGMRationalB6zierCurve
n, = 1, nm = 0 9 9 1 8 Sint + 10 8 Sfit
nx = 2,nm = 0 18 18 3 6 sint + 288Sj it
FGMRationalB6zier-
TriPatch
nx = 2 ,nm = 0 6 6 72 1 2 Sint + 168Sfit
FGMRationalB6zier-
QuadPatch
(m, nx) = (1, 2),
(mm, nm) (0, 0) 3 3 48 1 2 Sint + 84Sf it
(mx, nx) (2, 2),
(mm, nm) (0, 0) 6 6 96 2 4 Sint + 240Sf it
FGMBRepRegion 2 1 2 1_ 1__2Sptr + 6Sf it
FGMDrugPrimitive A nD dA dA n^ dp St dp A
FGMDrugPrimitive B n B nBn B n B n Bpn B Sd
CellTupleGraph 1 + n A + n A 2(1 + n ± n",)Spt
Cell 58 + nA + n (58 + n An A + n Bn B ( 2 Sint + 2 Sptr)
+(nA,+ n B, St + S,
Tuple 216 + n An A1 + nB n B (216 + n$ + B At+ + BSin____________________________ (Sint + 9Sptr)
TOTAL 434 + nA (2n A + n + n B (2n B + ny, 5 int + 9 7 8 ft+
[2064 + ndp (nipc + 9ndt + 1) + nci (ndpc + 9ndpt + 1)] Sptr+
n AS , + nS, + Sis
Table 8.10: Cell-Tuple-Graph objects required to represent FGM drug delivery device object exactly
and the associated storage cost.
The Radial-Edge data structure uses instances of the classes listed in Figure 4-9 to maintain the
topology of models. For this approach to modeling the drug delivery device, each primitive inserted
into the data structure introduces a new shell, referenced by the pill, plus the topological entities
and their uses as required to maintain the relationships between the FGMDomains comprising the
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Classes instances torae bytess
FGMDomains 102Sint + 978Sf it + 2SPtr
Complex 1 Sptr
Region 2 + n A + n B 5 (2 + nA ni + ninr Str
Shell 2 + n An A + n Bn B 4 (2 + n An A + n Bn B SPtr
Face 15 + ni nA + n Bn B 15 (2 + n An p + nid n2 p Sptr
Loop 15 ± r4+nn, + ndpndi, 15 (1 + ndpndi, + ndpnd Str
Edge 27 + n- n A + n Bn B 2 (27± + n l p + i Sptr
Vertex 14 +nini A+ n BnB 2 14+ n n + n Bn Sptr
FaceUse 30 + nAn f nd p u 6 (30 + ndpndp A + npn 7 B Sptr
dp dpl dp dpfu dp dpu ±fl dpfu St
Loop Use 30 + nigni, + nigni,, 6 (30 ± n|,ni,, + ny~ni1  Sptr
EdgeUse 108 + n An A + n B n B 7 108 + nfl pe + nBl n trd p dp dpeu 0 8  pA Bpu d de
VertexUse 108 + n ±n + n Bn B 4 108 + nA n A + n Bn B tr
TOTAL 102Sint + 978Sf it + 1 6 9 6 Sptr + Sms+
ndp (5ndp, + 4ndp, + 15npff + 15n±pl + 2nfp + 2ndpv+
6nif + 6n i + 7n A + 4niA ' Sptr+dpf dpu peu dpvu 1 tr
n B (5n B + 4nB s + 15n Bf + 15nB1 + 2n B + 2n Bv+ndp dpr dp  dpf dpi dpe dp
6n__B_ + 6n B + 7 n Bpe + 4nv) Str
Table 8.11: Radial-Edge objects required to represent the topology of FGM drug delivery device
object exactly and the associated storage cost.
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drug primitives. The accounting for the number of instances of each class in the Radial-Edge
representation of the pill are given in Table 8.11. The number of drug primitives inserted into the
Radial-Edge Data structure are represented by nA and nB. The numbers of Regions, Shells, Faces,
Edges, Vertices, FacesUses, LoopUses, EdgeUses, and VertexUses added to the model with each
additional Drug Primitive A are represented by nA , nAS, n A, nA , nA A n , nA  nA
~dpr dps dpf' dp' dpv dpfu U dplu' 7dpeu'3
and nAp, respectively. The numbers of topological entities added with each Drug Primitive B are
similarly noted with the superscript 'B' in place of the 'A'.
From this analysis, the storage cost of the drug delivery device in a generalized decomposition
modeling method is found to grow with the number of primitives (features) added to the model.
Therefore, for each new feature added to a generalized model, the storage cost increases by some
constant factor.
Observations
The storage costs for the drug delivery device can not be graphed since the exact material com-
position of the primitives and their positions are left undefined. This is done intentionally in this
analysis to emphasize the different approaches to FGM modeling and how their storage requirements
are affected. Expressions for the costs of the voxel-based and tetrahedral data structures depend
on the material distribution in the final design, whereas the generalized data structure costs only
depend on the number features added to the model.
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8.2.6 Widget Mold
The final case to be considered illustrates how the generalized decomposition modeling methods can
be extended through the definition of new FGMDomains. The model used as the example is a generic
tool, for a "Widget Mold", as shown in Figure 8-33. The composition for the object is designed
as a function of distance from the object's boundary by locally controlling the volume fraction of
some material (mi) that increases the hardness of the base material (m0 ) [44]. In the analysis here,
the generalized decomposition methods incorporate a procedural FGMDomain, illustrating how the
introduction of additional FGMDomains to represent the interior of the model can further reduce
the memory requirements while maintaining the accuracy of the intended design. Again, the three
general approaches to representing the object are considered: voxel-based, tetrahedral mesh, and
generalized decomposition.
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Figure 8-33: Geometric design of Widget Mold.
Given the geometric design of the model in Figure 8-33, the intended composition (m*(x)) is
designed as a function of distance from the object's boundary. In this case, the composition grades
linearly over the region within 5mm of the object's boundary, creating a "skin" of linearly varying
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10
I I 1 41 1 1 16 5 4 3 2 18 7 6
D
1010
A A
0.7 + 3r50
0. 3 - for r
0
1.0
0.0 for r > 5
0.01
0.0
0.0 otherwise
-1.0-
< 5 mm and x E object,
mm and x E object,
where r is the minimum distance of the point x from the object's boundary.
Voxel-based representation of the Widget Mold
The storage cost for the Widget Mold in a voxel-based representation is again a function of the
dimensions of the model, the minimum feature sizes (pg and pm), and the maximum gradient of
material variation.
The minimum geometric feature size of the mold is the thickness of the bottom of the mold:
pg =4mm. With the linear variation in composition, the minimum material feature size is the
distance between two discontinuities in composition. Since the composition varies continuously
throughout the model, the minimum material feature size is the same as the minimum geometric
feature size: pm = pg. Throughout the "skin" of the object, the gradient in composition is constant
normal to the surface, yielding a maximum material gradient of M* = Imm-1 .
From this information, the expression for the storage cost of the Widget Mold as a voxel-based
model is:
SV,_[ L, = 100mm,
LY= 66.67mm,
L= 20mm,a, m] = 3Sint + 6S 1 +Spt+ Sin + m+ [1001[66.671[21 [lg 1 +1)18 a a a 2cm
= 64+ -[ 1[GG6 7 1[ 20[lg(1 +i)i +Sms (8.21)8 a a a 2Em
where a = min{Eg, 4, } 19
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FGM:
M*(x) = (8.20)
Tetrahedral mesh representation of the Widget Mold
/
(a) (b)
Figure 8-34: (a) Representation of the Widget Mold as a tetrahedral mesh (wireframe view). (a)
Representation of the Widget Mold as a tetrahedral mesh (solid view).
Figure 8-34 illustrates how the Widget Mold could be represented as a tetrahedral mesh. Fig-
ure 8-35 shows the composition values can be assigned to the field nodes in the mesh to define the
composition. The memory required to represent this object as a tetrahedral mesh is a function of the
number of tetrahedra needed to model the object. Note that the desired composition variation within
the model is piece-wise linear, therefore the material curvature is zero and not a factor in determin-
ing the size of the tetrahedra. The geometry of the model, however, is curved and the maximum
curvature of all of the curves and surfaces occurs at the 5mm fillets. Therefore, Kg,max = 5mm- 1 .
From voxel-based analysis, the minimum geometric feature is found to be Ag = 4 mm. In order to
capture the grading from the boundary, the minimum material feature must be measured from the
mid-plane over the floor of the mold (where a discontinuity in the material derivative exists) to the
bottom or the floor of the mold: pmt = 2mm. With an interior volume of Vinterior = 96733mm 3,
the storage costs for the Widget Mold as a tetrahedral mesh can be determined from Equation 6.41,
as
ntetrahedra[Vinterior = 96733mm3, fg)
pg = 4 mm, K g,max = 5mm-m1, pt = 2mm]
where a
[580398V2-
= min {5\arcsin VE(1 -Eg), 2}.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8-35: (a) View of the nodes in the tetrahedral mesh. (b) View of the material grading over
slices of a tetrahedral mesh representation of the Widget Mold. (c) View of material evaluated over60% of each tetrahedron's domain. (d) View of material evaluated over 40% of each tetrahedron's
domain.
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The storage costs for the Widget Mold in the various tetrahedral mesh representations are:
Steoo = 6 4 ntetrahedra + 152 + Sm, bytes
Steoi = 13 6 ntetrahedra + 80 + S,, bytes
Stelo = 8 4 ntetrahedra + 164 + Sm, bytes
Stel = 156ntetrahedra + 92 + Sm, bytes
Generalized decomposition
(a) (b)
Figure 8-36: (a) FGMDomain vertices and edges into which the Widget Mold is decomposed in a
generalized data structure. (b) A single FGMDomain representing the interior of the Widget Mold
in a generalized data structure.
In the previous cases, objects were decomposed into FGMDomains that exactly and explicitly
defined the intended material variation (m(x)). For this model, the concept of a procedural FGM-
Domain is introduced, in which the composition function is not represented explicitly but must be
evaluated relative to the geometry and topology of the model, similar to how offset surfaces can be
represented within existing exchange standards [30]. To accomplish this, the function mProc(x) is
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FGMDomain
FGMBRepRegion : FGMDomain
r : pointer
m : array of (din) floats
FGMProcRegion : FGMBRepRegion
p: float
n: degree of polynomial
m: array of dm x (n + 1) floats
Figure 8-37: Hierarchy from FGMDomain to FGMProcRegion.
associated with a single FGMDomain representing the interior or the model, where
0.7 + 350
0 .3 - 1 for p < 5 mm,
0.0
mProc (x) = < (8.22)
1.0
0.0 for p > 5 mm
0.01
The parameter p is the minimum distance of point x from the object's boundary, as defined by
the collection of lower dimensional FGMDomains contained in the relational database maintaining
the part's topology. Figure 8-37 illustrates the derivation of the Procedural FGMDomain from the
FGMBRepRegion class.
The storage cost for the Procedural FGMDomain is simply the cost of the FGMBRepRegion
domain defined in Figure 4-19, plus the storage required to maintain the floating point coefficients
and degree of the polynomial as well as the cut-off distance in Equation 8.22; an additional seven
floating-point numbers and one integer in this case (n = 1, dm = 3).
Sprcr = Sint + [dm (n + 2) + 1] Sf t + Spt, (8.23)
The FGMDomains needed to exactly represent this object are listed in Table 8.12. The FGMDomains
of dimensions zero and one are shown in Figure 8-36(a), along with the procedural FGMDomain for
the model's interior (an FGMProcRegion) in Figure 8-36(b).
The topology for the model may be maintained in either a Cell-Tuple-Graph or Radial Edge data
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Classes instances - ctg- cells tuples Storage(bytes)ca class class InasS
FGMPoint 29 29 174Sf it
FGMRationalBezierCrv
nf = 1,fnm = 0 46 46 9 2 Sint + 552SfIt
n, = 2, nm = 0 12 12 2 4 Sint + 192Sflt
n, = 3,fnm = 0 2 2 4Sint + 40SfIt
FGMRationalB6zierTri
n, = 1,fnm = 0 4 4 48 8 Sint + 6 4 Sfit
n, = 2, nm = 0 8 8 96 1 6 Sint + 224Sf it
FGMRationalB zierQuad
(mr, nx) = (1, 1), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 13 13 208 5 2 Sint + 2 6 0Sfit
(mx, n) = (1, 2), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 5 5 80 20Sint + 140Sfit
(m, n) = (1, 3), (mm, nm) = (0, 0) 3 3 48 12Sint + 10 8 Sfit
FGMBRepRegion 1 1 1 3Sf1 t + Sptr
FGMProcRegion 1 1 Sint + 10Sf t + Sptr
CellTupleGraph 1 2 Sptr
Cell 124 248Sint + 2 4 8 Spt, + Sms
Tuple 480 4 8 0 Sint + 4 3 2 0Sptr
TOTAL 957Sint + 1767Sflt + 4 5 7 2 Sptr + Sms
36252 bytes + Sm,
Table 8.12: FGMDomain and Cell-Tuple-Graph objects required to represent FGM Widget Mold
exactly and the associated storage cost.
structure. The storage costs associated with each method are listed in Tables 8.12 and 8.13.
Observations
The storage costs for the approaches to modeling the Widget Mold are graphed in Figure 8-38
and 8-39.
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Figure 8-38: Graph of storage cost for representing the Widget Mold (with composition graded from
the boundary) as functions of geometric accuracy (a) Em = 10-1, (b) E_ = 10-3,(c) Em = 101, and
(d) Em = 1.
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Classes instances Stoag btess
FGMDomains 229Sint + 1767Sf it + 2 Sptr
Complex 1 Sptr + Sms
Region 2 lOSptr
Shell 2 8s__,
Face 33 6 6 Sptr
Loop 33 3 3 Spt,
Edge 60 120Spt,
Vertex 29 58St,,
FaceUse 66 3 9 6 Spt,
LoopUse 66 3 9 6 Sptr
EdgeUse 192 1344Spit
VertexUse 192 768Spt,
TOTAL 229St + 1767S + 3 2 0 2 Sptr + Sms
2786 0 bytes + S;ns
Table 8.13: Radial-Edge objects required to represent the topology of FGM
and the associated storage cost.
Widget Mold exactly
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8.3 Discussion
This chapter presented several hypothetical FGM objects and quantified their storage costs in terms
of accuracy for the objects' representation in the various data structures outlined in the previous
chapters. Although the objects are relatively simple in complexity, they contain features that many
real objects might have, including curved surfaces, regions of uniform and graded composition,
and features such as holes or internal primitives. They also serve to illustrate how FGM models
resulting from the proposed design tools might be represented. In this way, the lessons learned from
this analysis apply equally well to real models with more of the features presented.
The first object, described, a unit sphere of uniform material composition, introduces how the
various data structures represent an object. Although trivial in complexity, its inclusion in this chap-
ter demonstrates how much more efficiently a generalized decomposition modeling method (based on
either the Radial-Edge or Cell-Tuple-Graph structures) is able to accurately describe the intended
geometry than the voxel-based or triangulated shell approaches.
The subsequent examples demonstrate that the same trend holds true for objects with graded
compositions, proving that a generalized modeling method incorporating a suitable library of geo-
metric and material representations (B6zier curves, surfaces, and regions in this case) is the preferred
approach to modeling FGM objects in terms of storage cost.
The storage costs for the generalized data structures are constant with the desired accuracy of
representation. The storage costs only grow with the number of features present in the model, as
shown by the case of the drug delivery device. For each new drug primitive introduced into the
model, the storage cost grows by some constant. Therefore, the memory requirements for a model
stored in a generalized data structure would be proportional to the number of features the designer
wishes to include in the model, not the accuracy in representation.
The final example, the "Widget Mold", illustrates how a generalized decomposition method
could be extended to include additional data classes to further improve its efficiency. In this case, a
procedural region class was introduced, efficiently allowing the definition of a material grading from
the boundary. To accomplish this, a polynomial function of distance is associated with the region
object. Instead of defining the composition explicitly as a parametric mapping into Material Space,
the composition at a point is evaluated as a function of its distance to the nearest boundary.
Finally, it is important to note that the storage costs presented here are bounds for the memory
growth as functions of geometric and material accuracy, assuming uniform meshes. Obviously,
adaptive subdivision schemes [11, 21, 22, 63] could be investigated to reduce the memory costs (as
well as compression techniques such as octrees [19, 37]), but these issues are beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
New developments in SFF processes promise the capability of fabrication with Local Composition
Control, permitting the realization of Functionally Graded Material parts and tools, in which the
composition of the objects may consist of spatially varying compositions. This will open the door
to the possibility of fabricating a whole new class of parts in which the material variation is chosen
to optimize performance and the part is directly fabricated from the CAD model. To realize this
potential, however, current CAD/CAM methods need to be extended to enable designers and re-
searchers to model, design, and exchange FGM objects. The first major obstacle that needs to be
addressed is the selection of a data structure to hold information about the model's geometry and
composition efficiently. Ideally, the chosen data structure will enable the accurate capture of design
intent in a form that can be freely exchanged between CAD systems and transmitted to various
manufacturing processes.
To motivate this research, limitations in the current practice of processing models through the
STL format were presented. Some of the drawbacks include its expense at conveying geometric
information, lack of explicit topological information, and the introduction of gaps, holes, and inter-
sections through non-robust processing algorithms. The STEP standard was then presented as a
more complete and robust exchange standard, adopted by a wider community for the exchange of
product information over a distributed environment. The part of STEP focused on solid modeling
was outlined, illustrating the many methods incorporated into the data standard for representing
geometry and the connectivity between the topological entities. It was noted, however, that STEP
presently makes no allowance for graded material information.
Next a paradigm for information flow for the processing of FGM models was presented, based on
the information flow used in image processing of digital photographs and documents for display on
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CRTs or hard-copy output. Outlining the steps of how FGM models should be processed establishes
two major points. The first is that an FGM object modeled in a computer is nothing more than a
vector valued function, providing a mapping from a Build Space into a Material Space.
FGM Model -+ m(x)
Therefore, the ultimate goal of any modeling method is the specification of the function m(x) by
a designer. There are many ways of accomplish this, but each is simply an approach to accurately
and efficiently defining m(x).
The second major point regarding the information flow is the clear separation between the
modeling of the FGM object and its processing. The designer should work to define the function
min(x) within the environment that can most accurately capture his intent. Once this function is
defined, it is sampled and converted to a digital representation, analogous to image processing, for
fabrication through an SFF process capable of LCC. During this process planning stage, instructions
to fabricate the part to the designer's specification are generated. Process parameters, such as the
placement of binder droplets in 3D Printing, now enter the information flow. The designer should
not be concerned with these parameters, since these are unique to each process. The intended design
min(x) specifies the desired composition for the fabricated object. In 3D Printing, for instance, the
introduction of a binder into the powderbed is usually just a means to bind powder together and
is burned out of the finished product during a sintering stage. The shape and composition m0 st(x)
of the final product (what is left after the binder is burnt out) is the only thing that matters to
the designer. Furthermore, it may be possible for the design for an FGM object to be fabricated
through multiple SFF systems, each with their own set of process parameters. By requiring mi,(x) to
reflect the composition of the final product, not the process parameters, the model may be fabricated
through any of the available SFF processing methods. Following this paradigm will enable the vision
of a clean separation between between the design and manufacture of FGM objects and encourage
the neutral exchange of FGM object models between designers, researchers, and manufacturers,
promoting exploration of this new technology.
With the motivation for research in a method to represent FGM design intents, its representation
as a vector valued function, and a clean separation between design and fabrication established, several
modeling methods are proposed. These range from a voxel-based scheme to a completely general
data structure (Radial-Edge or Cell-Tuple-Graph). Each data structure is capable of representing
material information by decomposing the model of an object into sub-regions but beyond that, these
approaches to modeling FGM objects diverge. The voxel-based approach, for instance, uses a lattice
of cubes assumed to be of piece-wise uniform composition, while the tetrahedral modeling approach
interpolates field values at nodes in space. With each data structure, the minimal data classes
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required to define m(x) are described and an expression for the storage cost is formed in terms of
the number of instances of each class.
The generalized schemes represent the geometric and composition information over cells through
FGMDomains. Only a limited subset of FGMDomain classes were introduced here, based on the
Bernstein polynomials for providing a parametric mapping into a Build Space and a Material Space.
This approach to modeling FGM objects extends the current paradigm for B-Rep solid modeling (in
which a topological data structure is used to maintain the connectivity between a collection of face,
edge, and vertex geometries bounding a region) to representing cells of graded composition within a
generalized data structure. Conceptually, this is similar to Kumar et al's approach to representing
FGM objects as collections of rm sets [40]. It is important to note, however, that the FGM modeling
approach presented in this dissertation is based on an adapted Radial-Edge data structure, because
of its wide adoption in the IGES and STEP standards. This adapted Radial-Edge data structure is
extended to include mathematical descriptions of the material variation over each geometric entity.
In addition, the geometric and material descriptions were also associated with the topological entity
Region of this data structure. The description of the Region entity in this way is equivalent to
the concept of an atlas presented by Kumar et al. In order to provide concrete examples in this
dissertation, B6zier volume formulations are introduced to define a set of FGMDomains and then
used to model several hypothetical models. With both the IGES and STEP standards (as well
as many proprietary systems) based on the Radial-Edge data structure, the extension of existing
standards to include graded material information should be possible. The Cell-Tuple-Graph data
structure was introduced as an abstraction of the Radial-Edge data structure, providing a more
concise and simpler structure for maintaining the same information.
With the introduction of data structures for FGM modeling, several design approaches are intro-
duced. These tools are based on concepts from geometric modeling and serve to illustrate how one
might define the graded nature of an FGM object. Their implementation, however, depends upon
the underlying data structure chosen to represent m(x).
Since both the voxel-based and mesh-based modeling methods approximate design intent, trends
for the sizes of the voxel lattice or mesh were then established in terms of the desired geometric and
material accuracy of the representation. These trends were based on the nature of the intended design
and include properties such as rate of material variation, surface curvature, material curvature, and
minimum feature sizes. For the meshed-based approaches, the expressions given represent upper
bounds on the number of elements required to accurately capture the designer's intent since uniform
meshes were assumed in the theoretical analysis.
Finally, several hypothetical FGM objects were introduced and their storage costs estimated.
These objects, although simple in nature, represent features that would be present in real models,
including non-linear surfaces, holes, protrusions, regions of uniform composition, and regions of
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spatially graded composition. In each case, the generalized cellular decomposition approach was the
most efficient at capturing the intended design. The finite element approach was next best, followed
by the voxel-based method. From the point of view of memory requirements, it is recommended
that modeling FGM objects as generalized, cellular decompositions be adopted as the paradigm for
the representation of FGM models and their design and exchange. By following this approach to
FGM modeling, the accepted standard of modeling of solids as B-reps can be extended, a designer's
intent is most accurately captured, and the future expansion of a data structure is possible through
the introduction of new classes (FGMDomains) for mathematically describing material variation.
9.2 Contributions
Through this dissertation, the following contributions to CAD were made:
1. An information pathway for processing FGM objects based on image processing was intro-
duced. This pathway establishes a clear separation between design of FGM objects, their
processing, and their fabrication. Similar to how an image is represented by a continuous
vector valued function of the intensity of the primary colors over a two-dimensional space, an
FGM object is represented by a vector valued function spanning a Material Space, defined
over the three-dimensional Build Space. Therefore, the Model Space for FGM objects consists
of a Build Space and a Material Space. The task of modeling and designing an FGM object,
therefore, is simply to accurately represent the function m(x) where x E Build Space.
2. Data structures for representing FGM objects were described and analyzed, including a voxel-
based structure, a finite element method, and the extension of the Radial-Edge and Cell-Tuple-
Graph data structures with FGMDomains in order to represent spatially varying properties.
All of the methods are capable of defining the function m(x) but each does so in a different
way. Along with introducing each data structure, the storage cost for each was derived in
terms of the number of instances of each of its fundamental classes required to represent an
object.
3. In order to determine the optimal data structure to model FGM objects, the storage cost for
each of the methods was predicted for several hypothetical models. Although these models
were simple in nature, their curved geometries and regions of both piece-wise constant and non-
linearly graded compositions reflect the features expected to be found in real applications. In
each case, the generalized cellular methods were found to be optimal, accurately representing
the intended design.
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9.3 Future work and recommendations
9.3.1 Investigation into generalized FGM modeler
This thesis indicates that a generalized cellular decomposition approach to modeling FGM object-
s in terms of FGMDomains is a most memory efficient means to capturing the designer's intent.
The work presented in this dissertation, however, assumed a static model with the object already
decomposed into FGMDomains. The next step is to establish a data structure based on these con-
cepts. Methods to translate existing solid models into this data structure without loss of accuracy
need to be explored, in addition to methods for modifying the data structure to allow the accurate
decomposition of models into suitable FGMDomains, accurately capturing design intent. It is im-
portant to note that the generalized data structures presented in Section 4.6 closely resemble the
B-rep data structures used in many commercial modeling systems. With further investigation in
this area, it is hoped that exisiting systems based on B-rep data structures might be extended to
include FGMDomains, enabling FGM modeling and design through exisiting CAD systems. With
the extension of such systems, tools for design, visualization, interrogation, and processing could
then be incorporated as they are developed, helping to realize the potential of FGM design for SFF
with LCC.
9.3.2 Exploration of FGMDomains
This dissertation introduced a limited set of FGMDomains in Section 4.6.2 for representing com-
position variation over curves, surfaces, and regions in terms of Bernstein polynomials. Just as the
STEP standard includes a wide range of classes for representing geometry (see Figure 2-4), addition-
al FGMDomains can be defined, including NURBS regions and generalized cylinders or sweeps. The
efficient design and interrogation of compositions in terms of these FGMDomains, however, remain
open issues. Bezier curves, for instance, have a well known set of properties (such as convex hull and
subdivision) that make them appealing for use in design systems. Investigation of similar properties
which can be exploited for the design and interrogation of material variations is suggested.
9.3.3 FGM object design methods
Methods to design FGM objects need to be explored. Several design methods (such as FGM fitting,
chamfering, filleting, blends, and library) were proposed in this work to motivate the example models
for memory analysis. These methods closely parallel methods currently used for geometric design.
It is hypothesized that most geometric design operations have analogous operations for FGM design,
including lofting, filleting, chamfering, and sweeps. The complete definition and application of these
methods, however, remains an open issue.
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Investigation into this area is closely related to the underlying data structure chosen to model the
FGM objects. The information available for a specific design method and its execution is different for
each data structure. However, approaches to applying a proposed design method could be developed
for any of the modeling methods, demonstrating the concepts behind each FGM design method.
9.3.4 Establishment of a design methodology for FGM objects
Along with investigating individual design methods, these design methods need to be placed in the
context of an overall design process for FGM objects. This involves investigating how a designer
might interact with the model and establishing a design methodology. In existing solid modeling
systems, for example, objects are created through a sequence of extrusions, cuts, lofts, revolutions,
etc. The history of the design session is usually recorded, allowing the designer to "undo" operations
and modify the design as desired. Material information in these systems is assigned to regions as
attributes, as described in Section 3.2.1.
For FGM modeling, the specification of graded material information is closely related to the
geometric design. Consider, for instance, the design of composition as a function of distance from
the boundary. If the boundary is modified, the distribution of material within the model should
also changed. Ideally, a design system would allow the user to interactively modify the geometry
and the composition in any order and with the same ease of use afforded by existing CAD systems
for shape definition. How to achieve this goal remains an open issue and depends on the underlying
representation as well as the chosen design methods.
A finite element-based modeling system, for instance, requires a traditional B-rep to be de-
composed into elements. Once meshed, the relationship between the operations used to define the
geometry and the mesh data is unclear. Should geometric operations be performed on the mesh or
on the original model? If on the mesh, how are the geometric features represented and how is the
mesh modified with each operation? If the geometric operations are performed on the B-rep model,
any work done in designing the composition would be lost each time the geometry is modified unless
a method to relate the old mesh to the new mesh through the modified B-rep model is established.
One way around this problem would be to extend an existing CAD system based on generalized
B-rep or cellular data structure to include the concept of FGMDomains, as introduced in Section
4.6. This should be a modest extension to the underlying data structure in existing commercial CAD
systems. In this way, the geometry and the material distribution would both be defined within the
same data structure, eliminating the need to correlate data between two different models and design
systems. However, the issue of relating the operations in composition design to the data structure
must still be addressed. Although it is hypothesized that most geometric operations will have an
analogous material operation, the formulation of the steps necessary to realize this potential and
their execution in the context of a complete design session (from concept to modeled object) need to
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can be understood independently of the representation of the CAD model. An investigation into
this area permits an understanding of the material system's Physical Reconstruction Function from
which an optimal halftoning strategy can be selected. Preliminary work in this direction is reported
in [79].
9.3.8 Exploration of halftoning strategies
Along with the investigation of material systems, methods to halftone models must be investigated.
These may range from the application of simple dithering lattices to error diffusion algorithms. This
area of research is closely related to the previous one (exploration of material systems) since the
quality of the printed material is a function of the halftoning strategy and the halftoning strategy
should be selected based on the Physical Reconstruction Function. In 3D Printing, for instance,
the porous nature of the powder may result in a capillary action for regions of lower density binder
printing. This mechanism may distort the distribution of binder in the print bed, resulting in a
distribution different than that intended by the designer. The halftone strategy should compensate
for this, so that the physically reconstructed object most closely resembles the intended design (see
Figure 3-8).
9.3.9 Exploration of Design Rules
Just as in image processing there is a clean separation of the digital representation of continuous-tone
image and its output, a similar separation exists for the fabrication of FGM models. This clean sep-
aration, however, does not guarantee that any material distribution can be fabricated. Limitations
in the process (primitive resolution, accuracy of primitive placement, etc.) and properties of the ma-
terial system (maximum volume fraction of each material permitted in presence of each other, etc.)
will restrict the allowable nature of the function m(x). For example, in the 3D Printing process,
there is a minimum about of binder that needs to be delivered in order to hold the part together
to avoid surface imperfections. Similarly, there are upper bounds on the amount of material that
can be delivered through the print head within a liquid vehicle. Finally, there is an upper bound on
the rate of change of the composition that a particular LCC process can deliver. In order to assist
the designer in defining a material distribution that can be successfully fabricated, the limitations
need to be understood and captured as a set of Design Rules. These Design Rules may then be
applied at various stages of the information flow presented in Figure 3-8. The maximum allowable
volume fraction for each material in the material system, for example, may be used to evaluate
the material distribution (mi,(x)) at the design stage for Design Rule compliance or even used to
restrict the assignment of the material distribution at the time of design. Investigation of Physical
Reconstruction Function, on the other hand, could lead to rules that should be applied during the
process planning stage to help determine the optimal placement of material primitives (halftoning)
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to most accurately reproduce the designer's intent (mi,(x)) as a fabricated part (m0 st(x)).
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be addressed. It is hypothesized that with the extension of the underlying data structure in existing
CAD systems, the design methods explored as suggested in Section 9.3.3 could be incorporated,
thereby enabling both the geometric and material design of FGM objects in same manner that
geometric design is currently performed.
9.3.5 Tools for fabricating FGM objects
While this dissertation has focused on the issues of modeling FGM objects, tools for handling
material information for creating test FGM parts should also be explored. These tools would define
the function m(x) for special applications in order to test halftoning methods, material systems,
and applications for FGM parts. One example could be the design of the composition of an FGM
object as a function of distance from the boundary. Similar to how the Widget Tool example in
Section 8.2.6 introduced a procedural FGMDomain, compositions designed from the boundary can
be defined by simply associating a composition function m(r) with an STL file representing the
object, where m is the composition as a function of minimum distance r to all triangles listed in
the STL file. During evaluation (either for visualization or fabrication), the distance of each query
point x from the boundary is computed as needed.
9.3.6 Efficient methods for voxel-based and finite element models
The analysis presented in this dissertation did not take into account any compression using adaptive
subdivision techniques applied to the voxel-based or finite element data structures. Such techniques
could be applied in a system based on either of these data structures. A voxel-based system, for
instance, may be based on an octree representation or run-length-encoded. For the finite element
approach, adaptive subdivision methods designed to place smaller elements in regions of greatest
composition change and large elements elsewhere need to be developed. Pyramid and brick elements
could also be introduced to the system. The efficient use of these structures for design, however,
remains an open issue. In addition, access and processing time evaluation of the data structures
analyzed here needs to be performed.
9.3.7 Exploration of material systems
This dissertation has addressed the issue of representing the designer's intent efficiently as a solid
model. The fabrication of the model, however, remains an open-ended issue. To address this,
one of the first tasks is to establish material systems out of which Local Composition Control can
be achieved. These might include color-based systems for creating visualization models or varying
density systems to create porous models (stainless steel and voids, for instance) to more complicated
systems for drug delivery devices. How to locally control the composition in a given material system
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